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Preface 

 

The MIT Conference first began life in 1995. Since then we have been a bi-annual international 

gathering of industrial practitioners and academics from different disciplines and from all over the 

world. 

The conference based in Slovenia has brought together a unique dialogue in the fields of management 

and innovative technologies. 

Previous MIT conferences have seen world economic boom and subsequent collapse. Our conferences 

have explored technological innovation and technology management from multi-disciplinary 

perspectives. That has been the unique contribution of our previous thirteen conferences – bringing 

together academics and practitioners from different fields to exchange ideas, knowledge and 

experience that can impact significantly on cross-disciplinary research and also stimulate innovation in 

practice. 

Human factors, “technosophy” (the wise application of technology) and sustainability have been key 

areas of interest for many of the conference’s contributors and now, as we announce our call for 

contributions to the 14th MIT Conference in 2016, in a year of continuing but recovery from global 

recession, financial and environmental challenges, our conference seems as relevant and important as 

ever. 

In the beautiful setting of Fiesa, Slovenia, bordering with Croatia and Italy and within driving distance 

of many other countries, we are glad our conference sits as the borderland of different cultures, just as 

our programme sits at the border of different disciplines, interests and perspectives. 

For the second time in a row our conference takes the form of a more interactive conference 

workshop. Based on feedback from participants who value the presentation of academic work but also 

seek further interaction around practical themes arising, our conference workshop is designed around 

dialogue and interaction, still very much rooted in academic research and industrial practice. It is a 

very compelling and potent mix! 

It is our hope that the conference will generate insights that will directly contribute to our emerge from 

economic crisis, in our respective sectors, industries, economies and as a world community. We 

welcome case studies and stories, as well as sessions which may lead to inter-disciplinary research. 

Joško Valentinčič   Paul R. Levy    Izidor Sabotin 
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Automatable splicing method for steel cord conveyor belts – 

Evaluation of water jetting as a preparation process 
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Abstract 

The increased demand of mineral resources leads to worldwide application of incessantly longer conveying 

systems. The length between axes can amount to 15 km and more. Owing to manageable dimensions and 

weight, appropriate conveyor belts are produced in segments of up to 300 m. Final assembly takes place at the 

conveyor system, where the multitude of segments is connected to a long conveyor belt. An important point 

in assembly preparation is the stripping of the steel cords, which is mainly carried out manually using 

rudimentary techniques. The optimization potential is high, since the adoption of automatable and application-

oriented preparation methods can minimize the conveyor downtime and improve the joint quality.  

In this study, the application of the pure water jet is investigated, since this selective stripping method offers a 

lot of potential for automation and the creation of rough surfaces. The objective was to determine if an efficient, 

homogenous and selective removal of the rubber is possible without damaging the zinc coating of the steel 

cords. Following a parameter study, the generated kerf geometries and surfaces were investigated. The stripped 

steel cords and zinc coatings were analyzed through the preparation of micrographs. Concluding, an evaluation 

about the qualification of water jetting as an automatable method for joint and repair preparation is made.  

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords:  

Steel cord conveyor belts, splicing method, repair preparation, automation, water jetting 
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1 Steel cord conveyor belt 

The belt is one of the most important parts of a conveyor system when it comes to design and investment costs. 

Due to logistic reasons, the belt can only be transported in segments to the conveyor system, limited by weight 

or length of the individual segment. The splicing is done directly at the system. In the splice, tensile forces are 

transferred through the core rubber and not via tension member. This fact makes a splice the weakest point of 

a conveyor belt. The tension member of a belt can consist of textile fabric or steel cords, depending on the 

tensile strength of the belt. Steel cord conveyor belts can reach a nominal belt breaking strength up to 10.000 

N/mm. Figure 1-1 shows the general structure of a steel cord conveyor belt. [1] 

The steel cords are covered in core rubber and form the 

carcass of the belt which is covered by top and bottom 

cover. The bottom cover transfers the driving forces from 

drive pulley to the belt. The top cover transports the bulk 

material and protects the carcass from damages caused 

by material impacts. The steel cords are right and left 

twisted and placed alternate next to each. The cords are 

zinc coated and have a zinc oxide layer on top. Zinc 

oxide has two effects during the belt fabrication. On the 

one side, it is a vulcanization accelerator and, on the 

other hand, it provides the basis for a zinc sulfide layer 

that occurs during vulcanization process between rubber 

and steel cords and leads to a better adhesion. [2, 3]  

The splicing procedure of a steel cord conveyor belt is 

performed as follows. First, the splicing area needs 

preparation. Before assembling the vulcanization press, the new rubber has to be placed into the splice. Then 

the vulcanization of the splice area completes the splicing procedure. The present preparation process for 

splicing procedure consists of numerous manually performed steps. The steel cords of both ends of the 

conveyor belt have to be completely removed from rubber. Therefore, the first step is to remove top and bottom 

cover with an oscillating cutting edge. To cut the steel cords apart, a stripping machine is used. Then the biggest 

amount of the core rubber is stripped from the cords with piano wires. As last step, cutting tools are used to 

remove the remaining amount of rubber and shorten the steel cords to the required length if necessary. Figure 

1-2 (A) shows a splicing process. Then the cords have to be placed according to the splice layout, see figure 

1-2 (B). Then new core rubber has to be put between the steel cords. The total process is very time consuming 

due to its low level of automation and considerable number of manual work steps. The splicing quality can be 

primary defined through the adhesion between steel cords and core rubber. The fact that the zinc oxide layer 

of the steel cords is responsible for it, the layer must not be damaged during the preparation of the splicing 

procedure. To avoid damaging the zinc oxide layer is almost impossible due to the removal of core rubber just 

by cutting tools. [1] 

A)   B)  

Figure 1-2: A) Preparation process of a steel cord splice [RI-Belt Sud S.R.L]; B) Layout of a 3-step steel 

cord splice 

 

Figure 1-1: Steel cord conveyor belt 
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In this study, the application of the pure water jet is investigated, since this selective stripping method offers a 

lot of potential for automation and the creation of rough surfaces. The objective was to determine if an efficient, 

homogenous and selective removal of the rubber is possible without damaging the zinc coating of the steel 

cords.  

2 Materials and methods 

The investigations were carried out using a segment of an industrial steel cord conveyor belt with a total 

thickness of t = 30 mm. The test material was in new condition. It was vulcanized using “STG type” primer, 

rubber strips and cover plates (components manufacturer: “Nilos”). The cover plate had a thickness of 

t = 15 mm, the diameter of the subjacent zinc-coated steel cords was d = 8 mm. Figure 2-1 shows a sectional 

view of the test material. 

 

Figure 2-1: Sectional view of the test material 

 

All jetting experiments were carried out using a “Stein Moser WS0707” gantry-style (x, y, z)-guiding machine. 

The high-pressure pump was a “BFT Servotron 40.37” (max. operating pressure pw = 400 MPa, max. volume 

flow rate Qw = 3.8 l/min). The high-pressure valve applied was a “BFT WJ070060”, modified to include a 

“Hammelmann” nozzle mount. Three flat-jet nozzles “Hammelmann Type R” with the jet angles α1 = 10°, 

α2 = 20° and α3 = 30° were used alongside with sharp-edged round-jet nozzles “Hammelmann Type I”. The 

nozzle diameter was kept constant with d0 = 0.4 mm. The nozzle coefficients were specified with kf = 0.67 for 

the flat-jet nozzles and kr = 0.70 for the round-jet nozzle by the manufacturer, respectively. The nozzles 

allowed for a maximum water pressure of p = 300 MPa. Because of the flexible material behavior of the rubber, 

the achieved kerf-depth- and surface-roughness values were measured optically using fringe projection 

technology (equipment manufacturer: “GF Messtechnik”), in five positions each respectively.  

For a neutral comparison of the material removal profile and –efficiency, the optimum standoff distance was 

determined for each jet angle α to allow a material removal width of b = 10 mm. Following, surface structure 

and -profile were analyzed. Through different jet disintegration stages are present at the same jet width when 

using various jet angles, an influence on the material removal profile can be expected. For the round jet nozzle, 

staggered tool paths were used with variation of the tool path distance. The nozzles with the most promising 

results were picked for a more detailed parameter investigation, also including multiple material removal 

iterations. After parameter and procedure optimization, the conveyor belt was stripped down to its steel cords. 

A micro section was prepared in order to investigate if the formerly applied zinc coating was still intact. 

3 Results and discussion 

Initial experiments showed that the utilized round jet nozzles did not allow a consistent material removal of 

the belt rubber. Similar to nozzle types used for cutting applications, they generate a coherent and narrow jet 

with a characteristically high energy density on a small contact area. Although this kind of nozzle is well suited 

for precise material removal of other composite materials (e.g. CFRP [4]), the elastic flexibility of the rubber 

effected a bending of the material away from the jet. This resulted in lamellar surfaces, combined with a 

comparatively low material removal rate. The results obtained using flat-jet nozzles were considerably better. 

As expected, different surface profiles were generated dependent on the jet angle. While the flat-jet nozzles 

with α1 = 10° and α2 = 20° produced a straight surface profile with a consistent surface roughness, the surface 

profile generated by the nozzle with α3 = 30° was accentuated in the edges and less consistent. Through a 

furthermore lower material removal rate compared to α1 = 10° and α2 = 20°, the jet angle of α3 = 30° did not 

implicate applicable advantages and was therefore rejected from the following investigations. Figure 3-1 shows 

a consistent material removal path of a flat jet nozzle with α1 = 10° and p = 100 MPa. 
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Figure 3-1: Surface topography in camera view (A) and height profile (fringe projection, B) of a material 

removal path generated by a nozzle with α1 = 10° and p = 100 MPa 

 

As displayed in Figure 3-2, achieved kerf depths for α1 = 10° were slightly higher than for α2 = 20°. Measured 

surface roughness was significantly higher for the narrower jet angle. Since higher surface roughness goes 

along with an increased surface area, this can be advantageous when it comes to priming and splicing. 

Therefore, a higher surface roughness is generally preferable. A noteworthy fact is that the utilized flat-jet 

nozzles required a higher water volume flow rate than the stated nozzle coefficient of 0.67 would assume. The 

available water volume flow rate of Qw = 3.8 l/min was almost consumed at p = 150 MPa (α1 = 10°) and 

p = 200 MPa (α2 = 20°). For this reason, the stated pressure levels were set as the maximum values for each 

test series, respectively. As expected for an appropriate parameter study, kerf depth and surface roughness 

increase with an elongated contact time (smaller feed rate).  

 

Figure 3-2: Kerf depth k and mean surface roughness index Ra compared to the feed rate f for a kerf width of 

b = 10 mm 

 

As displayed in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4, the achievable kerf depth increases straight proportional to the 

quantity of iterations for both jet angles. Using the test setup, a total of n = 4 iterations was necessary to 

completely remove the top cover and strip the steel cords at a feed rate of f = 100 mm/min. For α1 = 10° a 

water pressure of p = 150 MPa was necessary, for α2 = 20° a water pressure of p = 200 MPa. In both cases, the 

real water volume flow rate is expected to be similar close to Qw = 3.8 l/min, recognizable by the pump’s 
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maximum workload. Furthermore, it was found that the surface roughness remains constant independent of 

the iteration quantity. The test equipment allowed for maximum surface roughness values of Ra1 = 480.9 µm 

(σ1 = 5.3 µm) for α1 = 10°, p = 150 MPa and Ra2 = 465.7 µm (σ2 = 6.2 µm) for α2 = 20°, p = 200 MPa, 

respectively. Both jet angles were likewise found suitable for the application, with advantages regarding 

equipment wear which can be expected for the lower necessary pressure at α1 = 10°. 

  

Figure 3-3: Kerf depth k and mean surface roughness index Ra compared to water pressure p for iterative 

material removal procedure, a jet angle of α = 10° and a feed rate of f = 100 mm/min 

 

  

Figure 3-4: Kerf depth k and mean surface roughness index Ra compared to water pressure p for iterative 

material removal procedure, a jet angle of α = 20° and a feed rate of f = 100 mm/min 

 

Figure 3-5 shows two photographs after removal of the cover plate and stripping the steel cords by water jetting 

and following drying by compressed air, as well as a micro-section of a single cord wire. It shows that a deep 

material removal with sharp, orthogonal and plane-parallel edges is possible with the utilized equipment 

(Figure 3-5 A). The exposed zinc-coated steel cords do not suffer visible damage (Figure 3-5 B). The prepared 

micro-section of a stripped cord shows that the galvanized zinc coating is still visible on the waterjet-treated 
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side (Figure 3-5 C). The thinner coating on the opposite side originates from the wire production method (wire 

drawing); this appearance can also be found on new condition steel cords. 

 

 

Figure 3-5: Stripped steel cords after iterative removal of the cover plate (A), detail view (B), micro section 

of a stripped cord with measurements of the zinc coating thickness (C) 

 

4 Conclusions and outlook 

Concluded, water jetting is a promising preparation method for the splicing of steel cord conveyor belts that 

comes along with an excellent potential for automation. Utilizing commercially available pump technology 

combined with flat-jet nozzles, stripping rubber of the steel cords is easily possible in high quality without 

visible damage of the zinc coating. The produced rubber surfaces are consistently rough, which comes along 

with a larger contact surface for following vulcanization processes. Compared to the flat surfaces, which are 

generated through the conventional preparation techniques as described before, the application of this 

technology does not only offer a lot of potential to reduce downtime and splicing duration through automation, 

but also to improve the adhesion quality. The effect on quality and reproducibility of appropriate belt splicing 

has to be analyzed in further investigations.  

Besides the effect on splice quality, the described preparation process offers further improvement 

opportunities. Material removal rate and surface roughness are further expected to be increased through bigger 

water volume flow rates, which go along with an increase of hydraulic power. Appropriate technology is 

available in the market and will be utilized by the authors for further investigations. Considering the behavior 

of load transmission in a steel cord belt splice, it becomes apparent that it mainly takes place at the lateral cord 

flanks. Unlike this, the preparation method described in this paper only includes the top- and bottom machining 

of the belt (cf. Figure 4-1 A). Therefore, future investigations should also include 3D machining processes, cf. 

Figure 4-1 B. Following the described optimization of the preparation and splicing processes, an application 

in form of automatable preparation- and splicing machines is likely. 
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Figure 4-1: Direction of load transmission and material removal for 2D (A) and 3D machining (B) 
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Abstract 

Existing models for predicting the results of cutting by water jet as presented for example in 

[1, 2, 10, 11] cannot achieve satisfactory results in the wide area of parameter changes, especially 

for the large number of different materials. This implies the need to conduct extensive research in 

order to expand the empirical database. One of the methods of determining the effect of process 

parameters on the controlled process is the Taguchi Method. This method allows to limit the 

amount of research needed to achieve the desired test results, thereby reducing the time as well as 

the cost required to carry them out. The Taguchi signal/noise (S/N) ratio enables the assessment of 

the relevance of the impact of various parameters on the process, which is still not well enough 

understood. 

Keywords: abrasive water jet, design of experiment, optimization, cutting, prediction. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, high pressure water-jet machining has competed effectively with conventional methods of 

separation of materials. This is mainly because of the wide range of options it offers, including the 

processing of complex shapes, cutting of a large variety of materials, and its effectiveness under extreme 

conditions (hazard of fire or explosion, work under water up to a depth of 6000 m, etc.). 

Further advantages of the treatment of materials with a high-pressure fluid jet include: 

• ability to cut with constant stand-off distance between the working nozzle and machined top surface 

of the workpieces,  

• good surface structure after cutting or surface processing, 

• leaves the structure of the cut material thermally unaffected, 

• no internal stresses in the cutting zone, 

• fluid jet can be operated very easily. 

However, the application of a pure fluid jet is not very effective in cutting hard materials such as metals or 

rocks. The application of solutions for intensifying the erosive abilities of the fluid jet, such as the 

introduction of a loose abrasive is necessary for improving the effectiveness of the treatment. It should also 

be noted that the treatment is performed without significant increase in heat, as any heating produced as a 

result of the friction of the abrasive against the material and the nozzle is immediately counteracted by the 

water jet.  

2 Water jet cutting 

Cutting by high-pressure water jet is an advanced method of separating materials. Processing materials using 

a high pressure abrasive water jet is more complex than conventional treatments. High pressure water is 
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converted to a high speed jet inside a nozzle (Figure 1a.) and flows out of the nozzle at a speed of several 

hundred meters per second, hits a stream of abrasive particles and accelerates them to high particle speed. 

Adding dry abrasive to the water jet in a special mixing chamber (Figure 1b) increases cutting efficiency. As 

a result, it becomes possible to cut almost any material. Typical pressure levels used by the abrasive water jet 

(AWJ) system range from 400 to 600 MPa. The most commonly used abrasive is garnet as indicated in [12]. 

                              a) 

 

                   b)  

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of: a) water jet cutting and b) abrasive water jet cutting:  

1. high pressure water inlet, 2. abrasive inlet, 3. cutting head, 4. water nozzle, 5. mixing chamber, 

6. focussing tube, 7. high speed abrasive water Jet, 8. sample, 9. high speed water jet. 

3 Materials and Experimental Setup 

The study is conducted on the test rig shown in Figure 2 by using a high pressure intensifier (BYPUMP 

50APC) presented in Figure 2b. The maximum working pressure is 400 MPa at a flow rate of 5 dm3/min. 

This allows the use of a water nozzle with maximum diameter of 0.4 mm. The cutting head used, as shown in 

Figure 2a is equipped with a water nozzle with a diameter of 0.28 mm, and a focussing tube with a diameter 

of 0.76 mm and a length of 75 mm, mounted on 3-axis Siemens Sinumerik 840D CNC machine as can be 

seen in Figure 2c. The working area is 1000 x 1000 x 400 mm. The machine is equipped with an abrasive 

feeder from the Swiss company Allfi. During the test garnet (Almandine) 80 mesh is used, from which a 

sample is presented in Figure 3. The basic properties of this abrasive are presented in Table 1.  

The garnet abrasive group contains closely related, isomorphous, minerals that may contain low percentages 

of elements found in other members of the garnet family. Garnets are isostructural, meaning that they share 

the same crystal structure.  
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a)

 

b)

 

c)

 

Figure 2: Test rig: a) cutting head, b) high pressure intensifier, c) control module 

 

 

Figure 3. Garnet (Almandine) 80 mesh 

Table 1. Garnet (Almandine) properties [7] 

Crystal 

system 

cubic 

Twinning none 

Unit cell a = 11.53 Å 

Habit crystals usually dodecahedrons or 

trapezohedrons; also in combina-

tion or with hexoctahedron; mas-

sive; granular 

Cleavage 1; {110} parting sometimes distinct 

Fracture conchoidal to uneven 

Tenacity brittle 

Color deep red to reddish-brown, some-

times with a violet or brown or 

brownish black hue 
 

4 The Taguchi Method 

The selection of parameters which can produce optimal results is usually a complex process. Typically this 

requires carrying out a number of tests, and in this way the effect of technological parameters on the 

properties of the final product can be determined. The Design of Experiment can be shortened by using this 

method. The planning of such studies is an interdisciplinary science, which lies at the intersection of 

metrology, applied mathematics, statistics, and computer science, allowing researchers to use the information 
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the program has provided them with to reduce both the cost and time expended in obtaining the relevant 

information. This Design of Experiment enables researchers to select the input variables which significantly 

affect the process observed and can also build a mathematical model of the process and the mathematical 

relationships between input and output values. Further, it can determine the value of the input quantities 

which affect the most desired outcome of the process (process optimization), and determine the effect of 

variation in the size of the input on the variability of the whole process [16].  

The Taguchi Method [15] is a technique that provides a systematic and efficient methodology for process 

optimization and is a useful tool for the design of high quality systems. The Taguchi approach to Design of 

Experiments is easy for users with less experience of statistical methods to apply , and has therefore gained 

wide popularity in engineering. It is used for example in [4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 16, 17]. This is an engineering 

methodology for obtaining optimized products and processes, which are minimally robust and which 

produce high-quality products with reduced development and production costs. Signal to noise ratio (S/N 

ratio) and orthogonal matrix are two major tools used in the planning of experiments. 

The S/N ratio values can be divided into three categories when the number is continuous: 

• nominal is the best, 

• smaller is better, 

• larger is better. 

The Taguchi Method is used to generate a S/N ratio η in order to determine the current scatter of values. The 

signal (S) is derived from factors which are adjustable or under the control of the user, but noise (N) refers to 

those factors which affect the signal, but which are beyond the control of the user.  

The aim of the design is to enable the selection of the parameters of the experiment (in this case the process), 

so as to maximize the η. Various S/N indicators can be used according to the researcher’s needs [17]. 

Orthogonal matrix is selected subset of combinations of multiple factors at multiple levels. Taguchi 

Orthogonal matrix are balanced to ensure that all levels of all factors are considered equally. For this reason, 

the factors can be evaluated independently of each other despite the fractionality of the design [18]. 

In abrasive water jet cutting typically aims at achieving the maximal depth of cut and low roughness of the 

cut surface. Especially during precision cutting low roughness of the cut surface is of paramount importance. 

In this case the roughness of the kerf’s surface should be as small as possible. This is described by the 

"smaller is better" equation: 

     (1) 

where: 

n  is the number of repetitions of measurement, 

y  is the current value of the measurement, 

i  is the number of variables.  

 

5 Optimization and Prediction Procedure 

The influence of the selected parameters of abrasive water jet cutting on the accepted optimization criterium 

– surface roughness of the cutting kerf – is analyzed. 

A machining parameter selection process, using the L18 orthogonal array, was applied in this study (table2). 

This array is chosen because it consists of three control parameters: one (P1) with 6 levels, and the next two 

(P2 and P3) with three levels, as shown in Table 2 . 

In this case, the control parameter P1 is represented by the traverse speed, control parameter P2 by the 

pressure, while control parameter P3 by the abrasive flow rate. 

The Minitab16 program is used for the calculation procedure. The variation interval of the selected cutting 

parameters used under optimization are presented in Table 3. 

After conducting research at relevant parameters according to Taguchi array, roughness values were 

measured for each parameter combination. Roughness was measured according to the three most commonly 

used methods: Rmax, Rz and Ra [3, 8, 9]. 
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Figure 4. Measurement of roughness:  

1) cutting surface,  

2) sampling line, 

3) sampling length, 

4) top plane. 

Table 2. Orthogonal array L18 for Taguchi 

design of experiment 

Test number P1 P2 P3 

1 1 1 1 

2 1 2 2 

3 1 3 3 

4 2 1 1 

5 2 2 2 

6 2 3 3 

7 3 1 2 

8 3 2 3 

9 3 3 1 

10 4 1 3 

11 4 2 1 

12 4 3 2 

13 5 1 2 

14 5 2 3 

15 5 3 1 

16 6 1 3 

17 6 2 1 

18 6 3 2 
 

 

Table 3. Parameters of the cutting process and values of  factor  

Traverse speed Pressure Abrasive flow rate Rmax S/N (Rmax) Rz S/N (Rz) Ra S/N (Ra) 

[mm/min] [MPa] [g/min] [m]  [m]  [m] 

20 360 700 16 -24.4 13 -22.3 2 -5.4 

20 300 550 17 -24.7 14 -23.1 2 -7.0 

20 240 300 19 -25.2 16 -24.0 3 -9.2 

40 360 700 21 -25.0 13 -22.5 2 -6.6 

40 300 550 18 -25.3 15 -23.3 3 -8.2 

40 240 300 17 -25.9 16 -24.2 3 -10.4 

60 360 550 23 -26.7 20 -25.3 3 -8.9 

60 300 300 26 -27.8 20 -25.9 3 -9.9 

60 240 700 19 -26.7 16 -25.0 3 -9.8 

100 360 300 20 -26.0 18 -24.8 3 -8.3 

100 300 700 18 -25.5 15 -23.6 2 -7.0 

100 240 550 19 -25.2 17 -24.7 3 -9.8 

140 360 550 22 -28.3 17 -25.3 3 -10.6 

140 300 300 32 -29.5 19 -25.9 4 -11.6 

140 240 700 29 -28.4 20 -25.0 4 -11.4 

180 360 300 23 -27.5 20 -26.2 3 -10.4 

180 300 700 21 -27.0 18 -24.9 3 -9.0 
180- 240 550 24 -26.8 20 -26.1 4 -11.8 

 

To eliminate the influence of rounded cutting edges (Figure 4), the sampling line was set at b=1 mm from the 

top surface. The sampling length of the measurement is l=4 mm. 

Figure 5 presents the calculated dependency terms of the cut of the value of S/N ratios Ra, Rz and Rmax 

coefficients. The impact of individual process parameters on the S/N ratio is similar for all analyzed 

roughness values. For each roughness coefficient, a maximal S/N ratio is reached at the smallest traverse 

speed value, which was 20 mm/min. In the case of pressure, the largest value of the S/N ratio is reached at 
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the highest pressure, which was 360 MPa. This result is obtained for all roughness coefficients. Maximal S/N 

ratio values are reached for the highest abrasive flow rate (700 g/min), for all roughness coefficients. 

 

Figure 5. S/N ratio of roughness for each of tested parameters 

 

In Figure 6 are shown the predicted and the measured roughness values reached at optimal cutting 

parameters: traverse speed = 20 mm/min, pressure = 360 MPa and abrasive flow rate = 700 g/min.  

 

Figure 6. Results of predicted and measured values for different roughness parameters. 

 

Figure 7 shows an exemplary photorealistic shading view and profile generated by machining parameters 

which were optimal from the roughness point of view. In Figure 7a oblique parallel cutting traces, which are 

typical for abrasive water jet machined surfaces can be noted. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 7. Sample of a cut steel surface at optimal parameters: traverse speed = 20 mm/min, 

pressure = 360 MPa, abrasive flow rate = 700 g/min, 

a) photorealistic shading view, b) surface profile of the sample. 

 

A summary of results of measurements and predictions of surface roughness values separately for each of the 

analyzed factors is shown in Figure 8. The best prediction data is reached for the roughness coefficient Rz. 

The deviation value is equal to 0.0355. The worst fit is reached for the roughness coefficient Rmax. In this 

case the deviation is 0.056. 

   

Figure 8. Measured and predicted roughness values of the cutting kerf’s surface. 

 

6 Conclusions 

The application of the Taguchi method allows the determination of the effect of process parameters which 

significantly affect the test process, and their implementation in a manner most consistent with the 

assumptions. This enables the user to ignore those factors which have a negligible impact on the results and 

not on the significance of results. It also reduces the number of needed trials in that it significantly reduces 

the costs of the experimental work. The method may be particularly useful in planning research into the 

treatment of new materials regarding which there is insufficient information , about the properties. It may 

also be important in assessing the significance of the parameters that influence the cutting of new materials 

and newly developed procedures which are not yet sufficiently understood.  
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Abstract 

The paper deals with the topic of the determination of erosion effects of a pulsating water jet impinging the 

surface of aluminium alloy samples treated by various techniques (rough and fine milling, planing and 

rolling). The influence of the initial surface topography on the final topography of the sample exposed to the 

pulsating water jet was investigated. Erosion of surface layers was analysed and discussed in relation to the 

traversing velocity of the jet. It was found that initial surface properties have a significant impact on the final 

topography. Degree of the surface erosion was determined by the measurement of the surface parameter Ra. 

Keywords: pulsating water jet, surface topography, material erosion 

1 Introduction 

Over hundred years, researchers have been interested in the interaction of a liquid with a solid. One of the 

first researchers dealing with this subject was Cook [1] who wrote his article on the surface erosion in 1928. 

He clearly recognized the importance of the water hammer pressure. 

Although the pulsating water jet (PWJ) has been successfully used for several industrial applications, the 

fundamentals of the technique remains unclear. Pulsating water jet is an extension of the conventional 

(continuous) jet, consisting of an array of high-speed water pulses. When a pulsating water jet impinges 

a target, the momentum flux through the nozzle is not transmitted to the target material as a steady force, but 

as a discontinuous sequence of impacts, creating high momentary stresses in the impingement zone. 

As a result, the peak pressure acting on the surface is not the stagnation pressure, but the significantly higher 

water hammer pressure [2]. 

There are several ways how to create the pulsating water jet as shown, for instance, in [3]. It can be done 

using mechanical interrupters, self-resonating systems, jets modulation by the piezoelectric magnetostrictive 

effects, jet disruption by electric discharge, laser based pulsating of water jets, etc. In our case, the system for 

the generation of acoustic pulsations developed at the Institute of Geonics of the ASCR, v. v. i. was used [4, 

5, 6]. 

The pulsating water jets are generated by sufficiently high pressure pulsations in pressure water in the 

upstream direction to the nozzle exit. In the nozzle, the pressure pulsations change into velocity pulsations 

and the jet emerges from the nozzle exit as a continuous jet with variable axial velocity. Owing to the 

variable velocity, the jet is formed into pulses at a certain stand-off distance towards the nozzle exit (so 

called forced break-up length of the jet) and it starts acting as a pulsating jet. Exploitation of effects related 

to the water pulses impingement on solids in the field of the high-speed water jet technology should result in 

considerable improvement of its performance, better adaptation to progressively more demanding 

environmental requirements and, consequently, more cost-saving use of the technology from the economical 

point of view [7]. 

The objective of the paper is to determine erosion effects of the pulsating water jet impinging the surface of 

aluminium alloy samples treated by various techniques (rough and fine milling, planing and rolling) and to 

discuss the influence of the initial surface topography on the final topography of the sample exposed to the 

pulsating water jet. 
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2 Experimental facility 

The facility used for the experiment consisted basically of a high-pressure water supply system, pulsating 

water jet generator, robotic manipulator for traversing the jet over test samples and optical surface 

profilometer for the evaluation of surface characteristics of the samples. 

The high-pressure water was supplied to the generator of pulsating water jet by a plunger pump able to 

deliver up to 65 l·min-1 of water at the operating pressure up to 160 MPa. The generator was equipped with 

a commercially available fan nozzle with the equivalent orifice diameter of 2.0 mm and the spraying angle of 

10°. 

The generator of pulsating water jet was designed for the maximum operating pressure of 150 MPa. It 

consisted of a piezoelectric transducer vibrating at the operating frequency of about 20 kHz and it was driven 

by an ultrasonic generator with the maximum output power of 800 W. 

Test samples were manufactured from the aluminium alloy known as EN AW 5083 H111. Basic properties 

of the alloy are given in Tab. 1. Firstly, the abrasive water jet technology was used to cut the samples from 

10 mm thick sheet in order to eliminate thermal effects on the properties of samples [8, 9, 10]. Dimensions of 

the test samples were 10 × 60 × 100 mm (Fig. 1). Secondly, the samples surface was treated by rough 

milling, fine milling and planing. One sample remained untreated; its surface was only affected by rolling 

during the aluminium sheet manufacturing. Parameters of the used technological operations are presented in 

Tab. 2. Then, surfaces were scanned by an optical profilometer to determine the initial surface roughness of 

the prepared samples (before their exposition to the pulsating water jet) [11, 12]. 

 

Table 1: Basic properties of aluminium alloy EN AW 5083 H111 

Chemical composition Mechanical properties 

Al Mg Mn Yield strength 

σ0,2 [MPa] 

Tensile strength 

σPt [MPa] 

Elongation 

A50 [mm] 

Hardness 

Brinell [HB] 
% 

94.8 4.5 0.7 125 275 12 75 

 

 

Table 2: Parameters of technological operations 

Surface treatment Technological parameters 

Rough milling 
Milling cutter 63 mm, 12 cutting edges, 360 

RPM, traversing velocity 65 mm·min-1 

Fine milling 
Milling cutter 63 mm, 12 cutting edges, 

1500 RPM, traversing velocity 470 mm·min-1 

Planing 
Planing machine 52 strokes per minute, feed 

rate 0,12 mm per stroke 

Rolling N/A 
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Figure 1: Left column: Appearance of initial surfaces of EN AW 5083 H111 samples after treatment by 

various technologies a1) fine milling, b1) rough milling, c1) planing, d1) rolling. Right column: Traces 

formed by PWJ on pre-treated surfaces, a2) fine milling, b2) rough milling, c2) planing, d2) rolling. 

Traversing velocities: 4; 2; 1; 0.75 and 0.5 mm·s-1 (from left to right). 

 

3 Experimental procedure 

To enable to expose the sample surface to the effect of the pulsating water jet, the following testing 

procedure was developed (Fig. 2). A robotic arm ensured the nozzle movement with an exactly programmed 

trajectory. During experiments, the traversing velocity of the nozzle was set to 0.5; 0.75; 1; 2 and 4 mm·s-1; 

the stand-off distance was set to 55 mm. This stand-off distance was determined as optimal for experimental 

conditions based on previous tests [7]. The angle of incidence was set to 90°. 

The tests were performed at the operating pressure of 20 MPa (the corresponding jet velocity was approx. 

180 m·s-1). Pressure pulsations were generated in a pulsating water jet generator at the frequency of 

20.09 kHz (the readout displayed by the ultrasonic generator); the amplitude of vibration of the ultrasonic 

sonotrode tip was set to 7 μm. 
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Figure 2: Pulsating water jet method on surface sample. 

 

Each sample was exposed to the action of the pulsating jet in five areas according to a predefined 

experimental plan based on variations of the traversing velocity of the pulsating water jet (Fig. 1). 

Subsequently, the optical profilometer FRT MicroProf was used for the 3D determination of sample surfaces 

(Fig. 3). Measured data were processed using the SPIP software. Fig. 4 shows the areas of 40 × 5 mm 

measured on tested surfaces. The distance of measurement points for every tested surface profile was set to 

4 µm in y direction and 250 µm in x direction. Then, five profiles in each kerf of the obtained topography 

were analysed. After averaging, the profile was analysed and the 2D surface parameter Ra was finally 

determined. 

 

Figure 3: 3D visualization of formed traces on pre-treated (planed) surface. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Designation of measured areas and profile direction on pre-treated surface. 
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4 Results and discussion 

The values of the parameter Ra in relation to the traversing velocity of the jet v and the initial surface 

treatment of a material are presented in Tab. 3. 

Table 3: Parameters of surfaces created by pulsating water jet technology. 

Surface treatment 

Raini [µm] v [mm·s-1] 

Before PWJ effect 
4 2 1 0.75 0.5 

Ra [µm] 

Fine milling 0.9 1.4 1.9 4.5 5.4 23.4 

Rough milling 4.5 7.9 9.2 14.7 30.8 60.3 

Planing 2.6 4.0 6.8 15.2 21.9 46.6 

Rolling 0.5 2.6 7.2 33.2 51.3 74.6 

 

The least roughened initial surface with an average value of Ra = 0.5 µm was achieved on a surface affected 

by the rolling technology. This value was measured in a direction perpendicular to the rolling direction. The 

roughness of Ra = 0.9 µm was achieved on a fine milled surface. The planing technology showed the 

roughness of Ra = 2.6 µm in a direction perpendicular to the direction of the cutter. The roughest surface 

with the value of Ra = 4.5 µm was created using the rough milling technology. 

 

Figure 5: Effect of traversing velocity v on arithmetical mean of profile Ra. 

 

Obtained results indicate that the surface pre-treatment of a material has a significant effect on the surface 

topography after the application of the pulsating water jet (Tab 3). Fig. 5 shows the surface roughness Ra in 

relation to the traversing velocity v on various tested surfaces. It can be observed that at the traversing 

velocity v = 4 mm·s-1, the roughness Ra does not really differ from its initial values. The roughest surface is 

the rough milled surface, followed by the planed surface, then the rolled surface and finally the surface 

treated by the fine milling. At the traversing velocity v = 2 mm·s-1, the PWJ has even stronger effect and 

roughness order of the rolled surface is changed. At the traversing velocity v = mm·s-1, the PWJ effect on 

material surface is very strong and the roughness of the rolled surface increases rapidly. In contrast, the 

parameter Ra does not change considerably on both roughly and finely milled surfaces. At the traversing 

velocity v = 0.75 mm·s-1, the value of Ra for fine milled surface is still low. The Ra value increases 

significantly in case of other surfaces. At the lowest traversing velocity v = 0.5 mm·s-1, very large volume 

removal occurs on every surface. Accordingly, the value Ra increases significantly on all surfaces. 
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To compare the roughness of surfaces before and after treatment of the PWJ, the parameter Raratio was used, 

where Ra represents the roughness of surface after the PWJ treatment and Raini represents the roughness of 

initial surface untreated by the PWJ: 

.
ini

ratio
Ra

Ra
Ra                                                                                                                                                               (1) 

 

Figure 6: Relative roughness Raratio between original surface and the surface affected by PWJ at different 

traversing velocity v. 

 

If we look at Fig. 6 showing the ratio of the roughness Ra (1) before and after the PWJ action, we can realize 

that the roughness of the rolled surface treated by the PWJ at the traversing velocity v = 0,5 mm·s-1 has 

increased 150 times, by other surfaces only approximately 20 times. 

The assumptions that surfaces with significant roughness (after rough milling) disrupt the effect of the PWJ 

and that the radial flow of the liquid on the surface aligns peaks created by rough milling were confirmed. 

Values of roughness Ra are very similar to the values of the rolled and milled surfaces before the PWJ 

action. However, significant difference between these two surfaces occurs after using the PWJ. This could be 

caused by hardening of the surface layer during milling, which results in its greater resistance to the impact 

of the PWJ. 

5 Conclusion 

Experimental work oriented on the evaluation of effects of the pulsating water jet on surfaces treated by 

different technologies shows that the erosion caused by repeated impacts of water pulses depends on the 

initial conditions of a material surface. 

Generally, the highest values of roughness after the pulsating water jet application were achieved on surfaces 

pre-treated by the rolling and consequent annealing which relieved stresses in surface layer. In contrast, other 

surface treatments based on various machining methods strengthened surface layers and thereby hindered the 

jet from easy penetration into the material. 

Next steps of the research in this area should be oriented to the study of the influence of the surface layer 

hardness on the erosion process caused by effects of the pulsating water jet and the investigation of changes 

of properties of surface layers due to impacts of the water pulses. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents first results of the study of the resistance of CNT/concrete composite to the action of 
continuous and pulsating water jets. The experiments oriented at the determination of erosion effects of 

pulsating and continuous water jets impinging the surface of reference (concrete) and CNT/concrete composite 

samples were performed. Tested samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction and scanning electron 

microscope. Samples were exposed to pulsating and continuous water jets at various operating parameters. 

Erosion effects of pulsating and continuous jets were evaluated in terms of material removal rate. The possible 

influence of addition of CNTs to the concrete on its resistance to the action of continuous and pulsating 
water jets is discussed in the paper. 

Keywords: pulsating and continuous water jet, CNT/concrete composite, surface topography, material erosion 

1 Introduction 

In past years, concrete was used worldwide in the field of civil engineering [1]. The main advantages of cement 

based composites are ease for construction, room temperature setting, low cost and the ready availability of 

properties and performance data for design and construction [2]. The major weakness of traditional cement 

based material is low tensile strength and can be easily crack, which affect durability, safety and strength of 

concrete structures. Tensile strength of plain concrete is between 2 – 8 MPa [3]. Although many types of fillers 

were used to improve properties especially toughness of cement based composites. Used fillers increased 

tensile strength, but has only slight effect on initiation of micro-cracks as a result of volumetric changes due 

to high autogenous shrinkage stresses and delaying only macro-cracks. There is a big effort to adapt to the 

flexural and tensile mechanical properties of the matrix in order to improve the fracture and damage resistance 

of concrete. To deal with disadvantages of reinforcement of cementitious material mentioned above is typically 

provided at the micro and milli-scale using microfibers and macrofibers. Concrete matrix however exhibit 

flaws at the nanoscale, where traditional fillers are not effective [4-9]. 

With spreading of nanotechnology into various technology specializations comes also application in concrete 

composites. Nanomaterials provide unique multifunction properties due to its size. A new types of reinforced 

polymers, nanoparticles (TiO2, Fe2O3, SiO2) and especially carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are suitable micro-fillers 

for these composites, because of its high strength at atomic scale [10].  

 

Nanomaterials has these beneficial effects on the microstructure and properties of cement nanocomposites: 

 fill in free space between cement grains and prevent flow of water 

 form crystallic centers and speeds up cement hydration process 

 support creation of small crystals such as Ca(OH)2 and uniform agglomeration of C-S-H products 

 speed up pozzolanic reactions, which consume Ca(OH)2 and produce additional C-S-H gel 

 enhance contact area, which increase bonding strength between aggregates and cement compound 
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CNTs are one of the most promising filler to improve concrete nanocomposite properties. Carbon nanotubes 

are hexagonal nets formed from rolled up graphene into cylindrical nanostructured tubes. Some of them are 

ended with fullerene hemispheres. There are two main groups of CNTs: single-walled carbon nanotubes 

(SWCNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). SWCNTs consist from single rolled up graphene 

sheet and MWCNTs are composed of two or more layers of graphene. MWCNTs are cheaper to prepare so 

they are used more often than SWCNTs. Moreover, MWCNTs offer better reinforcement in cement 

composites. Due to their exceptional chemical and physical properties (thermal conductivity, electrical 

conductivity, low specific weight, and high resistance to corrosion) they have many applications in industry 

such as: electronic materials, medicine, chemistry [11-13]. 

 

Researchers of Institute of Geonics of the Academy of Science of Czech Republic have been studying 

problematics of water jet for more than two decades. Water jet technology is recommended for removal of 

surface layers and concrete surface treatment before the repair action by the Ministry of Transport of the Czech 

Republic. It is not recommended only in Czech Republic, but in many other countries. In the articles we usually 

compare effect pulsating and continuous water jet on various materials. Disintegration of surface is higher 

when the structure is damaged and lower strength [14].   

2 Preparation and characterization of tested samples 

2.1 Preparation 

Concrete was not fully hydrated, hydration was stopped after 9 days and samples were took for characterization 

by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). We were trying to examine if addition 

of CNTs speed up the hydration process or change the structure in first third of strengthening of concrete, 

which takes 28 days.  

2.2 Characterization 

2.2.1 X-ray Diffraction 

Samples were characterized by XRD patterns measured under CoKα irradiation (λ = 1.789 Å) using the Bruker 

D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker AXS) equipped with a fast position sensitive detector VǺNTEC 1.  

 

Figure 1. XRD pattern of concrete and CNT/concrete composite. Q – Quartz, D – Dicalcium silicate,  

T – Tricalcium silicate. 

As you can see in Figure 1 Quartz and non-hydrated phases of Portland cement overshadowed the hydrated 

phases. Tricalcium and dicalcium silicate indicates that concrete was not fully hydrated.  
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2.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy 

Samples were also analysed by ASPEX PSEM Explorer in Figure 2 and 3.  

  

Figure 2. Photograph of concrete (left) and CNT/concrete (right). 

There is no a big difference we can observe in the structure of concrete and CNT/concrete. Only thing we can 

see is that concrete was not fully hydrated.  

3 Experiments 

The experiments oriented at the determination of erosion effects of pulsating (PWJ) and continuous (CWJ) 

water jet impinging the surface of reference (concrete) and CNT/concrete composite samples were performed 

in the Waterjet laboratory of the Institute of Geonics. Disintegration effects of high-speed water jets were 

tested and evaluated to compare their effects on CNT/concrete composite and reference samples. 

3.1 Laboratory equipment and testing conditions 

The experimental assembly for water jetting tests consisted of the high-pressure plunger pump Hammelmann 

HDP 253 (delivering up to 67 l.min-1 at the maximum operating pressure of 160 MPa), a pulsating water jet 

head (with a 20 kHz ultrasonic generator) installed on the arm of the ABB IRB 6640 robot. The PWJ head 

(high-speed water jet) was moved over the tested sample by the robot using various traversing velocities. The 

commercially available nozzle StoneAge Attack 0.075” (nozzle diameter d was 1.90 mm) was used in the 

experiment to generate both continuous and pulsating jets. Two values of operating pressure p 20 and 40 MPa 

were used in experiments. Standoff distances SOD of 25 mm (at 20 MPa) and 35 mm (at 40 MPa) were 

determined in previous experiments to be optimal for given testing conditions. Traversing velocity vTR was 

changed from 10 to 80 mm.s-1 during tests at 20 MPa and from 50 to 160 mm.s-1 during tests at 40 MPa. 

Proprietary method of the generation of the pulsating liquid jet based on the generation of acoustic waves by 

the action of the acoustic transducer on the pressure liquid and their transmission via pressure system to the 

nozzle (so called acoustic generator of pressure pulsations) was used to generate PWJ. Acoustic generator of 

pressure pulsations used in experiments generated pressure pulsations at the frequency of about 20 kHz (exact 

frequency depends on the actual geometrical configuration of the generator), amplitude of vibrations of the 

acoustic transducer was set to 7 µm. More details on the method of PWJ generation used in the experiments 

can be found elsewhere [15, 16]. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup is given in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. 

3.2 Experimental procedure 

Erosion effects of PWJ and CWJ on CNT/concrete composite and reference (concrete) samples exposed to 

their action under various operating parameters were evaluated in terms of material removal rate. Grooves 

created by the action of the jets were measured using MicroProf FRT optic profilometer and 2D and 3D 

images of grooves were created and the volume of removed material V was determined using SPIP 

software. Evaluated length of the groove l was 20 mm, 56 grooves were processed in total. Subsequently, 

material removal rate ΔV was determined using following formula: 

∆𝑉 =
𝑉 ∙𝑣𝑇𝑅

𝑙
 [mm3 s-1]  

4 Results and discussion 

Results of evaluation of erosion effects of PWJ and CWJ on CNT/concrete composite and reference samples 

are presented in form of graphs in Figures 4 and 5. From obtained data was created 3D views, which you can 

see in Figures 6 – 9. 

 

Figure 4. Influence of traversing velocity vTR on the material removal rate ΔV in CNT/concrete composite 

and reference concrete exposed to CWJ and PWJ generated at 20 MPa. 
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.  

Figure 5. Influence of traversing velocity vTR on the material removal rate ΔV in CNT/concrete composite 

and reference concrete exposed to CWJ and PWJ generated at 40 MPa. 

 

Figure 6. Photograph and 3D view of the groove created by the PWJ (left) and CWJ (right) in reference 

concrete sample (operating pressure p = 20 MPa, traversing velocity vTR = 40 mm s-1). 

 

Figure 7. Photograph and 3D view of the groove created by the PWJ (left) and CWJ (right) in CNT/concrete 

composite sample (operating pressure p = 20 MPa, traversing velocity vTR = 40 mm s-1). 
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Figure 8. Photograph and 3D view of the groove created by the PWJ (left) and CWJ (right) in reference 

concrete sample (operating pressure p = 40 MPa, traversing velocity vTR = 120 mm s-1) 

 

Figure 9. Photograph and 3D view of the groove created by the PWJ (left) and CWJ (right) in CNT/concrete 

composite sample (operating pressure p = 40 MPa, traversing velocity vTR = 120 mm s-1) 

5 Conclusions 

Experimental part aimed on effects of pulsating and continuous water jet showed that erosion depend on 

traversing velocity and operating pressure. Graphs showed that decomposition by pulsating water jet was 

higher at all measured traversing velocities and both pressures. Highest volume removal rate 7500 mm3∙s-1 was 

obtained by using traversing velocity 140 mm∙s-1 and pressure 40 MPa. CNTs strengthen the concrete matrix.  

The next research should be focused on preparing CNT composites only with Portland cement and not whole 

concrete. Next evaluation should be done after 28 days, because after nine days of hydration there were not 

enough hydrated phases to see them by X-ray diffraction.  
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Abstract 

The ultra-miniaturization is the well-known trend that has been developed continuously in high 

technology areas such as ICT, micro-electronics, micro-optical, automotive, aeronautics, etc. The 

necessity to process new advanced materials, surfaces whose complexity and accuracy increased 

permanently, has represented a major challenge for the used technologies. Micro-electroerosion 

(Micro-Electrical-Discharge Machining - μEDM) assisted by ultrasound (μEDM + US) are able to 

answer to this challenge. These technologies can achieve micro-surfaces with high precision and 

complexity in any electrical conductive, difficult or impossible to machine by conventional cutting. 

The paper presents some aspects of ultrasonic aiding of micro-EDM (μEDM+US) process and 

equipment. This technology consists in longitudinal oscillations of tool, with a frequency of 40 kHz 

having several improvements on material removal process in comparison with classic EDM. The 

first one is an efficient gap flushing and removed particles evacuation. Furthermore, it is obtained a 

spectacular increase of machining rate due to ultrasonic additional mechanisms of material removal. 

It is also observed surface quality improvement (roughness and white layer decrease) due to micro-

peaks removal through ultrasonic shock waves, oriented parallel to the machined surface. The 

melted material is removed by hydraulic forces of dielectric that can access the EDM spot because 

the reduced life time of gas bubble around plasma channel that is ultrasonically collapsed.  

Keywords: micro electrical discharge machining, ultrasonics, machining rate, surface roughness, precision. 

1 Introduction  

At international level, µEDM has a continuous development with a higher dynamic in South East Asia as it 

will be presented; some results of µEDM+US were also reported. At Romanian level, µEDM is very rare 

used only on up-to-date EDM installations, but ultrasonic assistance of microEDM is not all used. If 

Romanian EDM users should want to resist on the market, it is a sine qua non condition to approach this up-

to-date evolution of EDM (µEDM+US), which is cost less than nowadays µEDM approaching.  

Micro-machining defines the processes that achieve products in the range of 1 to 999 μm, according to CIRP 

committee of Physical and Chemical processes. The present trend of ultra-miniaturization led to µEDM 

applications, microscopic mechanical components and devices. In this respect, the µEDM technology is 

helpful for precision machining as well as for microcomponents, filigree structures up to 5 μm. A large range 

of products can be achieved like fuel injector valves, parts and components for medical devices, micro-

moulds, stamping tools, micro-electronic parts etc. For this type of EDM, the discharge energy must be 

minimized and consequently, also the size of the gap at a width of 1 µm [1]. 

 The increments of 0.2 µm of the feed system, the lowest reported in the state of the art [1], are effectuated 

gradually by the equipment achieved in the project, after a short delay (sample time), as gap increases. Thus 

this µEDM requirement is attained.  

MicroEDM is considered a very flexible machining process in different variants. Three versions of big 

industrial applications are micro-die sinking (µ-die sinking), micro-wire electrical discharge machining (µ-

WEDM) and micro-electrical discharge drilling (µ-ED drilling). The other µEDM variants with less 

industrial relevance are micro-electrical discharge milling (µ-ED milling), micro-electrical discharge 

grinding (µ-EDG), and micro-wire electrical discharge grinding (µ-WEDG).  
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The µEDM process features two very important bottlenecks as encountered problems (Figure 1):  

 µEDM is rather slow machining process. The material removal rate is relative low comparing to 

conditions of EDM occurring at very narrow working gaps (under 5 µm), characteristic of µEDM, 

leading to process instability. It is also a serial process (successive discharge). For example, 

lithography and electrochemical machining have parallel nature making them more productive [2].   

 The second bottleneck is shape inaccuracies due to high tool wear. Several solutions to improve 

machining rate were undertaken. A research direction was to drill multiple holes with multiple 

electrodes. The pocket-sized EDM permits many clamping systems to be placed on a large part, 

drilling several holes at the same time. More recently, other attempts to use multiple electrodes at 

microEDM were reported, obtaining a raise of machining rate [3]. However, the attempt to increase 

the number of electrode-tools working in parallel does not lead necessarily to proportional augment 

of machining rate due to increased number of short-circuits and consequently, corresponding retracts 

of electrode-tool. An optimum number of tools working in parallel to increase machining rate is 

needed to be found experimentally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Encountered problems at microEDM and adopted solutions 

2 Project aims 

The project “High productivity and precision technology and equipment for microelectrical discharge 

machining aided by ultrasonics” aims at achieving an ultra-performing technology and equipment dedicated 

to micro-die sinking and micro-drilling which can be assembled on any classic electrical discharge 

machining (EDM) installation, due to its modular conception. The market segment which is targeted by 

project end products are Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), which execute surfaces with 

transversal dimensions of 100…999 µm in any electrically conductive material. Commonly, such SMEs 

have low financial resources and cannot afford buying an up-to-date EDM installation of hundreds EUR, 

which is not necessarily specialized in microEDM.  

The equipment will solve the well-known process instability characteristic to very narrow working gap 

between electrode-tool and workpiece, which in this case, has only 1…5 µm, determining frequent short-

circuits. This inconvenient determines a lot of tool retracts from the working gap and consequently, very low 

machining rate, poor quality of machined surface, lack of precision etc.  

Our technology of ultrasonic aiding of micro-EDM (µEDM+US) consists in longitudinal oscillations of tool, 

with a frequency of 40 kHz having several improvement actions on material removal process: efficient gap 

flushing and removed particles evacuation, spectacular increase of machining rate due to ultrasonic 

additional mechanisms of material removal, surface quality improvement, i.e. roughness and white (melted 
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and re-solidified) layer  decrease due to micro-peaks removal through ultrasonic shock waves oriented 

parallel to the machined surface, and melted material removed, hydraulic forces of dielectric liquid acting on 

melted material because the decreased life time of gas bubble around plasma channel that is ultrasonically 

collapsed.  

The equipment comprises a specialized EDM generator of very low pulses energies (ignition voltage 

u0=90V, minimum current I=100 mA, pulse time ti=0.1…2 µs),  ultrasonic generator with automatic control 

of frequency of 40 kHz, synchronized with EDM generator, a feed system with 0.2 µm resolution and a 

filtering unit of dielectric liquid with under 1 µm finesse rating, ultrasonic chains with vibrating electrode-

tool at their ends with amplitude A=1…2 µm, clamping and orientation devices for ultrasonic chains and 

workpieces with precision of 1 µm. An optimized technology will result in terms of working parameters 

aiming at machining rate increase with more than 100%, surface roughness and volumetric relative wear 

decrease up to 50% in comparison with classic micro-EDM (unaided by ultrasonics) in the same working 

conditions. 

The equipment for micro-EDM aided by ultrasonic longitudinal oscillations of electrode-tool, dedicated to 

micro-die sinking and micro-drilling in the range of 100…999 µm, has high machining rate and precision. It 

comprises (see Figure 2): low energy EDM pulses generator; ultrasonic generator with 40 KHz automatic 

controlled frequency, synchronized with EDM generator, feed system of EDM working head with 0.2 µm 

resolution, unit for pumping with pressure of 7 MPa, and filtering dielectric liquid with under 1 µm finesse 

rating, ultrasonic chains integrating the electrode-tools, orientation and clamping devices for ultrasonic chain 

and workpiece with 1 µm precision level. 

 

Figure 2: Scheme of ultrasonic aiding microEDM equipment components and technology. 

3 Project contribution 

The results of this project extend the grow of technological performances of EDM+US in the micro-domain 

comparatively to classic EDM in the same working conditions through decrease of machined surface 

roughness and relative volumetric wear with up to 50%; increase of machining rate over 100%, approaching 

different EDM sinking types and μdrilling in the range 100-999 μm. The μEDM+US dedicated modular 

equipment can be assembled on any classic EDM machine, decreasing costs of 10 times against acquisition 

of up-to-date machine. The SMEs market segment is addressed that use EDM, aiming at their performances 

increase though overtaking strategies - combination between focused costs and differentiation strategies. 

Compared to classic EDM, µEDM is focused on the following items [4], synthesized in Figure 3:  

Strict control of discharge parameters: frequency of discharge (pulse and pause time), level of the energy 

input, (current, voltage and pulse time) - the minimum discharge energy of 0.1 µJ is obtainable in the project 

frame, assured by a very small material removal at one single discharge and an extremely small gap width, 

ranging from 1 to 5 µm, achieved through the gap following strategy mentioned above.  

High precision control of electrodes motion - At actual installations, the feed is achieved through a servo 

system with highest sensitivity and positional accuracy of 0.5 µm on the X, Y and Z axes movement. Our 
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earliear experiments done on Z axis with 0.5 µm resolution, associated with the following strategy 

mentioned above, confirmed a good stability of material removal process. The results are expected to be 

better since the feed system parameters in the project will be superior to the ones from the state of the art, i.e. 

resolution 0.2 µm, repeatability and positioning precision under 1 μm.  

Requirement concerning the wear of the electrodes and compensation for the wear - since µEDM 

operates at very short discharge durations from ti = 10 ns to ti = 2.5 µs, the tool electrode is usually charged 

as the cathode to reduce tool electrode wear [3]. This is explained by the polarity effect, which is also 

included in famous Van Dijck’s model, validated by relatively recent data - overheated material next to EDM 

spot with 200-300K over the boiling temperature and material removal by sudden boiling after pulse end - 

the basis of FEM modelling in our previous papers [5-9]; graphite, WC or WCu (very thermally and 

mechanically resilient) are used for tool electrodes, the relative wear can be over 30%, very visible at 

machined edges and corners due to increased electric field intensity.  

Improved understanding of µEDM process removal and the factors that affect it like material properties, 

thermal conduction of the workpiece, melting and recasting processes, and their effect on the surface 

finish/integrity - these are our goals in the project frame, and also previously published papers, by 

undertaking FEM studies at micrometre scale, validated by experimental data concerning material removal 

mechanism and phenomena from the gap visualized by ultra-speed camera with at least 106 frames/s; 

Improved flushing of the gap, evacuation of the removed particles from the process - this is in strong 

correlation with gap size and working of dielectric unit. Taking into account the gap width of several µm, a 

filtering capacity under 1 µm is recommended. The issue of dielectric liquid has to be considered too. 

Dielectric oil with lower kinematic viscosity, ν≤1.8 x10-6 m2/s (appropriate for µm gap size), is used in the 

micro-die sinking process. In comparison to dielectric oil, deionized water contributes to a higher surface 

quality and material removal rate. These could be explained by the following phenomena: water viscosity is 

lower, allowing the development of the plasma channel and consequently, a lower energy density on EDM 

spot from machined surface; the water has higher conductivity determining a greater gap size and therefore 

an improved evacuation of the removed particles from the gap. In order to avoid the secondary effect of 

electrolysis, negative polarity will be used aiming at achievement of additional anodic dissolution of the 

workpiece material, and thus increasing the machining rate too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: MicroEDM scientific and technical barriers addressed by this project. 

4 Conclusions 

The equipment dedicated to micro-machining through ultrasonic aided addresses the market segment of 

SMEs that use electrical discharge machining, but they are not afford to buy an upto-date machine with 

prices between 200000-400000 EUR, because usually they not have high financial resources. These new 

machines, which are not necessarily specialized in μ EDM, have some limits of performances in micro field 
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– the EDM generator does not provide discharges with low energy level, in agreement to this field 

requirements; reduced capabilities for clamping the electrode-tools with dimensions lower than 0.1 mm on 

the work head; filtration of dielectric liquid with appropriate finesse dielectric to the size of the working gap, 

injection pressure of several MPa, needed to exceed the hydraulic resistance caused by reduced section of 

flowing holes through workpiece, electrode-tool and very narrow lateral and frontal gap etc.  

It is estimated that in Romania, there are at least 500 EDM classic machines from Romanian ELER series or 

second hand ones provided by foreign manufacturers, used by SMEs that apply electrical discharge 

machining in a large diversity of fields. The equipment dedicated to μEDM+US, project end-product, can be 

assembled on these machines due to its modular design. The feed sytem with 0.2 μm resolution is assembled 

on work head, blocking the existing system with lower precision (hydraulic or electro-mechanical); The 

μEDM and ultrasonic generators are attached, which are synchronized, that supply the machining, 

respectively the ultrasonic chain; The mobile unit for pumping and filtration of dielectric liquid is attached, 

having a submicronic filtering capacity, and 7 MPa injection pressure.  

The μEDM+US equipment and technology are original and innovative, having several novelty elements at 

world level, which will be the topics of some patent requests and already granted ones [10-12] such as: 

orientation and fastening of ultrasonic chains and workpieces with micrometric precision; the generator 

dedicated to μEDM+US with polluting pulse aiming  at generation of pulse trains within ultrasonic 

semiperiod of dielectric liquid stretching, synchronized with US generator, optimized technology of 

μEDM+US with two innovative approaches: pulses overllaping on cumulative microjets stage (or delivering 

in temporal proximity), and previous craters borders removal through the effect of shock waves produced by 

ultrasonic cavitation parallel to machined surface, consequently growing machining rate with over 100% and 

lowering surface roughness with up to 50%, in comparison with the classic machining unaided by 

ultrasonics. The enterprises that will buy the equipment and optimized technology dedicated to μEDM+US 

could gain competitive advantage against their competitors through protected innovative solutions at 

Romanian Patent Office.  
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Abstract 

Abrasive water jet (AWJ) cutting is a very versatile technology, but is limited by a relative poor accuracy. 

The main problem is that the diameter of jet is unknown, as there is no device on the market that would 

enable quick and easy measurement of diameter. With such instrument the diameter could be regularly 

measured, nozzle wear monitored and the offset adjusted. This would greatly improve quality control of the 

process and accuracy of the cut. This paper investigates the usage of the through beam laser sensor for 

monitoring jet diameter and nozzle wear. Experiments were conducted on five differently worn nozzles, with 

two different water pressures, with and without abrasive. Results show that sensor is capable of monitoring 

the jet diameter and nozzle wear, but is very susceptible to spraying of the jet and abrasive sticking to 

screens of the sensor. Results also show that jet diameter correlated better with the diameter of focusing 

nozzle, when taking measurements without the abrasive. 

Keywords: optical measurement, laser measurement, abrasive water jet, nozzle diameter, jet diameter 

1 Introduction 

Abrasive water jet (AWJ) technology utilizes a high pressure stream of water to accelerate abrasive particles, 

which then erode a narrow line in stock material. Main advantages of this technology are the ability to cut 

virtually all materials and no heat affected zone, while disadvantages are mainly related to relatively poor 

accuracy, which is usually between 0.05 mm and 0.1 mm [1]. Source of poor accuracy lies in geometrically 

non-defined and flexible tool which bends as it cuts and brakes-up as it enters the atmosphere. Result of jet 

brake-up is tapered and striated cut, which can be partially solved by tilting the cutting head. The other 

problem is determining jet diameter, since radius of the jet is used as tool offset during programme setup. 

Tool offset is currently set as radius of a new nozzle. This means that parts cut with new nozzle can achieve 

accuracy of ±0.08 mm, but as the nozzle wears and diameter increases the accuracy drops. The other method 

for determining offset, is by cutting a test piece and measuring dimensions of that piece. The new offset is 

then calculated from the measured dimensions and the one required[2]. This method is both time consuming 

and produces waste material. Another problem is uneven nozzle wear [3] which means that at some point 

offset can no longer be adjusted and nozzle has to be replaced. 

For industrial applications, a quick and easy to use instrument for measuring jet diameter is needed. An 

instrument that measures jet diameter prior to the machining and displays correct offset would improve 

accuracy of the cut and provide a better quality control. Several instruments for measuring the jet diameter 

have already been developed. Orbanić et. al. [4] measured AWJ diameter by passing cutting head over a load 

cell while AWJ was on. The device determined the diameter by measuring the force of the jet on the load cell 

at a constant feed rate. Problem with this device is the wear of the measuring probe which distorts further 

measurements on the same spot of the probe. Folkes and Li [5] measured the jet diameter using optical 

instruments. First sensor was a non-contact LED micrometre which projects a parallel line on the surface of 

the jet and with a CCD camera then measures the contour it forms on the surface. The second sensor used a 

narrow beam laser that detected a change in intensity as the AWJ passed across the beam. The diameter was 

calculated by using constant feed rate and a time difference between changes in intensity. It is questionable 

whether it is possible to measure AWJ diameter using a through beam laser, which is an optical instrument 

for measuring hard tools. Such a method could be used to monitor nozzle wear, adjust its offset and 

determine when nozzle needs to be replaced. 
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2 Experimental setup 

2.1 Measuring instrument 

The instrument used for measuring jet diameter was Keyence digital display compact laser through beam 

sensor LX2-V10W series (Keyence, JP). Sensor was designed to measure a diameter or a gap between 

objects and works using a shadowing method. On one side the line laser emits light and on the other side the 

receiver measures the amount of light passed through an obstacle. Controller then calculates the amount of 

received light and displays percentage. If there is nothing between laser and receiver the value is 100 %. If 

there is an object between the laser and receiver the amount of light decreases and controller displays the 

percentage of light that object covers, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Keyence sensor. [6] 

Sensor uses 5 mm wide laser beam with the wave length of 780 nm and repeatability of 10 μm. The 

controller has an analog voltage output that was connected to Arduino Uno microcontroller (Arduino LLC, 

USA) in order to store and process the acquired data. 

In order to avoid getting damaged by water, it was enclosed in waterproof casing, like shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Waterproof casing designed to protect laser sensor from water. 

2.2 Casing 

The casing was designed to fit firmly onto the cutting head while enabling height adjustment of the sensor. 

This is achieved with threaded rod and a nut. By turning the nut, the sensor is then raised or lowered in order 

to measure the jet diameter at the desired distance from the focusing nozzle. 

Both, the sensor transmitter and receiver were kept in boxes that are sealed by transparent screen, made out 

of 1 mm thick acrylic glass on one side. The effect of this material on measurements, was tested by 

measuring the calibration blocks. Sensor characteristic is shown in Figure 3Error! Reference source not 

found.. 
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Figure 3: Sensor calibration characteristics. 

During the initial tests some droplets landed on screens of either laser transmitter or receiver due to the jet 

spray or its splash back from the catcher tank. This caused a significant distortion of the measuring results, 

so a module that creates a air curtain barrier and a splash guard were designed. Air curtain module creates a 

stream of air at around 20° angle away from jet, to prevent interaction between jet and air. Splash guard was 

designed to prevent the back splashing of water onto the screens, while enabling air from air curtain module 

to escape. Air curtain module and splash guard are shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Cross section of casing showing air curtain and splash guard. 

2.3 Measuring the focusing nozzle diameter 

In the experiment, five focusing nozzles were used, each with different wear. Two nozzles were 0.76 mm in 

diameter when new and three were 1.02 mm in diameter when new. Length of all nozzles was the same and 

was 76.20 mm. Before the experiment the diameters of the focusing nozzle were measured. Using a 

Mitutoyo microscope (Mitutoyo, JP) designed for observing tool wear, surface quality, etc. The microscope 

was equipped with a 2.0 Mega-pixel CCD camera and a software tools MoticImages Plus 2.0 to process the 

acquired pictures and measure the diameter of the nozzles. Positioning accuracy of the microscope table was 

0.001 mm. nozzles were observed under 30 x magnification with illumination from above. The diameter was 

measured by selecting three points on the inner edge of the nozzle, from which the programme then 

calculated the radius. For every nozzle, the diameter was measured at least four times. The number of 

measurements depended on the nozzle wear. The more the nozzle is worn, the more times it was measured. 

Images of nozzle diameters are shown in Error! Reference source not found. and average diameters are 

shown in Table 1.  
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Figure 5: Images of focusing nozzles taken with Mitutoyo microscope: a) 0.76 mm new, b) 0.76 mm old, c) 

1.02 mm new, d) 1.02 mm old, e) 1.02 mm very old. 

Table 1: Average focusing nozzle diameter measured with the microscope. 

Nozzle diameter (new) [mm] Average nozzle diameter [mm] 

0.76 new 0,832 

0.76 old 0,904 

1.02 new 1,095 

1.02 old 1,301 

1.02 very old 1,364 

From the images we can see that when the nozzle is new the hole is almost perfectly round, but as the wear 

starts to increase the roundness slowly decreases. Figure 5c shows why, at some point, increasing the offset 

is no longer an option and the nozzle has to be replaced. That is also the reason why monitoring the nozzle 

wear is of great importance for a good quality control. 

2.4 Experimental procedure 

Measurements were conducted on Omax 2652A machine (Omax, USA), equiped with the Ecotron 403 high 

pressure water pump (BFT GmbH), capable of reaching pressures of 400 MPa. Experiments were conducted 

at water pressures of 200 MPa and 275 MPa, using the orifice diameter of 0.3 mm. Measurements were done 

with and without the abrasive, for which the garnet mesh 80# was used. The jet diameter measurements were 

taken at the exit from the focusing nozzle. Experimental setup is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Experimental setup 

Firstly the nozzle is mounted onto cutting head and then the casing was mounted onto cutting head. By 

turning the nut on the back of the casing, the sensor was raised until it reached the tip of the nozzle. After 

turning the jet on, the microcontroller then read the values from sensor and converted them into values 

between 0 and 1023. Collected data was then copied to Microsoft Excel and processed so that it was 

transformed into mm and corrected by calibration. Three measurements were taken for each setup 

combination. 

3 Results 

Arduino programme was set to measure the jet diameter for 3 s with a frequency of 100 Hz. Purpose of this 

test was to determine whether it is possible to get a reliable measurement in a short time and to see the effect 

of abrasive. Figure 7 shows measurements obtained by the device. Measurements are labelled as new 

focusing nozzle diameter - type of jet - test number (for example 0.76 WJ 1 means that measurement 

involves focusing nozzle 0.76 mm in diameter, without abrasive and is the first repetition). 

 

Figure 7: Results from measurements using a new 0.76 mm focusing nozzle at 200 MPa of water pressure.  
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From Figure 7 we can see that measurements without abrasive are relatively stable, have a good repeatability 

and correlate better with measurements taken with microscope, while measurements with abrasive do not. 

The reason lies in spraying of the jet. In case without abrasive, spraying involves only water which does not 

stick to acrylic glass very well and is quickly blown off by air curtain module. When using abrasive, tiniest 

particles of abrasive, dissolved in water droplets tend to stay on acrylic glass and are not effectively blown 

away by air curtain module. As the dirt accumulates, measurements become more and more unreliable. 0.76 

AWJ 1 and 0.76 AWJ 2 are close together, while 0.76 AWJ 3 is off. This type of behavior was also observed 

in the rest of the measurements, so AWJ tests were discarded. Figure 8 shows measurements when the 

pressure was 275 MPa. From Figure 7 and Figure 8 we can see that jet diameter oscillates quite significantly, 

which is why measurements can’t be as accurate as measurements of solid tools. 

 

Figure 8: Results from measurements using a new 0.76 mm focusing nozzle at 275 MPa of water pressure. 

Results from all measurements are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. Blue dots represent measured jet 

diameter values and orange squares represent measured focusing nozzle diameters. Experiments show that 

pressure has significant effect on correlation between jet diameter and nozzle diameter. Measurements done 

with 200 MPa are, on average, off by 0.18 mm, while measurements done with 275 MPa are, on average, off 

by 0.10 mm. 

 

Figure 9: Results from all measurements at 200 MPa of water pressure. 
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Figure 10: Results from all measurements at 275 MPa of water pressure. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper the usage of through beam sensor for measuring the jet diameter and determining the focusing 

nozzle diameter was analyzed. Results show that there is better correlation between jet diameter and focusing 

nozzle diameter at high water pressures (difference is on average 0.1 mm) and when not using abrasive. 

Main problem of accuracy is that, as the jet sprays, dirt accumulates on the screens of the instrument and 

measurements become distorted. Air curtain module and splash guard were effective, but not enough to 

completely eliminate cleanliness problems. Solving this would also include adding a cleaning module and 

applying a hydrophobic coating to screens. Before every measurement, screens would then first be cleaned, 

instrument calibrated and only then measurement done. This would eliminate cleanliness problems and 

provide much more stable and reliable measurements. At this stage in research the instrument is not yet 

reliable enough to be used for industrial purposes. Future research will also include study of orifice diameter 

effect on diameter of jet and adding pressure measurement to device to monitor clogging of the nozzle. 
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Abstract – use style Normal 

The authors agreed with the thesis that in industrial engineering success depends on adopting the 
new digital industrial technologies that are collectively known as Industry 4.0. Therefore, the 
research presented in this paper was based on a need analysis study from May 2016 provided by 
Boston Consulting Group (BCG) to assess how quickly this fourth wave of technological advances 
is gaining momentum in Germany and the US and to inventory the major arisen problems. Our 
paper presents a solution for some of the problems identified by BCG using a digital twinning 
centred algorithm developed by the authors to optimize the material flows in the industrial 
engineering area. The accent is put on exploring different possibilities to use this algorithm based 
on virtual modelling and simulation to increase productivity and profit in various manufacturing 
architectures. In the first part the paper describes the theoretical model used in the proposed digital 
twinning based algorithm. The second part focuses on the specific applications in industrial 
engineering material flow management (MFM). The main topics of this main section are: digital 
twinning for diffused and concentrated manufacturing architectures including virtual modelling of 
the manufacturing architecture structural elements, MFM simulation algorithm, diagnosis and 
optimization for manufacturing architectures using this algorithm.  
Keywords: digital twinning, Industry 4.0, simulation algorithm, virtual modelling. 

1 Need analysis and state of the art 
In March 2016, BCG conducted an online survey of companies and their progress toward Industry 4.0. The 
survey’s participants included executives and operations management personnel of 312 German and 315 US 
companies with revenues of more than $50 million [1]. The survey’s goal was to evaluate the extent of 
companies’ progress in implementing Industry 4.0, understand what their management considers to be the 
major challenges, and identify how implementation could be more efficient. One of the major challenges 
identified was to accelerate the introduction of digital technologies, thereby reducing costs, increasing 
flexibility, and accelerating the speed of manufacturing. The algorithm proposed in this paper is based on 
digital technologies, accelerating the speed of material flow to promote productivity gains of the 
manufacturing architecture.  At the most basic level, the algorithm is centred on a digital twin of the 
manufacturing architecture (MA). We performed a literature review for this area [2], [3], [4] and we 
identified various existing solutions describing digital twining for every structural element of the MA. 
Simple analytics applied by individual products to their own data reveal basic insights. The solution we 
propose in innovative because shifts from this level to a digital twin of the entire manufacturing architecture, 
where all the structural elements of the MA are not only smart but also connected products.  We use this MA 
virtual prototype to increase productivity by monitoring and controlling material flows. This technology 
stack is made up of multiple layers, including new product hardware, embedded software and connectivity. 
Manufacturing goes beyond production of the physical object, because operating a smart connected MA 
requires a supporting cloud-based system. More sophisticated analytics, applied to product data that has been 
pooled into a lake with data from external and enterprise sources, unearth deeper insights. For example, a 
work point can detect a potentially dangerous malfunction, shut down other equipment that could be 
damaged and direct maintenance staff to the problem. As well as CAE use the virtual prototype of the 
product provided by CAD, material flow digital twining uses the virtual prototype of the MA. In both cases 
the primary goal is to have diagnose of the behaviour in exploitation in order to improve the performance. 
However, in material flow management we can also increase productivity by eliminating material flow 
concentrators, as we describe below.  
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Figure 1: A manufacturing architecture virtual prototype. 

2 Theoretical model of a manufacturing architecture digital twin 
Our optimization algorithm is based on material flow theory MFT. The most comprehensive MFT 
description embraces the concepts of physical distribution and logistics and refers as well to the flow of 
macroscopic and microscopic elements [5]. From the seven major theories under the MFT [5] we are 
interested only in material flow engineering and industry theory. In this context we define here MFT as a 
support theoretical system for modelling, simulating, diagnosing and behaviour prognosis of material flow. 

Also for the same area of interest in industrial engineering, we define the material flow as a group of mobile 
entities whose trajectories are determined by a generic associated architecture. This associated generic 
architecture is structured as a group of physical objects interacting with the material flow by a set of 
constraints determining the material flow trajectories. There are two kinds of interactions between the 
generic associated architecture (GAA) and the material flow trajectory. The structural elements of the GAA 
set bound to the material flow trajectories. The structural GAA elements determine the material flow 
trajectories by their movements. 

More details about those interactions manufacturing architectures for industrial engineering applications are 
given further in this chapter. Considering our approach to MFT, the classification of the material flow is 
based on the mobile entities nature: We define discrete material flow when the mobile entities are distinct 
and countable. We define continuous flow when the mobile entities are not distinct and not countable. We 
define hybrid material flow when the mobile entities are distinct but not countable. 

In order to clarify this classification, we could illustrate each category as follows: parts moving on a 
conveyor represent a discrete material flow, liquids streaming in pipes represent a continuous flow, and sand 
on a conveyor represents a hybrid material flow. The modern manufacturing constraints should produce 
highly customizable and innovative products; continuously increase their quality and decrease the time-to-
market and costs in order to gain competitive advantages. All these determined a focus on optimizing the 
manufacturing systems starting early from their design phase by using MFT and specific simulation software 
tools. Depending on product characteristics and production type, several classical architectures of 
manufacturing systems (assembly line, flexible manufacturing system, flexible manufacturing cell, job shop, 
etc.) can be deployed in a factory. These architectures can be analysed in conjunction MFT applications and 
specific algorithms in the material flow management area, and optimized based on mathematical and virtual 
modelling [6]. To optimize a material flow one should focus on maximizing or minimizing specific 
parameters according with their nature (for instance, cost is a minimizing parameter, while productivity is a 
maximizing parameter). One of the main methods is based on identifying the points where the material flow 
is slowed down or even blocked (flow concentrators or bottlenecks) and finding solutions to eliminate such 
problems with or without modifying GAA. Such methodology uses the virtual model of GAA and flow 
simulator software application, which is meant to simulate the evolution and the material flow behaviour in 
time. 

The algorithm developed by us using MFT (applicable independent of the flow nature, but nevertheless used 
mainly in industrial engineering) and used to optimize the GAA consists in the following steps: 
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1. Modelling GAA using flow simulator specific elements and establishing the material flow trajectories 
inside the GAA.  

2. Simulating the material flow of this initial model and run a GAA performances diagnosis. 
3. Identifying flow concentrators and the solutions to eliminate them, and modifying GAA model 

accordingly. 
4. Simulating the material flow for the modified GAA model and run a new performance diagnosis. 
5. Validating the financial investment by quantifying the increased performances. 

There are several different kinds of simulations necessary in this algorithm, further an overview of these 
categories being presented. According to their velocity in material flow simulation, we use: 

• Accelerated simulation - used to generate quick GAA performance diagnosis reports.  
• Decelerated simulation - used to detail the critical events that could generate a flow concentrator. 
• Real time simulation - used to experimentally validate the material flow performances. 

According to their duration in material flow simulation, we use: 
• Determined simulation - with a critical event generating the end of the simulation.  
• Undetermined simulation - with no such a critical event. 

Despite of restricting the field, the engineering and industry oriented MFT approach presented here covers 
however different area oriented applications: optimizing city traffic or building evacuation, packaging 
sorting and distribution, increasing manufacturing productivity and avoiding crowded areas in airports, 
designing the layout of recycling lines being some of these. 

In a very comprehensive view, material flow management (MFM) in industrial engineering comprises 
optimization techniques for procurement, usage, handling, transformation and disposal of physical mobile 
entities like tools and parts in manufacturing architectures [6]. The area of MFM applications in this 
acceptation is wide and implies modules of MFT out of previous MFT presented selection. Therefore, we 
will refer here at MFM in a restricted acceptation, as a set of simulation and optimization rules for the 
industrial projects duration and costs using a virtual manufacturing architecture model. 

This MFM algorithm for optimizing manufacturing architectures performances should be adapted to the 
specific requirements of two categories. We define a manufacturing architecture as a set of structural 
elements interacting such as to contribute at a product manufacturing. We recognize here four main 
structural elements (work points, transport systems, transfer systems, buffers) and two auxiliary structural 
elements (mobile entities and human resources) for a manufacturing architecture. For each one of these 
categories, establishing a manufacturing architecture for a product or a family of products involves designing 
and structuring the relationships between structural elements, processes, procedures and human resources, 
that is both defining these elements, placed and acting in a specific layout, as well as the material and 
information flow between them. 

We agree to define the role of the structural elements as follows. The work points (machine tools, assembly 
points…) are the structural elements covering all the technological stages necessary for the part 
manufacturing. Transport systems (conveyors, AGVs, RGVs…) are moving the mobile entities between the 
long distance situated structural elements. The transfer systems (robots and manipulators) are orienting and 
fixing the mobile entities, making as well the connection between near structural elements. Buffers are 
storing the mobile entities for a limited period of time. The mobile entities are parts and tools. The human 
resources are involved in two postures: operational (acting like a worker) and monitor (supervising the 
activity of the manufacturing architecture).  

The advances in computer-aided design (3D CAD software) made possible the creation and use of databases 
containing parameterized virtual models of all the structural elements that can be included in a 
manufacturing systems. These databases are made available by producers (being already included in 
software applications, such as RobCAD from Siemens or Quest from Dassault Systems) and their items can 
be put together in order to form a virtual model of a manufacturing system. This virtual model should 
precisely reproduce the real system structural elements, in terms of overall dimensions and reciprocal 
positions and placement in the layout, being essential in designing and optimizing the manufacturing 
architecture.  
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Figure 2: A material flow digital twin. 

The modifications in the manufacturing architecture needed after different simulation runs are easy to 
perform due to the parameterization of the virtual models, therefore decreasing the total optimization time. 
Moreover, simulations made at the manufacturing system level can use as input simulations data obtained at 
the machine/process level [7]. The modelling and simulation algorithms for optimizing manufacturing 
architecture using MFM are different according with two main categories as follows. First we define diffused 
manufacturing architectures as systems with more than two work points connected by transport & transfer 
systems and using deposits at local or system level. We define then concentrate manufacturing architectures 
as systems based on a single work point surrounded & assisted by transport, transfer & deposit facilities [7].  

In a work post, one or several operations/activities can take place using processes and machines [8]. In an 
attempt to decrease the overall production time, there are approaches which consider eliminating the 
transport & transfer times between work posts by combining in a single machine, two (or more) 
manufacturing processes. As known, the manufacturing processes can be classified as: subtractive – 
involving material removal (such as milling, drilling, turning/lathing, etc.), additive – involving material 
addition layer-by-layer (stereo lithography, fused deposition modelling, selective laser sintering, etc.) and 
with material distribution (injection molding, forming, casting, etc.). In the hybrid manufacturing work post, 
additive and subtractive processes can be combined [9] within a single machine, completely computer-
controlled, in order to benefit of the advantages of each technology, such as complex geometry, controlled 
geometry, functional graded material parts – for additive fabrication, and high precision and surface quality 
or very good mechanical properties – for subtractive fabrication. From the point of view of the MFT, these 
hybrid manufacturing systems, currently gaining more interest and importance, are considered as concentrate 
architecture, and can modelled and optimized accordingly. 

3 A manufacturing architecture and the material flow digital twin 
MFM in industrial engineering customizes for manufacturing architectures the step-by-step GAA 
optimization algorithm previously presented. Everything starts here with some preliminary steps referring to 
the virtual prototype used for the design of the new product (CAD – Computer Aided Design) that should be 
produced using the manufacturing architecture. This virtual prototype is used then to simulate the functional 
behaviour of the product in order to identify potential design flaws (CAE – Computer Aided Engineering). If 
the results of CAE simulations are satisfactory then the next step is generating the succession of 
technological operations needed to obtain the product, as well as the associated manufacturing processes 
simulations (CAM – Computer Aided Manufacturing). If one of the simulated operations could not be 
realized, a return to the previous steps is necessary to redesign the part. When these iterations are over, the 
outcomes are defined: product design, bill of material, manufacturing operations plan for each component of 
the product and for the whole assembly, the required machines, devices and tools and their characteristics, 
and the work points and their successions in the production line [10].  The main MFM steps are starting from 
this point and are based on all the above information, as follows. A preliminary manufacturing architecture 
virtual modelling is done with the necessary parameters for the work points, buffers, the transport and 
transfer systems. The trajectories of the mobile entities (parts and tools) are established. For this preliminary 
architecture virtual prototype, the material flow is simulating for a performance diagnosis report. 
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Figure 3: Initial performance diagnosis report. 

Using this report the flow concentrators could be identified. There are two kinds of solutions for eliminating 
these concentrators by modifying the manufacturing architecture. Functional remodelling potentiates the 
manufacturing architecture performance by modifying the structural elements layout or functional 
parameters but is not introducing or eliminating structural elements. Technological remodelling allows 
manufacturing architecture changes also when structural elements should be added or removed. 

After functional or technological remodelling, another material flow simulation is performed for quantifying 
the increasing performance of the optimized manufacturing architecture. 

The last stage is the profit validation based on the comparison of the investment in optimizing the 
manufacturing architecture and the gain from the increased system performance. When designing the layout 
of manufacturing system, virtual models of different structural elements can be used, while in simulating the 
material flow in the manufacturing architecture, data from processes simulations can constitute input 
parameters. In this context of using data from different types of applications for defining and optimizing 
GAA, data compatibility and data portability issues should not be neglected when choosing the software 
tools for supporting the optimal definition of a manufacturing architecture.  

In dealing with MFT applied to manufacturing systems, one should consider using a specific algorithm for 
optimizing the associated architecture by modelling and then simulating the material flow trajectory within 
the system. This algorithm, detailed in the previous section, offers a structured modality to increase the 
productivity and profit in manufacturing architectures in order to respond to different requirements.  

The main benefits of our optimization algorithm are as follows. 

• Improving performances analysis by developing new measuring tools. 
• Integrating CAM and material flow simulation. 
• Integrating engineering knowledge in MFM. 
• Integrating MFM with ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) applications. 

Current needs and practice in industrial engineering determined us to adapt the general MFT and to develop 
specific algorithms for diagnosis and optimization for manufacturing architectures using MFM. 

As can be noticed, our approach, although restrictive to industrial projects, can be however used to 
accommodate the advances in digital fabrication and the development of new manufacturing 
processes/technologies, thus responding to the current trend of mass-customization as a paradigm shift from 
mass production. 
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Figure 4: Optimized performance diagnosis report. 

4 Conclusion 
Considering the field of research described in this paper the main interest is concerning the new elements 
introduced by this industry 4.0 paradigms in material flow simulation. In the engineering phase, 3-D 
simulations of products, materials, and production processes are already used, but in this new approach 
proposed by our optimization algorithm, simulations will be used more extensively in plant operations and 
cloud as well. The virtual prototype of the manufacturing architecture becomes a part of the manufacturing 
plant design. The digital twin of the material flow will use this MA virtual prototype to provide diagnose and 
optimization of the system performances in different manufacturing scenarios based on simulations including 
machines, products, and humans. One could not only test and optimize the machine settings for the next 
product, but also compare the real and the digital twin performing parameters during manufacturing, thereby 
generating new scenarios and increasing quality and productivity as well. Also, if only some of a 
manufacturer’s sensors and machines are now networked and make use of embedded computing organized in 
a vertical automation pyramid (in which sensors and field devices with limited intelligence and automation 
controllers feed into an overarching manufacturing-process control system), our solution based on material 
flow digital twining will introduce some changes. More devices including even unfinished products will be 
enriched with embedded computing and connected to communicate and interact both with one another and 
with centralized controllers, as necessary. Smart and connected structural elements require a rethinking of 
the MA design. At the most basic level, product development shifts from largely mechanical engineering to 
true interdisciplinary systems engineering. All smart, connected structural elements, from work points to 
transport systems, share three core elements: physical components (such as mechanical and electrical parts); 
smart components (sensors, microprocessors, data storage, controls, software, an embedded operating 
system, and a digital user interface); and connectivity components (ports, antennae, protocols, and networks 
that enable communication between the structural element and the MA cloud, which runs on remote servers 
and contains the MA’s external operating system). Manufacturing goes beyond production of the physical 
object, because operating a smart connected MA requires a supporting cloud-based system [3]. In this new 
industrial engineering paradigm, the material flow management use Internet of things to establish trajectories 
of mobile elements, cybersecurity & the cloud to process safely big data, additive manufacturing and 
autonomous robots as structural elements, augmented reality and simulation for horizontal and vertical 
management system integration. 
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Abstract 

Even from the start of internet, security has been an issue. Nowadays, considering the continuous 

growth of the internet and internet applications, security issues are more complex. For the virtual 

enterprises the challenges are even bigger if we keep in mind the fact that a virtual enterprise needs 

to open its private network for the partners and is continuously accessed through the internet by the 

costumers. There are new solutions that have to be developed in order to keep all the data safe. 

Another challenge is the cloud computing which enables partner’s collaborative working, but comes 

with big problems form the security point of view. The security challenges that are associated with 

unauthorized cloud use are well documented. Shadow cloud services and assets can lead to various 

issues such as data leaks, unknown vulnerabilities, and wasted resources. In this paper we will 

discuss all these issues and the solutions for each of them. We will focus this research on the 

database security, which is a key component of all cloud collaboration solutions. 

Keywords: security, databases, virtual enterprises, cloud computing. 

1 Introduction 

As the National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA defined, cloud computing is a model for 

enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing 

resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and 

released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of 

five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models. [1] 

An example of a cloud computing network architecture is presented in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Architecture of a cloud computing network 
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The essential characteristics of cloud computing are: 

Cloud computing is an on-demand self-service, which means that a consumer can unilaterally provision 

computing capabilities, such as server time and network storage, as needed automatically without requiring 

human interaction with each service provider.  

Also, cloud computing allows broad network access. This way, capabilities are available over the network 

and accessed through standard mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms 

(e.g., mobile phones, tablets, laptops, and workstations).  

The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model, with 

different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand. 

There is a sense of location independence in that the customer generally has no control or knowledge over 

the exact location of the provided resources but may be able to specify location at a higher level of 

abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacenter). Examples of resources include storage, processing, memory, 

and network bandwidth.  

Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases automatically, to scale rapidly 

outward and inward commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the capabilities available for 

provisioning often appear to be unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time.  

Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a metering capability at some 

level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage, processing, bandwidth, and active user 

accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and reported, providing transparency for both the 

provider and consumer of the utilized service. 

The three Service Models are: 

Software as a Service (SaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s applications 

running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from various client devices through either a 

thin client interface, such as a web browser (e.g., web-based email), or a program interface. The consumer 

does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating 

systems, storage, or even individual application capabilities, with the possible exception of limited 

userspecific application configuration settings.  

Platform as a Service (PaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud 

infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using programming languages, libraries, 

services, and tools supported by the provider.3 The consumer does not manage or control the underlying 

cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, or storage, but has control over the 

deployed applications and possibly configuration settings for the application-hosting environment.  

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to provision processing, 

storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where the consumer is able to deploy and run 

arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and applications. The consumer does not manage or 

control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has control over operating systems, storage, and deployed 

applications; and possibly limited control of select networking components (e.g., host firewalls). 

And the Deployment Models are presented below:  

Private cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single organization comprising 

multiple consumers (e.g., business units). It may be owned, managed, and operated by the organization, a 

third party, or some combination of them, and it may exist on or off premises.  

Community cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community of 

consumers from organizations that have shared concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and 

compliance considerations). It may be owned, managed, and operated by one or more of the organizations in 

the community, a third party, or some combination of them, and it may exist on or off premises.  

Public cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public. It may be owned, 

managed, and operated by a business, academic, or government organization, or some combination of them. 

It exists on the premises of the cloud provider.  
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Hybrid cloud. The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures 

(private, community, or public) that remain unique entities, but are bound together by standardized or 

proprietary technology that enables data and application portability (e.g., cloud bursting for load balancing 

between clouds). 

2 Threats of the virtual enterprises security 

A virtual enterprise is a temporary alliance of enterprises that come together to share skills or core 

competencies and resources in order to better respond to business opportunities, and whose cooperation is 

supported by computer networks. [2] 

2.1 Cloud computing security threats 

Cloud computing is one of today's most exciting technologies due to its ability to reduce costs associated 

with computing while increasing flexibility and scalability for computer processes. During the past few 

years, cloud computing has grown from being a promising business idea to one of the fastest growing parts 

of the IT industry. IT organizations have expresses concern about critical issues (such as security) that exist 

with the widespread implementation of cloud computing. These types of concerns originate from the fact that 

data is stored remotely from the customer's location; in fact, it can be stored at any location. Security, in 

particular, is one of the most argued-about issues in the cloud computing field; several enterprises look at 

cloud computing warily due to projected security risks. The risks of compromised security and privacy may 

be lower overall, however, with cloud computing than they would be if the data were to be stored on 

individual machines instead of in a so - called "cloud" (the network of computers used for remote storage and 

maintenance).[3] 

2.2 Database security threats 

Databases are one of the most compromised assets according to the 2014 Verizon Data Breach Report. The 

reason databases are targeted so often is quite simple: they are at the heart of any organization, storing 

customer records and other confidential business data. But why are databases so vulnerable to breaches? One 

reason is that organizations are not protecting these crucial assets well enough. [4] 

The top ten database security threats are: 

1. Excessive and Unused Privileges - when someone is granted database privileges that exceed the 

requirements of their job function, these privileges can be abused.  

2. Privilege Abuse - users may abuse legitimate database privileges for unauthorized purposes. 

3. Input Injection (Formerly SQL Injection) – There are two major types of database injection attacks: 

SQL Injection, that targets traditional database systems, and NoSQL Injection, that targets Big Data 

platforms. SQL Injection attacks usually involve inserting (or “injecting”) unauthorized or malicious 

statements into the input fields of web applications. 

4. Malware – Cybercriminals, spies use advanced attacks that blend multiple tactics, such as spear 

phishing emails and malware, to penetrate organizations and steal sensitive data. 

5. Weak Audit Trail – Automated recording of database transactions involving sensitive data should be 

part of any database deployment. Failure to collect detailed audit records of database activity 

represents a serious organizational risk on many levels. 

6. Storage Media Exposure – Backup storage media is often completely unprotected from attack. As a 

result, numerous security breaches have involved the theft of database backup disks. 

7. Exploitation of Vulnerable, Misconfigured Databases – It is common to find vulnerable and un-

patched databases, or discover databases that still have default accounts and configuration 

parameters. Attackers know how to exploit these vulnerabilities to launch attacks against the 

organization. 

8. Unmanaged Sensitive Data – Many companies struggle to maintain an accurate inventory of their 

databases and the critical data objects contained within them. 
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9. Denial of Service – Denial of Service (DoS) is a general attack category in which access to network 

applications or data is denied to intended users. The motivations behind DoS attacks are often linked 

to extortion scams in which a remote attacker will repeatedly crash servers until the victim meets 

their demands. 

10. Limited Security Expertise and Education – Internal security controls are not keeping pace with data 

growth and many organizations are ill-equipped to deal with a security breach. Often this is due to 

the lack of expertise required to implement security controls, enforce policies, or conduct incident 

response processes. 

3 Solutions for the virtual enterprises security 

Figure 2 presents a solution for cloud computing security from VMware adapted for virtual enterprises. 

 

Figure 2 Cloud computing for virtual enterprises 

Today’s workforce is no longer tethered to traditional stationary desktops. New devices have proliferated 

companies of all sizes. Workers are increasingly mobile, and more than 60 percent of enterprise firms and 85 

percent of SMB organizations are looking to initiate Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) programs. But while 

end users are embracing these trends, IT departments, f aced with tight budgets, are struggling with how to 

best support and manage these new devices while protecting corporate data as it is accessed across networks 

and locations. This is why finding a secure, streamlined and more cost-effective way to manage end users 

across devices and locations has become a top priority for so many customers today. 

By virtualizing desktop and using a validated architectural design, organizations can now have unparalleled 

desktop and application access across devices and locations. With the VMware Horizon Mobile Secure 

Workplace, processes are automated and efficient, data is secure and the total cost of ownership is reduced 

by as much as 50 percent. And because this solution ties desktop environments to user identities instead of 

devices, end users are free to access their data and applications from any qualified device, whether in the 

office or halfway around the world. 

The Mobile Secure Workplace is specifically built to meet the needs of organizations looking to securely 

support end users across devices and locations. It combines VMware and ecosystem products and services to 

meet the necessary requirements for supporting security, rapid and automated provisioning and mobile 

access across devices. 
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Figure 3 An example of a security model 

In figure 3 is presented an example of a security model. This model includes: 

Unified Credential Management: Issuing of admin, operations, and end-user identities for access to virtual 

components and applications 

Privilege Management: Definition and assignment of resource access privileges and roles for infrastructure 

components and applications. 

Authentication: Validation of identities (admin, operations, and end-user on the basis of credentials. 

Authorization: Privilege-based granting of access to protected virtual infrastructure resources to 

authenticated users. 

Data Assurance: Confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data at rest, in transit, and in use 

Systems and Platform Security: Controlling the operation of the application, hardening the VM, the O/S, 

application server software 

Physical and Virtual Perimeters: Hardening of networks against eavesdropping, penetration and data 

leakage; intrusion detection 

Monitoring, Logging, Auditing, Reporting: recording of infrastructure configuration, management events 

and policy changes. Security of the logging, auditing, and reporting environment 

Environment Security: Protection and recoverability of physical infrastructure and system-level assets 

Policy Security: Protections and controls over policy metadata and processes that define, enforce, and report 

on virtual security operating environment 

Risk Management Framework: Framework and process for determining inherent risk, security controls, 

and residuals 

4 Conclusions 

The main benefits of cloud computing are: 
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1. Flexibility - Cloud-based services are ideal for businesses with growing or fluctuating bandwidth 

demands. 

2. Disaster recovery - Businesses of all sizes should be investing in robust disaster recovery, but for smaller 

businesses that lack the required cash and expertise, this is often more an ideal than the reality. Cloud is now 

helping more organisations buck that trend. 

3. Automatic software updates - The beauty of cloud computing is that the servers are off-premise and out of 

sight. Suppliers take care of them for you and roll out regular software updates, including security updates. 

4. Capital-expenditure Free - Cloud computing cuts out the high cost of hardware.  

5. Increased collaboration - When the teams can access, edit and share documents anytime, from anywhere, 

they’re able to do more together, and do it better. Cloud-based workflow and file sharing apps help them 

make updates in real time and gives them full visibility of their collaborations. 

6. Work from anywhere - With cloud computing, with an internet connection one can be at work. And with 

most serious cloud services offering mobile apps, there are no restrictions by which device the work will be 

done. 

7. Document control - Before the cloud, workers had to send files back and forth as email attachments to be 

worked on by one user at a time. 

8. Security - Lost laptops are a problem but the loss of the sensitive data inside it is an even bigger problem. 

Cloud computing gives greater security when this happens 

9. Competitiveness - Moving to the cloud gives access to enterprise-class technology, even for small 

business. 

In conclusion, a good cloud solution with a strong security is just what a virtual enterprise might need. 
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Abstract 

Today simulation platforms in Virtual Reality Environment (VRE) play a very important role during the 

initial design phase of products throughout the Product Life-Cycle (PLC). However, current simulation 

platforms do not offer the necessary information and versatility required for a complete perception process in 

simulation and evaluation. This paper deals with a new method for measuring the influence of Virtual 

Reality on the perceived length of an object (e.g. a bar). The method is based on the assessment of the length 

of a part by the subject, with two sources of visual information. The first one is the screen of the VRE where 

the movements are displayed, with different coefficients Ceb=(object length displayed on the screen)/(length 

of the arm’s movement). The other source is a set of two crossed meters (measuring tapes) situated on the 

wall behind the subject. The method is validated by a set of experimental tests performed in a Virtual Reality 

Environment. The results show that subjects are more likely influenced by the movement of the arm rather 

than the length of the arm displayed on the screen. Moreover, the length’s perception of subjects is modified 

when moving direction changes (horizontal or vertical) or when putting/placing a meter (measuring tape) in 

the subject’s field of view. The horizontal bar or the meter (measuring tape) leads them to choose lengths 

closer to what they are seeing on the screen, than when the bar is vertical or without meter. The proposed 

method provides the feasibility to integrate the visual perception into length evaluation via VRE when 

performing disassembly operation simulations for instance.   

Keywords: Virtual Reality Environment, Disassembly sequences simulation, Distance perception, Length 

evaluation 

 

1 Introduction 

Virtual Reality (VR) is a trendy issue and is nowadays applied in a lot of fields such as: industry, science, 

estate agency, video games and others. Nonetheless, it could be certainly improved with the advent of 

nowadays’ technologies. Real effects of the VR on a human are not actually well known and the 

comprehension of these effects could be beneficial for Human/VR interaction. Many studies have especially 

a closer look on the influence of VR on human’s perceptions. A novel pseudo-haptic approach for simulation 

of force fields called HEMP – Hand-displacEMent-based Pseudo-haptics was introduced in [1]. The main 

idea of the authors was to provide haptic-like sensations by dynamically displacing the visual representation 

of the user's hand. Other approaches follow comparable strategies of modulating given force sensations 

through vision [1]. A stiffness feeling, for instance, was simulated by linking a perturbed visual feedback 

with a force sensor in [2]. Other work [3] demonstrated that a torque impression can be induced by 

employing a force input device combined with a virtual torsion spring. 

In [4] it was shown that subjects estimated the weights of objects with equal mass based on their apparent 

visual size (Charpentier's size-weight illusion). That means, the larger the object appeared, the lighter it was 

perceived. Similar works on weight perception of objects were recently carried out in INRIA Institute from 

Rennes [5].  
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Dozens of studies dealt with perception aim. Let mention some principal human perceptions they dealt with, 

such as:  

- the flavor  and the olfaction [6] from Tokyo University on olfactory perception of food, 

- the hearing [7],  

- stiffness perception [8, 9] 

- volume perception [4],  

- distance perception [10].  

 

Others perceptions have to be analyzed. We are interested in studying the influence of VR on length 

perception. This investigation could allow this technology to be improved and learn more about the 

interaction between the human and the VR.  

In this context, a new method for quantification the influence of the visual weed-back on the length 

perception of an object (part) is presented in this paper. The present work provides a new way to estimate the 

length of a mechanical part (here a bar) in VRE. This estimation may be an aid for designers allowing them 

to assess ergonomic gesture evaluation. Thus, the results of this study may be useful for designers, for 

instance, allowing them to evaluate difficulties of Assembly/Disassembly operations, in a virtual 

environment in the initial phase of a product’s design.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the new method for length perception 

in VRE. Then the experimental tests performed in a VRE are presented in Section 3. After that, the results 

are presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, conclusion and future work are suggested in Section 5.  

2 Method 

 

The proposed method for distance evaluation/perceptions deals with the influence of the visual weed-back on 

the length perception of an object (part). It is based on two sources of visual information: the screen (visual 

feed-back) for comparison the perceived length and two meters (rulers or measuring tapes) for visual 

estimation.  

For this purpose the coefficient Ceb defined as: Ceb =(object length displayed on the VRE screen)/(length of 

the arm’s movement in the real physical environment) is calculated. The object length displayed on the VRE 

screen is variable, however, the length of the arm’s movement in the real physical environment is constant. 

The method consist in comparing the distances while moving a part of a mechanical assembly in horizontal 

and/or vertical directions. Thus, we want to value two criteria which are the influence of the bar’s orientation 

and the influence of the two measuring tapes. The screen of the VRE is in front of the subject. The two 

measuring tapes (two crossed meters) are bonded on the wall behind the subject. The method consists in 

estimating the perception for the length of the part by comparing the results from these two sources: screen 

and meters. 

 

3 Experimental tests 

In order to prove the proposed method, a series of experiments were carried out in a VRE. The task consisted 

of moving a ring (weight, 0,5 kg) along a beam (bar), in a restricted vertical/horizontal space with bottom-

up/up-down, and left-right/right-left movements. As previously mentioned, the experiment’s goal is to assess 

the virtual reality’s influence on humans’ perception of the length.  

3.1 Equipment 

The tests were performed in the virtual reality environment in GINOVA Lab at Grenoble INP (National 

Polytechnic Institute). The environment consists of (Fig. 1): VIRTUOSE 6 D35-45 haptic device with force 
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feedback, stereoscopic screen, 3D glasses and two crossed measuring tapes (meters, rulers). Two computers 

have been used as well: one to control the object displayed on the screen (Catia V5 environment) and another 

one to stock/record the results. 

The software used to generate the simulation environment is IFC (Interactive Fitting for CATIA), which is a 

CAAV5- based plug-in for CATIA V5TM for interactive simulations. The weight of the component was 

simulated by the gravity environment in CATIA and the virtual objects in the software are constrained by a 

gravity field. The force feedback, during collisions, is sent to the haptic device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Virtual reality environment equipment. 

3.2 Subjects 

 

Nine subjects (five males and four females) all right-handed, aged 20–57 years, were involved in the 

experiments. During a first survey subjects declared not exerting intensive muscle efforts during a 24-h 

period. All participants reported no history of problem in the upper limbs and eyes.  

After a short explanation about the aim of the experiment, subjects were able to test the haptic arm in order 

to be familiar with. One experiment lasted roughly 1h and 15min per subject. Another survey is fulfilled at 

the end of the experiment in order to know whether subjects were tired, what the goal of the experiment in 

their view was, and what their opinion (they thought) were about it.   

3.3 Presentation of the experiment 

The experimental place remained as silent as possible in order to avoid loss of concentration from the 

subject. The subject, face the screen, uses only his handwriting arm to move the haptic arm (Fig. 2). On the 

screen, the subject can observe the mechanical assembly composed by a bar and a ring.  The bar is in 

horizontal or vertical position and along it the subject can move the ring with the arm. Ring’s rotations are 

blocked with the software. The subject is free to move the ring along the bar as he wants: bottom-up/up-

down movements when the bar is vertical, and left-right/right-left movements when the bar is horizontal). 

Then, he/she gives a value, trying to assess the length of the bar. The values are recorded in a database.   

Haptic arm  

Virtuose 6D35-45 

Meters 

Stereoscopic screen 
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Figure 2: Subject perceiving horizontal length. 

Afterwards, the subject turns back and can sees the two crossed measuring tapes on the wall behind him/her: 

one vertical and one horizontal (Fig. 3). With this second source of information, he/she tries to assess again 

the length/distance. The subject is free to give again or not a value of the perceived distance. 

 

Figure 3: Subject estimating the length with ruler (measuring tape). 

Before assessing the next value (next trial in the experiment), we change the bar’s length displayed on the 

screen. Yet, the arm’s movement remains the same and the subject ignores it. All in all there is sixty-four 

tests divided in two parts. The thirty-two first tests are realized when the bar is vertical and the thirty-two 

others with a horizontal bar. The length’s perception is tested for eight different length. For each test, as 

previously said, a coefficient defined as: Ceb =(bar’s length displayed on the screen)/(length of the arm’s 

movement) is calculated which will serve as a reference for comparison the tests between them. The 

experiment allows us to assess whether the subject is influenced visually by what he/she is seeing or based 

on what he/she touches, that is to say, depending on the race of the arm. Moreover, we want to value the two 

criteria which are the influence of the bar’s orientation and the influence of the two measuring tapes. 

3.4 Expected results 

We expect that subjects will assess intermediary values between the length of the bar displayed on the screen 

and the length of the arm’s movement. We assume also that the measuring tape will influence their visual 

perception. Finally, we suppose that results for the horizontal bar will be closer of the length seen (displayed) 

on the screen because a human have the habit to look from left to right as if he/she was reading. Note that 

other kinds of reading/writing such as: Hebrew and Arabic (from right to left), Chinese (up-down) ….are not 

considered in this study. 
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4 Results and discussion 

With the experiment, we note the length assessed by the nine subjects, with and without measuring tapes 

(meters). All in all, we have 64*2 = 128 length values per subject. First, we take the average value of the 

nine subjects for each test, separately with and without rule (measuring tapes, meters). Then we chart the 

results: there is a chart of averages without measuring tapes (Fig.4) and a chart of averages with measuring 

tapes (Fig.5).  The idea is to plot the point clouds of the collected perceived lengths depending on the CEB 

coefficient. The higher the coefficient is, the longer the length of the bar on the screen is. We have made 

scatter plots of the perceived length in function of the coefficient CEB. The higher CEB is, the longer the bar 

displayed on the screen is. Coefficient CEB varies from 0,3 to 3,6 for the experiments without ruler and from 

0,5 to 6,1 for the experiments with ruler. Furthermore, in order to have a sharper analysis, when the bar 

displayed is horizontal plots are green and when it is vertical plots are yellow. The blue line represents the 

length of the bar displayed on the screen for each coefficient CEB. The orange one represents the length of the 

arm’s movement for each coefficient CEB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4:  Average perceived length (cm) without ruler according to CEB coefficient.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5:  Average perceived length (cm) with ruler according to CEB coefficient 

From the figures, it is seen that subjects are influenced both by the bar on the screen and the stroke of the 

arm. To go further, the subjects are more influenced by the stroke of the arm than by the screen. Indeed, in 

any case, the standard deviation between the length on the screen and the average length assessed by subjects 
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is higher than the standard deviation between the length of the arm’s movement and the average length 

assessed by the subjects (Table 1). 

Table 1: Results of standard deviation [cm] 

Relative to the length of the bar on the screen Relative to the length of the stroke of the arm 

without 

meter 

with 

meter 

vertical bar horizontal 

bar 

without 

meter 

with 

meter 

vertical bar horizontal bar 

56,7 46,5 29,8 67,0 14,8 24,7 17,2 23,2 

 

This result can be disturbing when it is compared to others studies on the influence of virtual reality on 

perceptions. In fact, the flavor [6], the olfaction [6], the stiffness perception [8, 9] and the spatial 

representation [7] are all mostly influenced by the sight (visual).  

In our opinion, while assessing lengths, the association of the VR with the physical movement (i.e. the arm’s 

movement) could be an exception among perceptions. In addition, we observe that, results (values) with the 

help of measuring types are higher. When subjects are looking at measuring types, they assess what they 

have seen on the screen and not the real motion of the arm. Indeed, the bar displayed on the screen and the 

two measuring types are assessed by the sight (visual), contrary to the arm’s movement.  

Finally, when the bar displayed on the screen is horizontal, subjects are much more influenced by their sight 

(what they are seeing) than by the arm’s movement. This trend is emphasized when subjects use measuring 

types. It approves what we assume on the habit of a human to read from left to right (this was the case with 

the subjects involved in the experiments).  

A qualitative analysis of the surveys fulfilled by subjects after performing the tests gives us further 

information. Out of the nine subjects, three said that they have been more influenced by what they felt with 

the arm, two have been more influenced by the screen, and the other four have been more influenced by the 

two factors, which is consistent with what has been measured. Finally, three of the nine subjects felt tired 

during the experiment. They were physically tired because they were standing during all the experiment and 

mentally tired because they were confused all along the experiment, due to the confusion of their brains 

receiving conflicting information by the two sources of data (information). 

5 Conclusion and future work 

Some limitations of the available techniques for human’s perceptions stimulated this research on length 

perception (evaluation). This paper introduces a new method to quantify the influence of the visual weed-

back on the length perception of an object in Virtual Reality Environment. 

Based on the proposed method for distance estimation, an application for virtual simulation is developed. 

The results of the performed VRE experiments show that subjects are more likely influenced by the 

movement of the arm rather than the length of the arm displayed on the screen, while quantifying the length 

of a part. 

However, at this stage, the work has some limits. The first one deals with the relatively small number of 

subjects, which leads to an uncertainty of the results. Secondly, we wanted to improve the "random" aspect 

of the experience; alternating e.g. random vertical and horizontal bars. Unfortunately it is technically 

impossible to work with two simultaneous simulation files with Haption. In fact, the Haption unit from 

CATIA V5 is not designed to modify an object while it is manipulated. In addition to increase the amount of 

subjects and develop an appropriate haptic unit for the experiment, we can give some indications to improve 

the experiment.  
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Future work will focus to change the length of the arm’s movement from one test to another. Thus, the race 

covered by the arms could have changed from one test to another, so that the subjects do not realize that the 

movement of the arm was still the same. It would have been also possible to perform the tests separately for 

the screen and the arm, in order to get a baseline for the experience. 

At last, our analysis could be more precise by using statistics skills. Furthermore, we would improve the 

randomization of the different tests of our experiment by switching between verticals bar and horizontal bar.  
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Abstract 

In this paper we look at two present day trends from the scientific community: the push for open 
and free knowledge sharing under the form of open access papers and data bases and the evenly 
strong movement for measuring and quantifying research output.   
The digitalization of knowledge has made it possible to store and measure the research results of 
diverse entities, such as individual researchers, departments, universities and even fields of study 
taken as a whole. The “scientific output” of a scholar is now easily and readily measured, compared 
and ranked against the results of others and numerous tools for facilitating such measuring and 
comparing are now openly available. More and more researchers stop to look at this dynamic 
picture of the scientific community’s outputs. We take a look at this growing trend and we review 
the scientific approaches analysing the results of the scientific community in a self-reflexive 
exercise. We also compare some of the available online tools that facilitate this trend for knowledge 
quantification.  
Keywords: scientific collaboration, knowledge sharing, measurement.  

1 Introduction 
The digitalization of scholarship [1] has facilitated the mapping of scientific research and the specific 
measuring of research output. It seems that everyone and everything is now being measured, compared and 
ranked. Entities being measured range from individual researchers, university departments, universities, to 
countries and even research fields taken as a whole. Therefore, not only do researchers have to stay up to 
date with the discoveries in their fields, but they also have to keep track of research measuring instruments 
used in their fields in order to best promote their work. Scholars still live in a publication and citation driven 
culture, where citations are a base for formal rewards and this can lead to citation stress [2]. In addition to 
this, scholars also have to be present on social networks dedicated to researchers. Social networks such as 
ResearchGate make it easier for researchers to see who has read their work, not only who has cited their 
work in other indexed journals or books. On this background, the discussions about open access to articles, 
databases and knowledge in general have taken up an important place in the academic debate. While many 
agree that there are benefits in open knowledge sharing, scholars still face a dilemma: If I share before I 
publish, how will this affect my future H-index, consequently my chances of faster advancement, tenure, 
receiving other research grants etc.? Fear of nonreciprocal or opportunistic behaviour also stays in the way of 
open and free knowledge sharing.  Part of the dilemma lies in the question “If I share first, how can I know 
that others will also share?” 

This is why in the present article we look at these two trends from the present day scientific community: the 
push for open and free knowledge sharing under the form of open access papers and data bases and the 
evenly strong movement for measuring and quantifying research output. In a holistic perspective, openly 
sharing knowledge leads to scientific progress. From the view point of the “giver” open knowledge sharing 
has both incentives and disincentives. The incentives are that open knowledge sharing, open access (either of 
data or research output) can lead to higher citation rates and the consolidation of one’s reputation.  But the 
“giver” faces a number of disincentives for sharing his research data. First of all, sharing is time and money 
consuming. Some of the most mentioned fears of scholars (identified in studies presented in the following 
sections) include the fear that others will publish first, that others will misinterpret the data and that they will 
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not give due credit to the creator of the data when using it. But as we will try to show in the following, open 
sharing can be a base for reputation building.  

2 Knowledge sharing 
The network society [3] is also present in the academic world. Scholars want to make their results known to 
others in their field, want to know what breakthroughs were made by others in their field and want to 
collaborate with others in research activities. With the help of the Internet, digital tools for knowledge 
sharing are now freely available to scholars who wish to make their research known to the world and who 
wish to stay informed about the state of the art in their field. Platforms such as Mendeley [4], PubMed [5], 
Meta [6], F1000 [7], ResearchGate [8] etc. help researchers to keep themselves informed about subjects of 
their choice and stay connected to their research network.  

This enriched and Internet facilitated exchange of ideas leads to the advancement of knowledge. Open and 
free knowledge sharing could speed up this process. Thus, at a macro level, knowledge sharing leads to the 
progress of science, but a mismatch between the greater interest and the individual one has been observed, 
mismatch that halters the open sharing of knowledge [9]. At a micro level, open knowledge sharing can be 
seen as a form of social exchange. In a social exchange, unlike economic exchange, the price for the offered 
good is not asked at the moment of the transaction, but rather the giver expects a future return, that is not 
necessarily tangible [10]. Other researchers have also seen in the scholarly world a form of social exchange 
[11] or a form of reputation economy [12]. 

Researchers [9] who wished to know what the interest about data sharing in the academic community was 
made a literature review of papers about practices in data sharing by searching for the phrase data sharing in 
some of the most used databases in the academic world for article indexing. We followed this example and 
made a few inquiries in the Web of Science (WoS) [13] database and the Google Scholar (GS) [14] database 
in order to see how many articles have already been published about data sharing, open access, and 
bibliometric in general. The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2. An observation to be noted here is that 
when searching in WoS for the phrase open access in the topic field, the results list includes articles that are 
published in the open access system but do not actually speak about open access.   

 

Table 1. Number of articles in WoS and GS when searching in the article title for: 

 
Searched phrase in the title of indexed articles 

Number of results in Web 
of Science 

Number of results in 
Google Scholar 

 
Open access 3626/3028* 13400 
Data sharing 2934/1104* 4440 

*the second figure indicates search results for the exact phrase. 

*where only one figure is given it indicates the search results for the exact phrase. 

When searching Google Scholar for articles with the exact phrase open access in the title, we get about 
13400 results, after excluding patents and citations. When searching Google Scholar for articles with the 
exact phrase data sharing in the title, we get about 4440 results, after excluding patents and citations. This 
stands to show that researchers are quite inquisitive and responsive to the trends that develop in their own 
community, engaging in self-reflexive exercises about the status-quo and the desired state of stings. 

 

Table 2. Number of articles in WoS when searching in the topic of the article for: 

Searched topic Number of results in Web 
of Science 

 
Open access 24146 
Data sharing 111387/4795* 

*the second figure indicates search results for the exact phrase. 

*where only one figure is given it indicates the search results for the exact phrase. 
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Researchers are therefore interested in the topic of data sharing and open access, however there remain a few 
disincentives that stop researchers from openly sharing their research data. The most common reasons that 
researchers name when asked about why they do not openly share their research data are: too much time and 
effort [9], [15], the right to publish first or competitive misuse [9], fear of misinterpretation of data and of 
lack of recognition [9], [15]. Based on a survey of researchers from Germany, studies [12] found that 
researchers across the investigated disciplines (agriculture, engineering, social sciences, humanities, human 
science, natural science) rank the stimulants for sharing and the reasons for not sharing almost in the same 
order. Another interesting reported find by [15] is that research-intensive staff will more likely share data in 
a shorter time period in comparison to teaching-intensive staff. This is because teaching-intensive staff has 
less time to focus on research and publication due to teaching assignments. They therefore need more time to 
publish and they most likely publish at longer time intervals, therefore the time it takes to extract all benefits 
from their data is longer.  Despite the existing disincentives, studies [16] have shown that sharing detailed 
research data lead to increased citation rate. Therefore, openly sharing could lead to higher citation rates, 
higher impact and influence scores and a stronger academic reputation, all of these being desired elements in 
the scholarly world. Open data sharing could lead to increased dissemination and also to increased social 
impact of research. Data sharing can be a new alternative impact meter for the work of a scholar, as 
presented in the following.  

 

3 Measuring research output 
The current academic main stream control tool for research output is the Web of Science database but 
numerous other alternatives have been introduced. Following the increase in the available tools for 
monitoring and measuring research output, numerous scientists published comparative analyses of these 
tools, describing advantages and disadvantages for each [17] [18]; [19]. An alternative, free and open for the 
large public impact meter is Google Scholar and many articles have analysed the comparative advantages 
and disadvantages of WoS and GS. Because publication culture differs across disciplines [17] the subsequent 
citation sources in these disciplines also differ. For example, in some research fields like Arts and 
Humanities or Social Sciences it is more likely that books will be published [20], [21] in comparison with 
fields from technical research fields. Consequently, a higher percentage of books in these areas will be cited. 
According to researchers [21] these fields are underrepresented in the Web of Science database. A similar 
conclusion has been drawn about the field of Anthropology, based on the output of Dutch scholars [17]. As 
these researchers [17] conclude, for such research fields, Google Scholar can be a promising source for 
measuring research output. In this case, in comparison with WoS, Google Scholar was found to be more 
suitable for indexing the research output, despite still existing problems with the database of Google Scholar, 
such as duplicates false-positive citations and the fact that “the construction of the dataset and the calculation 
of indicators are more transparent in the WoS than in GS”.  

How preoccupied are scholars with these new alternative measuring instruments? If we considered the 
number of published papers on this subject, the answer would be “quite a lot.” When searching Google 
Scholar for articles with the exact phrase Google Scholar in the title, we get 1670 results, after excluding 
patents and citations (Table 3).  

Table 3. Number of articles in WoS and GS when searching in the article title for: 

 
Searched phrase in the title of indexed articles 

Number of results in Web 
of Science 

Number of results in 
Google Scholar 

 
Google Scholar 170 1670 
Web of Science 266 1210 

Bibliometric 2269 5270 

 

When searching Google Scholar for articles with the exact phrase Web of Science in the title, we get about 
1210 results, after excluding patents and citations. An observation here is that some results in GS are in fact 
either print screens or pdf documents showing articles indexed in the WoS database and not articles about the 
WoS database. The general problem of the indexing of non-scientific works (among others) in Google 
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Scholar is also underlined by [18]. In the Web of Science database, all searched phrases receive smaller 
values. The results count is much higher in WoS when the search phrase is completed in the topic field and 
not in the tile field (Table 4).  

 

Table 4. Number of articles in WoS when searching in the topic of the article for: 

Searched topic Number of results in Web 
of Science 

 
Google Scholar 5033 
Web of Science 10799 

Bibliometric 5455 

 

Collaboration in research output (articles) is also measured in databases by the number of co-authors (in 
some cases we also see a “top co-authors” description), as is international collaboration (authors affiliated to 
institutions in different countries). An example of such an analysis can be found in the work of [21] where, 
with the help of digital maps the authors show in a graphical manner the web of international and 
institutional collaborations in the field of Digital Humanities. Other scholars [22] developed such maps by 
“using millions of abstracts from MEDLINE” in order to show the network connections between authors, 
articles, methods diseases and chemicals. Google Scholar also offers metrics for articles. The Publish or 
Perish software retrieves and analyzes academic citations based om the results found in Google Scholar [23]. 
The interdisciplinary nature of collaboration is however more difficult to measure based on research output 
without detailed, targeted data analysis.  

The arrival of other alternative tools for measuring research output led to the development of altmetrics. 
Altmetrics could for example measure the online impact of a researcher’s work, under forms less traditional 
than articles and books [19]. One such online alternative is the Altmetric platform [24]. The Platform 
Altmetric collects and measures online conversations about scholarly content, making it easier for 
researchers to know who is talking about their work. A comparison of 15 of these new available tools and 
alternative impact metrics is presented in the work of Wouters & Costas (2012) and the authors conclude that 
most of the tools are suitable for individual assessment rather than aggregated levels. This is why the authors 
named these instruments ‘technologies of narcissism’ [19]. However, if perfected, these alternative 
measuring instruments could in time turn into more official control mechanism and data sharing could be one 
of them.   

4 Conclusion  
Altmetrics could help reputation building and lead to current day formal recognitions. Therefore, researchers 
should not completely neglect these alternative metrics, because a better online presence could in time have 
an impact on main stream performance indicators. However, critics say that these alternative metrics do not 
have the benefits of the classical peer review process and that social “noise” doesn’t automatically equal 
scientific impact. Also, in very specialized fields, scientific output is targeted to a limited number of 
specialists who have the specialized field knowledge. The previous mentioned tools can be seen as the 
infrastructure of the scientific community. Along with their spread come the questions: “How much time 
should a researcher dedicate to learning how to best use this infrastructure?”, “What is the reasonable time 
period a researcher should dedicate to these technologies of narcissism?”, “Will their use modify the research 
and publication behaviour of scholars?”, “How many redundant measuring tools are there/ will there be?”, 
“Will data sharing become an impact meter for the scholarly work?”. 
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Abstract 

The approaching deadline for eCall service implementation for new cars in 2018, raises a series of 

technical and logistic issues. The eCall service, part of iCar initiative, aims to reduce the road 

fatalities and severity injured person reduction, for post-crash situations. The eCall service consists 

into an In Vehicle System (IVS), which will be delivered mandatory on new cars, starting with 

2018, able to transmit, in case of an car accident, the necessary data for 112 emergency system. The 

IVS transmit relevant information, as accident coordinates, type, model, colour, owner using a data 

message, using Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN). The data packet is treated as an emergency 

call using a flag discriminator under the form of Minimum Set of Data and carried to nearest 

Public-Safety Answering Point (PSAP) managed by emergency organizations. After MSD is 

resolved by 112 systems and relevant information is displayed to 112 operators. After 20 seconds, 

the 112 system initiates a voice call-back to the source of MSD. The IVS now is used as regular 

cellular, the operator getting contact with the car driver. If the operator cannot establish a 

connection and identify the severity of the crash, will dispatch a standard emergency team. 

However, the eCall can be triggered also manual, pressing a button installed in the car, if the driver 

is suffering a heart attack or is witness of another accident. In this paper are debated further 

challenges of eCall implementation, given by adapting the service to specific types of vehicles, like 

two wheels’ vehicles, heavy goods vehicles, dangerous goods transportation and long distance 

vehicle transports. The results presented were obtained into iHeERO project, financed by European 

Comission and previuos research. 

 

Keywords: Intelligent Transport Systems, emergency systems, eCall, iCar 

1 Introduction 

In 2004, European Commission started the e-Safety plan, aiming to reduce road crash fatalities. This plan is 

part of a larger initiative called Intelligent Car Solution i2010. The e-Safety plan was to cover all phases 

regarding road accidents: exposure, crash avoidance, injury reduction and post-crash situations. 

The concept of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) was introduced by e-Safety, considering the 

implementation of IT&C on-board of vehicles to reduce or avoid the accidents and consequences limitation. 

As part of iCar promoted systems, eCall offers the possibility of accident advertising to PSAP, using an 

automatic sequence of data and voice call, from incident car to PSAP and backwards. 

In Figure 1 is presented the eCall service chain. When an accident occurs, the on-board eCall system module, 

called IVS initiates a data transmission under the form of MSD, containing references regarding time of 

accident, place, car involved or some additional information. The MSD is carried by MNO through PLMN 

and treated as emergency call, using the emergency flag. The MSD arrives to PSAP and it is presented to 

PSAP operator. To link the car details, like: color, manufacturer, owner etc. the Vehicle Identification 

Number (VIN) is used. After the MSD is received, the PSAP initiates a call to the vehicle implied in the 

accident to gather additional information to size the emergency team that will be dispatched on the crash site. 

The IVS contain an GNSS module, who offers the position of the accident, embedded in MSD. The IVS 

contains also an In Band Modem to connect the IVS to PLMN. A full description of IVS was given in [1], 

using the standard given specifications. 
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Figure 1: eCall service chain. [2] 

It is estimated, accordingly to the European Commission studies, that more than 2 500 lives will be saved 

each year using the eCall service on full deployment. The implementation of the eCall faced a series of 

delays, but now it has been scheduled to be operational starting with 2018. 

2 

2 Previous work and eCall barriers 

2.1 HeERO projects 

After e-Safety plan approval, the Forum assembled around e-Safety initiates in 2004 a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) for Realisation of Interoperable In-Vehicle eCall. This was one of the first steps 

towards an integrated and interoperable service among European Union. The design and implementation of 

such service demanded a strong support from EC and European Parliament, formalized as Directives or 

approved legislation. 

As part of the design and implementation, it faced several barriers, opposing to a large and harmonized 

adoption of eCall. The efforts were concentrated over PSAP upgrade, from state members, in order to be able 

to operate eCalls. The first sustainable initiative of EC was to fund HeERO project. It begun in 2011, with a 

three years’ duration, HeERO concerning the pan-European in-vehicle emergency call service “eCall”.  

The main objective of HeERO was to create the necessary infrastructure and fully demonstrate the eCall 

operability. A list of secondary objectives was aimed also, by the consortium organized in nine pilot sites, 

one for each country (Croatia, Czech Republic, Finland, Germany, Greece, Italy, The Netherlands, Romania 

and Sweden). This list covered interoperability and cross border continuity, harmonization across Europe, by 

implementing available eCall standards, infrastructure upgrades and recommendation for future 

implementations.  

The second HeERO project - HeERO 2, with two years’ duration, started on 2013. New 6 countries 

(Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Luxembourg, Spain and Turkey) have joined to HeERO infrastructure. Also, 

from the consortium made part also associate partners, without EC funding but granting HeERO expertise. 

The preliminary results of Harmonized eCall European Pilot (HeERO) reported by Romanian pilot site in 

[3]. The implementation of eCall in reported case supposes to route all eCalls to Bucharest, as central PSAP 

having eCall functionality with a backup situated in Brasov county. It must to be said that Romania has 41 

PSAPs, one for each administrative areas (counties). The preliminary call, carrying the MSD is routed from 

the MNO to Telecom network and presented to nearest PSAP. Because of flag discriminator the signalizes an 

ecall, the call is routed to Bucharest PSAP. The emergency scenario supposes that after the MSD is resolved 

and presented in Bucharest to be transferred to nearest PSAP. The same pilot site is presented in [4], 

revealing a succession of over on thousand live tests performed by Special Telecommunication Service 

(STS) in Romania in 2012. The STS operates the emergency call unit service in Romania. The tests were 

made using two different IVSs, having test, automatic or manual triggering condition. Also, the operational 

tests covered different kind of landscapes and roads: urban, rural, highways and mountain areas. The goal of 

the study was to measure the availability of the service and two KPIs: one being the time spent between 

eCall initiation and MSD presentation to PSAP and second, the duration of voice channel blocking by MSD. 
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They used two scenarios, with and without eCall discriminator flag. The discriminator flag signalizes to 

MNO operator that present call is an emergency call. The flag was introduction was necessary because, 

before eCall, the usual direction of an emergency call was from caller to PSAP and not backwards. The 

reported results showed an over 92% availability of the service and KPI 1 from 23s in urban area to 33s in 

mountain and for KPI 2 with 14s in urban area and 18s for the mountain section. The study revealed that the 

availability of the service is strictly correlated to MNO performance in the tested area, with poor values in 

mountain area. Also, if the flag discriminator isn’t properly configured by MNO the MSD is routed to a 

wrong PSAP (without eCall function) and presented to the operator as silent call. 

2.2 eCall barriers 

Starting from the eCall definition, this is an automatic call triggered by in vehicle sensors in case of an 

accident. In [5], the authors evaluate the perspective of automatic triggering of eCall, based on UK case 

study. The study is built using data collected in the period 2000 and 2010 of car road accidents in UK. They 

assumed two automatic triggering conditions. First, when the frontal or lateral airbag is committed. The 

second automatic triggering situation occurs when any airbag is activated. According to the study, only 20 % 

of total injuries (including fatalities, serious and slight injuries) might be reported, using first condition. In 

case of second automatic triggering condition, if uses any airbag as input, the sensitivity will rise up to 65%, 

with even higher values (85%) in case of fatal and serious injuries. Furthermore, the study presumes that 

eCall service is working without failure. Anyway, the authors couldn’t recommend a single triggering 

condition. The sensors group that trigger the automatic emergency call service remains on car manufacturer 

choice.  

Even if the main purpose of eCall is to save lives, by reducing the intervention time of rescue teams by a 

proper localization, other issue that may arise is the cost effectiveness. In [6], are presented some business 

models for aggregating data obtained as a results of an accident. The first one, is theft prevention in case of 

false car crush, when the owner reports accidents to insurance companies to recover unrealistic damages. So, 

the insurance company might compare the real accident data with the reported ones. The second, to point 

into a GIS application, the spot of accidents and to offer alternative routes for drivers. The third, is to use 

accident data to study various security measures impact, or filtering by car manufacturer, car model etc. 

Integrating eCall data to Traffic Management Center (TMC) is a must, for proper using of data in real time, 

conducting to efficient traffic management measures in real time. Nowadays, because of wide spreading of 

smartphone application, the drivers use in most cases, for unknown destination, the routing application that 

can point accidents place in real time using on-line connection. Furthermore, the TMC offers, on institutional 

site the position of major accidents. 

The eCall limitation to data and voice communication, using mandatory an MNO number to register into the 

network, due to security reasons, might be exceeded by using IoT technology. In [7], the NEXES project is 

presented, proposing an extended concept of emergency message content, including video calls, multimedia 

messages from smartphone applications, social media, Voice-over-IP (VoIP) or real-time text (RTT). 

Although, defining Next Generation of Emergency Services is an undergoing process, some reference 

architectures being published as position papers by various actors involved in the field (e.g. EENA). 

Anyway, it should be emphasized the gap between today communication facilities (e.g. voice call, MMS, 

enhanced content from apps etc.) and the ones that emergency services approved to work with. There are 

only recognized as such the voice calls. So, even it was started almost ten years ago, the eCall it isn’t ready 

yet, having a wide range of issues. Otherwise, it cannot be expected that such complex systems needed to be 

implemented, in order to assure the services described above, to be available very soon.  

The implementation of smartphone in preventing accidents, is seen by [8] in a different way. The authors 

found a direct link between phone usage on driving and the car accidents. So, they proposed a “smart car 

system”, where the vehicle speed is limited during calls. They also designed an automatic system for text 

messaging that contains data about the accident, being sent to emergency and, so called “victim guardians”. 

The proposal of IVS replacement might offer a starting choice in case of old vehicles. If the eCall system is 

mandatory from 2017 and the European Commission expects to have a critical mass in 2020 and a full 

deployment in 2030, the older vehicles couldn’t benefit the service. In that sense, using a smartphone 

connected to the car, prepared with various sensors that will automatic trigger the eCall, represents a bigger 

market than new car sells market for IVS vendors. 
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3 iHeERO updates 

The core members of HeERO projects, together with new ones, covering eleven countries (Bulgaria, Cyprus, 

Czech Republic, Finland, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Romania and Slovenia) formed a new 

consortium that initiates the iHeERO project. The consortium includes 58 commercial partners and counts 26 

Associated Partners. The project budget is over 30 mil. EUR and it covers funding for the period 2015-2018. 

The issues addressed by the iHeERO (“I” for “infrastructure”) continue the efforts of HeERO1 and HeERO2, 

regarding the necessary PSAP infrastructure to realise Pan-European eCall preparation for the new member 

states [9]. The new items on objectives list are: eCall deployment for special vehicles (HGV, Dangerous 

Goods, Distance Coaches), two wheeled vehicles and PSAP Conformity Assessment. 

The issue of special vehicles is important in emergency situation is quite important to size the proper rescue 

team. For instance, in case of an accidents, where a truck carrying living animals is involved, the dispatch of 

the animals is a priority. Differing from this situation, in case of Dangerous Goods, it is very important that 

fire-fighters to be equipped with proper extinguisher gear, suitable for the chemicals transported. There are 

several notorious accidents, occurred after the car crash, by explosion of inflammable materials, because fire-

fighters weren’t aware of the cargo content in real time.  

Also, the severity of the accident could be seized knowing how many persons are potentially involved. In 

case of Distance Coaches, the passengers number might be transmitted in optional fields of MSD. The eCall 

for two wheeled vehicles, addressed before by [10], differ from a common eCall, because of triggering 

system. If in case of common eCall the trigger could be the airbag, in case of two wheels’ vehicle is no 

longer an option. 

All the aspects presented above, includes particularities of eCall. The special vehicles require an eCall 

content update for each transport, to include the type and the size of the goods carried or the number of the 

person who travel on long distances. For the two wheeled vehicles, the triggering systems (including vehicle 

and helmet or body part) is different for a standard implementation.  

 

Figure 2: iHeERO description. [9] 
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4 Conclusions 

Even eCall started as an initiative for increasing road safety, nowadays it needs to address new challenges. 

The continuous development of personal telecommunication devices, like smartphones, tablets, laptop shows 

that the PSAP have to be upgraded in order to be able to receive unstandardized calls (not using MNO or 

PSTN) and to be treated as emergency call. There are situations when the MNO access isn’t available but it 

is possible an wifi connection. Also, because of recent terrorist attacks, it became obvious the link between 

the emergency call to other security systems (like CCTV, satellite image etc.). 

The interoperability with similar systems should be also a priority. The ERA GLONASS service was tested 

from the period of HeERO project but still need further attention. This interoperability shows its importance 

when people travel between EU and Rusia or a vehicle is bought and used outside of EU. The link of actual 

PSAP with multimedia messages from various sources, forms the foundation for Next Generation of 

Emergency Service, still encountering a serious gap between the PSAP approved types of incoming calls and 

the personal communication devices. The EC launched in 2014 a series of funding line under H2020 RIA 

that hope to fill the gap. 
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Abstract  

Currently, the development of customized surgical guides is hampered by the difficulty of 

quantifying and translating surgeon requirements in terms of engineering specifications, in the 

context of a complex workflow dictated by patient personalization, as well as of a complicated 

communication between physician and engineer. Therefore, there is a strong need to find computer-

aided solutions for bridging the gap between surgeons’ ideas and needs and their practical 

materialization. Our research is focused on developing an intelligent collaborative online platform 

for the design and manufacturing of customized guides for orthopedic surgery. The platform is 

intended to support surgeon-engineer cooperation and information sharing in developing patient-

specific surgical guides. It offers tools, which enhance the surgeon-engineer online collaboration, 

and tools, which allow inferring surgeon intents by using structured questionnaire adapted to the 

surgical intervention type and anatomical zone. Questionnaires’ answers support capturing, filtering 

and defining the design intents using an inference engine. Several case studies for designing and 

manufacturing osteotomy guides are presented for illustrating platform main functionalities and 

current stage of implementation. 

Keywords: customized surgical guides, collaborative design, communication, additive 

manufacturing. 

1 Introduction  

Worldwide an increased importance is given to personalized medicine and to the fact that nowadays the 

innovation in creating customized medical products, as well as in keeping a good market position can only 

be accomplished by a synergetic physicians-engineers approach, aiming at bridging the gap between medical 

needs and their practical materialization as new customized devices and healthcare services [1]. 

Collaboration and communication are here the golden words for developing modern medical products and 

for supporting new and innovative ideas in this field.  

During the last decade the research in the medical sector has been focused towards personalizing healthcare, 

reducing medical expenses, improving patients’ quality of life, democratizing the access to quality medical 

care, remotely monitoring patients’ health status, developing new medical devices, materials, treatments or 

methods of clinical investigations [2-3]. All these objectives could not and cannot be entirely achieved in the 

absence of the considerable advances from the areas of robotics, nanotechnologies, additive manufacturing 

(AM), virtual reality, augmented reality, haptic simulators, medical informatics, embedded tracking 

technologies, sensors and wearable technologies, advanced medical data visualization and processing or 

intelligent decision support systems. Nor can they be fulfilled in the absence of doctors-engineers 

cooperation for developing cost effective and innovative solutions for a large range of medical specialties 

and applications such as virtual surgical training, personalized medical devices design and manufacturing, 

smart patient e-monitoring, diagnosis or intelligent rehabilitation, for supporting medical decisions, 

improving the quality and reliability of medical diagnosis and treatment, increasing the accuracy of surgical 

interventions or for offering access to professional healthcare systems/devices for patients in remote 

locations, for improving knowledge and skills in shorter times and at lower costs. 

However, although this interdisciplinarity has many benefits, for the patient in the first place, there are also 

aspects that hamper the cooperation between doctors and engineers. The medical and engineering fields have 
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different practical approaches and research perspectives, different regulations, requirements and constraints, 

goals, evaluation and performance criteria etc. The professional language (terminology) is also a barrier for a 

good communication. Studies presented in literature [4-7] show that, indeed, the communication problems 

have a negative impact on innovation in the field, different solutions being proposed in order to overpass the 

aforementioned barriers and to find and implement methods, software tools, visualization and simulation 

applications that can support and improve the competences of all actors involved. 

In this context, we are developing a platform (POIGO – figure 1), which enhances the information sharing, 

and the communication between doctors and engineers for the design and manufacturing patient customized 

surgical guides. It integrates medical and engineering knowledge database, different sets of computer aided 

tools, software applications and medical modeling methods, facilitating the collaborative design process 

mandatory for this type of application. The surgical guides’ design process uses specific information about 

patient anatomy, which obviously imposes an individual solution for each patient/clinical case. In this 

context, there is a need for a knowledge-based support system to assist the surgeon and the engineer in 

establishing the guide design by processing CT scanning data, reconstructing the 3D anatomical model of the 

patient, establishing the number and placement of anatomical landmarks necessary for a correct and unique 

positioning of the guide on patient bone structure. The proposed online platform implements the above 

mentioned working protocol, facilitating the cooperation surgeon-designer and supporting communication 

based on contextual suggestive 3D models/images, in the same time allowing the quantification of surgeons 

needs and their translation into design specifications.  

 

Figure 1: Schematic of POIGO platform: modules and data flow 

2 Patient-specific surgical guides 

Patient-specific surgical guides are used as physical aids in certain surgical procedures (pedicle screw 

placement, osteotomies for correcting long bones deformities, osteotomies for distal radius intra-articular 

malunions, osteotomies for total knee or hip arthroplasty, corrective osteotomies for malunited fractures of 

upper extremities, etc.), guiding the surgeon when performing precise drilling or cutting operations (fig.2) 

[8]. The advantages offered by using this guides are: safety by decrease of x-ray exposure for patient and 

medical team, lower intervention cost and increase of surgical accuracy.  

The workflow for designing and manufacturing these guides is the same regardless the type of surgery: 
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1. Patient CT scanning data acquisition, attention being paid to respect the specific scanning protocol 

for this type of applications;  

2. Reconstructing the 3D model of the anatomical area/areas of interest using a dedicated medical 

modeling software (such as Mimics, 3Doctor, Osirix, Amira, etc.) and exporting the model as .stl 

file; 

3. Importing the .stl file of the anatomical model in the Reverse Engineering application of 3D CAD 

software such as Imageware (Siemens, NX), Digitized Shape Editor (Dassault Systemes, CATIA), 

etc. and reconstructing the surface or solid model of the patient bone structures; 

4. Selecting zone from the surface or solid model of patient bone structures for supporting the guide 

(landmarks), and establishing the tools (drills, cutting saw blades) trajectories; 

5. Designing the guide based on tools trajectories, landmarks and the supporting surfaces from the 

patient bone structure; 

6. Establishing guide material and manufacturing method – most of the time the guide is fabricated 

from plastic material which can be sterilized at low-temperature, using AM technology 

(Stereolithography, Fused Deposition Modeling or Selective Laser Sintering). Moreover, the guide 

can include metallic sleeves for eliminating the risk of producing plastic debris that come in contact 

with patient during surgery; 

7. Manufacturing the guide – usually, both the guide and physical model of patient bone structures of 

interest are manufactured using AM in order to check the fit between them before the real surgery; 

8. Using the guide after sterilization. 

a.  b.  c.  d.  

Figure 2: Examples of patient specific surgical guides from literature: a. DeWouters [9], b.Kunz [10],  

c. Ferrari [11], d. Lu [12] 

An example of such a workflow is illustrated in figure 3 for the design and manufacturing of an osteotomy 

guide needed for correcting a complex femur deformity. In the ‘traditional approach’ of this workflow, the 

surgeon and engineer separately perform their own tasks, and they collaborate by sitting in front of the same 

computer, discussing and selecting different zones on the patient anatomical virtual model.  

      

Figure 3. Design and manufacturing osteotomy guide for correcting femur deformity 
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3. POIGO platform 

In the process of design and manufacturing patient-specific surgical guides, the collaborative steps are the 

most complicated ones because they require communication, visualization and annotation of the virtual 

model. CT files and medical case description can be sent by email, but surgeon and engineer should meet 

face-to-face for working on the virtual anatomical model on engineer’s computer. This last requirement 

heavily limits the cooperation and the access to these medical tools for surgeons in remote locations. 

Moreover, during face-to-face working session, several information should be available on spot (similar case 

studies presented in literature, data sheets with technical specifications of different surgical tools, designs of 

surgical guides from literature and practice, medical information, manufacturing processes, manufacturing 

materials data sheets, etc.), which it is not possible most of the time because it implies searching and 

accessing lots of data – a time consuming task.  

A software solution currently available, SurgiCase Connect (Materialise, Be), offers tools that can help 

surgeons to collaborate in the guides’ design process. However, this application still relies on communication 

using emails and phone conversations and it is not providing contextual information, which can support 

design and manufacturing decisions. 

In this context, in order to eliminate the aforementioned advantages, we proposed POIGO platform. This 

platform implements a new approach for design and manufacturing patient specific guides for orthopedic 

surgery. The surgical needs are structured using different sets of questions adapted to the intervention type. 

The answers to these questionnaires will support capturing design intents, as correctly and complete as 

possible. In this purpose, an inference engine is developed and implemented in the platform. Rules, which 

corroborate medical knowledge and design, material and manufacturing specifications, are set in order to be 

used as input for the inference engine. Moreover, the platform integrates communication tools between 

surgeon and engineer needed for solving as conflicting design criteria or for eliminating unfeasible designs 

from early stages. These tools are specific to web communication, but include also a collaborative 3D viewer 

for .stl files that offers the possibility to visualize the guides’ designs, measure their geometrical features, 

select point and surfaces.  

In POIGO, the tasks mentioned in section 2 are modified as presented in figure 4, being performed by 

surgeon, platform, engineer and in a collaborative manner by surgeon and engineer. 

 

Figure 4: Design and manufacturing flow for PSGs using POIGO platform [13] 

Sets of structured questionnaires (fig.5) are defined for the following anatomical zones: spine, arm/shoulder, 

forearm/wrist/hand and thigh/tibia/foot. 

Along specific software tools for modeling and analyzing the guides, the platform integrates an expert 

system and a knowledge database which contains information regarding the type of orthopedic surgical 
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procedures which can benefit the use of patient specific guides (e.g. for trauma surgery as inserting pedicle 

screws in vertebrae, or knee, hip and for orthopedic surgery as inserting plates for osteotomies around the 

knee or applying guides for different steps in arthroplasty, etc.), morphometry data, clinical specifications, 

guiding devices already used in practice or presented in literature. This information is available online and it 

can be contextually accessed by the surgeon while filling the questionnaire regarding the patient specific 

guide, in order to have a better understanding of different possible options. This way the surgeon 

corroborates the data from literature with the specific clinical case, operation technique and elaborates a list 

of requirements expressed in a medical language. Based on this list, the support system provides the designer 

structured documents in which are described: the main functions of the devices, the design constraints, 

overall dimensions, material specifications, etc. Moreover, the patient specific CT/MRI data can be uploaded 

by the surgeon on the online platform and then used by the designer for generating the 3D model of the 

interest area and for creating the virtual prototype of the device. 

 

Figure 5: Structured questionnaire for POIGO platform 

   

Figure 6: Structured questionnaire printscreens in POIGO   

At the moment, structured questionnaires for forearm/wrist/hand (fig.6) and thigh/tibia/foot are implemented. 

A version called POIGOLite is available at: http://app-poigo.osf-demo.com/ for reconstructing 3D 

anatomical models based on patient CT data and, if required, for building also the 3D physical model of the 

anatomical zone of interest by using Fused Deposition Modeling process. 

As communication tools, currently are implemented: new case alert (sent by the platform to an engineer or to 

a list of engineers registered in the platform) and surgeon-engineer chat. The implemented 3D viewer allows, 

for the moment, only visualizing the 3D model of the anatomical zone of interest and/or the 3D model of the 

surgical guide.  
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4. Case studies 

Using the current functions implemented in the platform, several tests based on real patient cases and their 

CT scanning data were developed. For each case, replica of patients’ bone structures and osteotomy guides 

were manufactured. Each case study allowed us to better define the questionnaires and to understand 

surgeons’ needs, to learn more about the surgeon-engineer communication, to investigate sources of 

misinterpretations due to professional languages differences, to identify and solve implementation problem 

or to establish a detailed requirements lists for a real-time collaborative 3D viewer. 

Case study 1: 72 years old woman that addressed Colentina Clinical Hospital with pain and deformation due 

to a fracture of the wrist. Clinical and radiological examination showed radius malunion. CT investigation 

was performed and information was gathered regarding inclinations of fragments, slope and position of 

carpal bones. Also, based on CT scans, the 3D model of the wrist was reconstructed and using the 

information provided by surgeons, cutting directions and lengths were established on the virtual model. A 

cutting guide with two slots accommodating the saw blades and three hollow cylinders for guiding wires was 

designed and manufactured (fig.7 a). The guide includes the negative of the surfaces (fig.7 b), selected by 

surgeon, on which the guide should be placed in a stable and unique position. Due to the fact that only the 

visualization tool was available for 3D viewer, the selection of surfaces and points was made by face-to-face 

discussions with the surgeon. However, this case study allowed testing the hand/wrist questionnaire 

structured flow and the reports generated by the platform based on surgeon answers. These reports present in 

a technical manner the information provided by surgeon when filling in the questionnaire. Also, the 

availability of contextual information was tested.  

a.  b.  

Figure 7: Osteotomy guide for correcting radius malunion (a. physical prototypes, b. surface extraction for 

guide design) 

     

Figure 8: Images with different designs of osteotomy guides 

Case study 2: 55 years-old active male with deformity of the femoral bone, secondary to an old complicated 

fracture of the distal third of the right femur, required a multi-planar corrective osteotomy of femur. With a 

valgus-producing osteotomy, a small wedge of bone should be removed to improve bone contact at the 

osteotomy site. As in case study 1, CT data were used for reconstructing the anatomical bone structure of the 

patient (see also fig.3). Three guides with different designs were modeled, manufactured (fig.8) and 

evaluated (using Likert based scale questionnaires) by surgeons for: ease of placement and accurate 

placement. The collaboration during these guides’ design process allowed engineer to establish important 

design rules related to minimal guide thickness, cutting sleeves dimensions’ range for saw blade guiding, 

range of dimensions for contact area between bone and guide etc. Also, for this case study, lessons were 

learned regarding communication using 2D images sent using online means, when 3D tools were in fact 
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needed for rotating the model and vizualizing the cutting planes’ positions. Therefore, this case study was 

very useful for establishing the requirements for the collaborative 3D viewer: 

- Allows real-time collaborative visualisation of 3D models on surgeon and engineer computers or iPads; 

- Allows 3D models’ manipulation, measuring and performing annotating and selecting points; 

- Allows the selection of different anatomical zones from the 3D modelsn; 

- Has the capability to manipulate large .stl files. 

Case study 3: male patient with foot deformity cause by diabetes complications (Charcot osteoarthropathy) 

required multi-planar osteotomy, removal of osseous prominences and bones’ repositioning and fixation with 

screws. Reconstruction of patient foot was made based on CT data (fig.9) and two osteotomy guides were 

designed. Due to a highly complex bone structure, special attention had to be paid to the inacuracies 

introduced by the reconstruction process (.dicom to .stl model) and reverse engineering process (.stl to 

surface model). The structured questionnaire for foot intervention was tested step by step. Also, for this case 

study two guides with cutting slots were initially designed, but at surgeon request design’ modifications were 

made for both guides, the slots being replaced with hollow cylinders placed in line at 5mm distance one from 

another (fig.10). This design modification was discussed also by face-to-face communication, the surgeon 

explaining this requirement by presenting to the engineer a new case study from literature [14]. This 

emphasizes the need to permanently update contextual information in the platform so that novelties in the 

field to be used in the design and manufacturing process. 

  
Figure 9: Charcot foot replica  Figure 10: Osteotomy surgical guides 

5. Conclusions and further work 

Orthopedic surgery has continuously developed emphasizing the cognitive and technical register of the 

therapeutic activity. The technical nature of surgical interventions and specialization of knowledge, have 

structured this field of healthcare and especially in top surgical specialties as orthopedic reconstructive and 

spinal surgery. They necessitate the collaboration of technical professions, medical and engineering within 

hospital technical platforms. Health professions, as a whole, are facing a growing demand for mastery of 

imaging techniques, quality and safety. The specialization of activities, the complexity of devices and 

approaches, work intensification and flow (patients, caregivers, surgeon, engineer) results in delegating tasks 

previously performed by doctors alone and the creation of new applications with the use of internet. 

Furthermore, devices and equipment used pose new problems of operation, maintenance, selection, 

adaptation to standards that sometimes are close to engineering sciences then medicine.  

Design and manufacturing surgical guides is a complex task requiring a tight and permanent cooperation 

between surgeon and engineer. Until now, this cooperation was based on face-to-face discussions and work 

on the virtual models of bone structures and guides using engineers’ computer and application. This limits 

the spread of these surgical devices, despite their proved advantages. Thus the idea to develop an online 

collaborative platform for enhancing the collaboration during the design and manufacturing process by using 

new tools: questionnaires for supporting translating surgeons’ requirements in design and manufacturing 

specification and 3D collaborative viewer for visualizing, measuring, selecting points and surfaces.  

Therefore, the answer to the question: Surgeon-engineer: can we really collaborate? is: Yes, we can, now by 

using also POIGO platform. 

Three case studies are presented in this paper, each of them being focused on different aspects related to 

platform functions, questionnaires and platform reports. Also, several design issues were tackled while 
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working on these case studies, the most important being related to anatomical model reconstruction 

accuracy, range of dimensions for hollow cylinders and slots, guide thickness, stability vs. number of K-

wires and support surfaces area etc. Communication aspects were also analyzed for identifying potential 

sources of misunderstanding or misinterpretation. Working on the same 3D model in real-time is considered 

the best solution for overcoming some of these problems.   

Further work will be focused on developing the 3D viewer and on implementing new structured 

questionnaires for other anatomical regions. Then, the work will be focused on testing and optimizing the 

beta version of the platform for obtaining the final version. Working scenarios based on previously 

developed case studies will be used for piloting the platform. Real tests will be performed using the platform 

and feedback from users will be collected and analyzed. 
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Abstract 

Multistart local search heuristics Remove and Reinsert that is based on a simple schedule 

constructing heuristics is tested for the arrangement of machines in production cell. The result of the 

optimization lowers the transport cost of the process enormously, which is obvious from the 

research results of this paper. The implementation within a Plant Simulation software is compared 

to the build-in genetic algorithm.  

Keywords: Layout optimization, Remove and Reinsert algorithm, iterative improvement, discrete event 

simulation, optimization, production cell 

1 Introduction  

In the discussions about the “Factories of the Future” [1] one of the main objectives is to find the way to 

effectively manage unnecessary wastes in production. The contemporary manufacturing practice is therefore 

very often based on different production theories like Lean production, Just in Time, Kanban and Pull 

systems, based on the Toyota production system (TPS) etc., as well as on supply chain and overall 

equipment efficiency (OEE) optimization [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. The Lean system has become even a 

reference model for optimizing production and general performance of larger companies as well as SMEs 

[8], [9], [10]. Therefore some research works focus in simulation of production processes as well as in 

material flow and batch quantity optimization [11], [12], [13]. For this reason, the traditional layout of 

workshop machinery is transformed into more production cells, which is also one of the goals of lean 

production [14]. For the formation and optimization of the cells, there has been proposed a variety of 

different methods [15], [16], [17], [18], [20], [21], [22]. In addition to those methods in recent years the 

usage of method simulation with discrete events is increasing [23], [24], [25]. 

It is well known that using discrete event simulation or virtual factory is very effective tool for “what-if” 

scenarios, for every type of production system [26], [27]. In our case we have transformed a possible real 

production system with all the features and limitations into the simulation model. The idea is that the 

metaheuristics proposes an initial and iteratively improved arrangement of machines in production a cell 

while the discrete event simulation performs “what-if” scenario for each proposed arrangement thus 

providing the quality measure of the arrangement. This process is repeated until the metaheuristics can no 

longer provide better arrangement of machines. 

The rest of this short contribution is organized as follows. In the section II., the metaheuristics RaR is 

outlined and its operation is illustrated with an example in Section III. Results of the first experiments are 

given in Section IV and concluding remarks in Section V. 

2 The metaheuristics RaR 

The proposed metaheuristics is called RaR algorithm. The idea (algorithms were given various names) was 

successfully applied to the probabilistic traveling salesman problem (PTSP) [28], the asymmetric traveling 

salesman problem (ATSP) [29] and to the classical resource-constrained project scheduling problem 

(RCPSP) [30]. The basic idea of the heuristics is very simple, and this may be a reason for good results. It 

may be rather surprising that a simple heuristics outperforms much more complicated metaheuristics such as 

are for example the genetic algorithms, but we believe that this phenomena is not that much unexpected  - 

see [31] and the references there.  

RaR can be regarded as a hybrid metaheuristics that consists of two phases: generating an initial solution, 

and iterative improvement. In the first phase, a solution is usually constructed in a way to solve a sub-
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problem optimally first, and then inserting the remaining machines, not unlike the well-known heuristics 

arbitrary insertion for TSP does [32]. The iterative improvement phase, roughly speaking, removes some of 

the machines from the current cell, and reinserts them back into the cell in arbitrary order. The arrangement 

of machines is known to be equivalent to the traveling salesman problem (TSP). Adaptations and 

modifications used for successful application to the problem studied here are explained in some detail below.  

Here, we assume that the initial solution is given (or it is just a random arrangement of machines) and 

focuses on the iterative improvement phase. 

In the inner repeat loop, a subset of m machines is selected, and an optimal permutation of these m machines 

is found by exhaustive search. It should be noted that, contrary to RaR applied to some other problems, the 

machines which are not selected are not removed, only their relative position is frozen. After the optimal 

permutation of the selected m machines is found, these machines are, one by one, removed and reinserted 

into the solution into the best position, keeping all other relative positions of machines fixed. The loop is 

repeated until there is no improvement, and then the position of selected m machines is changed. First, the m 

machines at positions 1...m are chosen, then the positions 2...m+1, and finally the positions n-m+1...n are 

regarded. 

The RaR Algorithm  

S ← initial Schedule (M1, M2, …, Mn) 

repeat 

S'' ← S 

w = 1 (position from which the permutation starts) 

x = 0 

repeat 

repeat 

S' ← S 

1. Choose (w … w+m-1) machines from S and start with permutation on initial 
state w 

2. Check every solution for every combination from permutation table  
3. Choose the best solution and place it in the S 
4. If permutation found better solution than S’ then x = 0  

begin (if x = 0) 

P ← Optimum of first step (S) 

Y = m + w (m – number of machines processed with permutation)  

while Y < n (number of all machines) do  

P' = P 

q = 1 

repeat  

P'' ← Insert the machine form place Y on place q  

q = q + 1 

until q = Y  

Find the best solution (P'') 

P ← Choose (P'') 

Y = Y + 1 

endwhile  

end  
S ← Choose (P) 

until S' /= S 

w = w + 1  
x = 1  

until w > n – m 

until S'' /= S 
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3 Problem instance 

The heuristics has been tested on a realistic example. To the best of our knowledge, there are no benchmark 

instances in the literature; we plan to generate a dataset of several instances for a more extensive experiment 

with results to be reported in the full paper. 

We have a production process with 10 work places where operations are carried out. The plan is to produce 

20 orders. For each order, the technology procedure and the sequence of operations are known. Raw material 

goes from material storage and the finished products are stored in the products storage. Orders require 

different operations. The transport cost between orders is assumed to be 1 per meter. 

Machines are distributed in a circle with the same distance between neighbourhood machines (see Figure 1). 

Based on the input data (technology, quantity, material flow, costs of transportation) we designed a 

simulation model. The simulation illustrates the current state of production cells and covers all its properties 

in a selected point of time. 

Output data simulation includes: 

 the intensity of the material flow between the machines, 

 costs of transport and 

 Sankey chart. 

 

Figure 1. Logical scheme of production cell model. 

 

We briefly outline the operation of the algorithm on the instance. The first step is using the permutation 

table. The idea is that from the whole instance, which has n machines, we take m machines (m < 7; we use 5) 

and optimize them using all possible combinations, which are enshrined in the permutation table. We do this 

by finding the best arrangement of where the chosen m machines are permuted and the other n-m machines’ 

relative positions do not change. We continue by considering the machines that were fixed in the first step. 

One by one, these machines are removed from the arrangement and reinserted, this time without changing 

relative positions of all other machines.  

In our case we have initial schedule of 10 machines (M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M10). Then 

we choose the first m (5 in our case) machines and find their permutation with minimal cost. If there is more 

than one best permutation, the first is taken. In our case, the optimum after first step is: (M2, M1, M3, M5, 

M4, M6, M7, M8, M9, M10). 

In the second step we start with inserting the other machines into the optimum solution so far. In particular, 

here we choose the machine M6 and insert it before the machine M2, before the machine M1 etc. and end 

with the insertion of it before machine M4. Thus we have 6 candidate solutions – the one before inserting 

and for all 5 inserted possibilities. We choose the combination that gives us the best solution, in this case 

(M2, M1, M3, M6, M5, M4, M7, M8, M9, M10) and continue by reinserting the next element – machine 

M7. We insert machine M7 into 6 possible positions, before machine M2, M1 etc. and end with the insertion 

of it before M4 and take the best solution which becomes the initial state before reinserting the machine M8. 
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We do this until we reach the last insertion of the last machine (in our case the machine M10). The best 

solution of this second step is (M2, M1, M7, M3, M9, M10, M6, M5, M4, M8). 

When we finish the step 2 we repeat the algorithm by using the best solution we got so far.  

The algorithm repeats these two steps until it can no longer find an improvement.  

After finding an arrangement for which no improvement was found by selection the first m machine, the 

procedure repeats by selecting the machine on positions 2, …, m+1, until no improvement is possible. Then 

the selection shifts to 3, …, m+2, and so on, until the last selection of machines on positions n-m+1, …, n. 

4 Computational results 

The algorithm was tested at the possible realistic instance. We had 20 orders and 10 machines in production 

cell. We compared the algorithm with the genetic algorithm, which is already installed in the Siemens 

programming environment Plant Simulation [33]. The results are as follows: 

Characteristics of the genetic algorithm (GA): 

 30 generations, size of generation: 100. 

Table 1: The results of GA and RaR algorithm. 

Algorithm Total time … for finding best solution Quality of the best solution 

GA 1 min 52 s 43 s 29593,5 € 

RaR 1 min 1 s 15 s 29593,5 € 

 

From the results we see that RaR algorithm finds a very good solution in a relatively short time compared to 

GA. The great advantage of RaR algorithm is that there is not necessary to store large amounts of data, since 

the algorithm works sequentially, and in almost every step takes only best solution and discards the others. 

In Figure 2 the Sankey chart is presented for the optimal arrangement of machines. Machines that have more 

of material flow are closer together so there are lower transport costs. 

 

Figure 2: Sankey chart for best arrangement of machines in production cell. 

 

According to the tests that have been carried out (even those that are not described in here), we can say that 

the RaR algorithm works very well and reliably and in short time gives good solutions.  
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5 Conclusion 

This paper proposes Remove and Reinsert (RaR) heuristics for the problem of arrangement of machines in 

the production cell. It minimizes the expected transport costs within a reasonable amount of calculation time.  

For executions of different “what-if” scenarios of the initial schedules, the discrete event simulation (DES) 

software – Technomatix Plant Simulation was used. A comparison of RaR algorithm with Genetic Algorithm 

which is built-in module in Technomatix Plant Simulation software showed that RaR algorithm finds same 

optimal solution in shorter time compared to the Genetic Algorithm.  

We also calculated the maximal transport cost for our case and the maximal transport cost we got was 

43101,7 € which represents 45,6 % inferior combination compare to best solution.  

In the real cell production the orders and amount of orders is changing, so this could be the effective tool for 

a cell planner to check once in a while if there is a need for the rearrangement of machines in the production 

cell. 

In our future work, further experiments will be conducted to shorten the calculation time of getting the 

optimal solutions from the RaR algorithm.  
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Abstract 

Modern approaches to engineering practice, product realisation, and lifecycle management, such as 
globally distributed supply networks, product-service systems, and through-life engineering services, 
call for remote support of operations and maintenance. Traditionally, remote interaction is facilitated 
by video and voice communication using personal computers and is therefore inherently limited to 
the two dimensions of the computer screen. Technologies such as augmented reality and virtual reality 
can be used to add the third spatial dimension to remote interaction and, moreover, augment or 
diminish the possibilities for interactivity with the environment based on requirements and context. 
The paper studies engineering interaction in multi-reality environments and presents a conceptual 
framework for remote task specification, execution, and monitoring. A proof of concept is presented, 
highlighting the potentials of the approach for remote operations and maintenance support. 
Keywords: remote maintenance, Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality. 

1 Introduction 
Digital tools and environments are widely used in today’s product, service, and system development and 
operations support. Developing, analysing, testing, and simulating in the digital saves both time and resources. 
As a consequence, concepts such as Computer-Aided Applications (CAx), Digital and Virtual Factory [1], [2], 
Digital Twin [3], Industrial Internet of Things [4], and Cyber Physical Systems [5] are becoming well 
established, both in theory and in engineering practice. Augmented and virtual reality are two technologies 
which will play a major role in future digital engineering. 

Augmented reality refers to imposing digital data on a real-world view, providing additional information and 
thus augmenting the perception of reality. An important aspect of the technology is the ability to track objects 
of interest, providing a reference frame for augmented information display. This is achieved by either marking 
the objects or by so-called markerless tracking which uses scanned 3D geometry of the objects or advanced 
image processing techniques for their recognition. As demonstrated in the paper, this can be used to translate 
the 3D information from the real to the digital world. 

In the last decade, augmented reality has matured to be an innovative and effective solution. Successful use 
cases and demonstrations can be found in various domains, ranging from medical, military training, tele-
robotics, entertainment, maintenance, to manufacturing. Augmented reality helps to solve some of the critical 
problems; to simulate, assist, and improve manufacturing processes before or as they are being carried out [6].  

Virtual reality, in contrast to augmented reality, replaces the real world with a virtual one. The user is then 
immersed into the virtual world by using 3D glasses or a head-mounted display. Tracking systems are used to 
track the position of the user and his interaction interfaces (e.g. a 3D joystick) in order to accurately position 
the user’s viewpoint of the virtual world and facilitate interaction. Both augmented and virtual reality have 
been proposed for various engineering applications. 

The design of products is one of the engineering domains that has seen a lot of applications of augmented and 
virtual reality. Mostly, they have been used to provide a more intuitive interface between humans and CAD 
environments [7] or, in the case of augmented reality, for visually presenting the product in its intended 
environment, e.g. overlaying dashboards on real car body mock-ups at the early stage of development [8]. 
Interesting ideas for interaction for design applications can be found in [9], where the authors present how a 
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3D model can be created in a virtual environment, and in [10] where the authors present a method for creating 
new designs by combining the real and the virtual. Collaborative environments for design have been developed 
and demonstrated for a case of augmented reality collaborative design using gestures [11], a case of multiple 
users simultaneously working on a geometrical model [12], and [13], where the distributed design process 
combines the real with an augmented environment. Another domain in which augmented and virtual reality 
have been extensively studied is the domain of remote assembly and maintenance support [14]–[18]. 

The paper studies engineering interactions in a multi-reality environment consisting of the real, augmented 
reality, and virtual reality ones. Mixed-, dual-, and multi-reality environments are discussed. It is shown how 
the state of the digital world can be synchronised over the network to facilitate remote interaction and 
collaboration. Atomic engineering actions are defined, providing a framework for engineering interaction. 
Extensions of the approach are discussed. An implementation of the framework is illustrated. The potential 
uses of the approach for remote maintenance support are discussed. 

2 Mixed-, Dual-, and Multi-Reality 
A general classification of digital environments is proposed by Milgram et al. [19]. The classification is based 
on the notion that different environments exhibit different ratios of virtuality, ranging from the real world to 
the completely virtual one. This virtuality continuum is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: The virtuality continuum, adapted from [19]. 

Some authors have proposed to add mediality in addition to virtuality as one of the axes. If virtuality considers 
the type of the environment the user is interacting with, mediality deals with the amount of distortion, either 
augmentation or diminishment of information, to the environment. Computer-mediated reality thus refers to 
the ability to add to, subtract information from, or otherwise manipulate one’s perception of reality. For 
example, a welding mask is a simple tool for diminishing the field of view and the intensity of the light the 
user experiences and is therefore considered to mediate the reality. On the other hand, augmented reality 
overlays computer generated information on the projection of reality, thereby augmenting the user’s experience 
by providing additional information. 

Several concepts were introduced where multiple environments co-exist. One such concept is the dual reality, 
which states that the virtuality continuum need not be discrete and that sensor networks can facilitate the 
seamless merger of the real and the virtual, creating an environment that is spread over the virtuality 
continuum. Dual reality is defined as an environment resulting from the interplay between the real world and 
the virtual world, as mediated by networks of sensors and actuators [20]. While both worlds are independent 
and complete on their own, the principle of dual reality postulates that they, in one way or another, mutually 
influence each other. The data from the real world is captured via sensor networks and, in turn, the state of the 
virtual world is updated accordingly. The virtual world then allows for immersive exploration and simulation 
of scenarios. In principle, this works bi-directionally – the state of the simulated sensors in the virtual world 
can be reflected back in the real one. 

The related concept of multi-reality [21] is defined as presenting different worlds in one understandable 
interface. Using multi-reality, the same objects are presented in parallel. For example, in a remote maintenance 
scenario, a stereoscopic live view could be used together with a 3D CAD model to present a user interface 
capable of presenting the complex information required for the execution of the remote maintenance task. 

The paper explores the idea of multi-reality in a distributed environment, in which the parallel presentation of 
the objects takes place at different locations. The key research questions are related to the synchronisation of 
the objects’ state, the presentation of the objects, and the interaction with the objects in an engineering context. 
The next section reviews the ways of interaction with 3D computer generated environments in context of the 
multi-reality environments. 
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3 Interactivity in Distributed 3D Computer Environments 
The interaction with 3D computer generated objects in multi-reality environments presents several challenges. 
On the desktop, the interaction with 3D space is limited to the 2D screen, keyboard, and mouse. In augmented 
reality, the interaction must be detected by analysing the video stream with methods of image processing and 
object recognition. In virtual reality environments, the interaction is facilitated by 3D controllers (joysticks) 
and haptic feedback. This section introduces the basic concepts used in computer graphics and defines the key 
interaction mechanisms in these environments. 

3.1 3D Transformations in Computer Graphics 

An arbitrary point in 3D space 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 ∈ ℝ' can be expressed in homogeneous coordinates as 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 1 ∈
ℝ) on the plane in ℝ). This enables the translation, scaling, and rotation of the point using single matrix 
multiplication. 

A translation can be seen as an addition of a vector to the point which can be expressed in homogeneous 
coordinates as 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 1 → 𝑥 + 𝑡-, 𝑦 + 𝑡., 𝑧 + 𝑡/, 1  and can be computed as shown in Equation 1. 

     

1 0 0 𝑡-
0 1 0 𝑡.
0 0 1 𝑡/
0 0 0 1

𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
1

=

𝑥 + 𝑡-
𝑦 + 𝑡.
𝑧 + 𝑡/
1

     (1) 

Similarly, scaling of an object can be seen as the multiplication of each of the object’s point coordinates with 
a scalar 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 1 → 𝑠-𝑥, 𝑠.𝑦, 𝑠/𝑧, 1 , resulting in the computation shown in Equation 2. 

     

𝑠- 0 0 0
0 𝑠. 0 0
0 0 𝑠/𝑧 0
0 0 0 1

𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
1

=

𝑠-𝑥
𝑠.𝑦
𝑠/𝑧
1

     (2) 

For rotation in 3D coordinates, the axis of rotation needs to be specified. The rotation matrices for rotations 
around 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 axes for the angle 𝜃 are shown in Equation 3. 

𝑅- =

1 0 0 0
0 cos(𝜃) −sin(𝜃) 0
0 sin(𝜃) cos(𝜃) 0
0 0 0 1

	𝑅. =

cos(𝜃) 0 sin(𝜃) 0
0 1 0 0

−sin	(𝜃) 0 cos	(𝜃) 0
0 0 0 1

	𝑅/ =

cos(𝜃) −sin(𝜃) 0 0
sin(𝜃) cos(𝜃) 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (3) 

Application of the affine transformations to a unit cube is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Application of affine transformations to a unit cube. 

The transformations, i.e. the translations, the scaling, and the rotations, can be combined by simply multiplying 
the individual transformation matrices. Note that the order of multiplication is important; translating an object 
and rotating it around an axis is not the same as rotating it around the axis and then translating it. 

A useful alternative for representing rotations is 3D space is offered by quaternions, which are an extension of 
complex numbers. Quaternions can be represented as coordinates, or as a scalar-vector pair, as shown in 
Equation 4. 

    𝑞 = 𝑤, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 = 𝑤, 𝑣 ; 	𝑤, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 ∈ ℝ; 𝑣 ∈ ℝ'    (4) 
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There exists a one-to-one transformation between transformation matrices and quaternions, meaning that any 
rotation can be expressed using either. The advantage of using quaternions for computer graphics is related to 
their lesser computational needs for expression of intermediary states between two rotations which makes them 
particularly useful for animations. Equations 5-7 present some important formulations from the quaternion 
algebra which hold true for unit quaternions; quaternion inversion is the same as conjugation (Equation 5), the 
formula for 3D rotation of vector 𝑝 by quaternion 𝑞 (Equation 6), and that applying consecutive rotations (first 
𝑞C and then 𝑞D) is equivalent to quaternion multiplication (non-commutative) (Equation 7). 

      𝑞EC = 𝑞∗      (5) 

      𝑝G = 𝑞𝑝𝑞EC; 𝑝 = (0, 𝑝)     (6) 

      𝑞G = 𝑞D𝑞C      (7) 

Typically, the 3D positions of the objects have to go through two additional transformations, a projection 
transformation and a transformation from the projection to the 2D computer screen. In the case of virtual reality 
environments, this happens for each viewpoint – each eye. The main types of projections, i.e. the orthographic 
and the perspective projection, are shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Orthographic and perspective camera projections. 

Orthographic projection is used when it is important to keep the relative distances between the points 
meaningful on the 2D view plane, i.e. to keep the ability to measure the relative distances by using the 
projection. In practice, however, perspective projection is more common, because it gives a realistic effect of 
the distance, i.e. the objects that are further away seem smaller. Figure 4 shows a scene in which the camera is 
in the origin and rotated towards the positive 𝑧 axis. 

 
Figure 4: Perspective projection. 

The perspective transform for the case in Figure 4 is shown in Equation 8. 

     

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 C

H
0

𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
1

=

𝑥
𝑦
0
/
H

⟹

𝑥 H
/

𝑦 H
/
0
1

    (8) 

The 𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinates are scaled by H
/
 when projected to the view plane in this scenario. 
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3.2 Interaction with Objects in 3D Space 

Mechanisms of interaction are influenced by the dimensionality of the user interface. On the 2D computer 
screen, they primarily consist of a camera moving mechanism which is commonly implemented as the first-
person-movement style and the mechanism for interacting with 3D objects using the mouse and the keyboard. 
Typically, the mouse interaction is implemented by casting a ray through the clicked point on the view plane 
and detecting collisions between the ray and the 3D objects, which is commonly known as ray casting. Once 
the collision is detected, either an object that can manipulate the transformation of the clicked object is spawned 
(commonly referred to as a gizmo), or the object is moved by dragging the mouse as if moved by the ray on a 
fixed distance from the camera. This interaction mechanism using a gizmo is shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Mouse interaction using a gizmo. 

The movement of the object by mouse dragging can be described in an iterative formula shown in Equation 9, 
in which a unit vector 𝑢 is scaled to the distance between the object and the camera, rotated towards the ray 
cast by the new mouse position, and offset by the position of the camera. 

    𝑝′LMNOPQ = 𝑝PRSOTR + 𝑞TR. ∙ 𝑝LMNOPQ − 𝑝PRSOTR ∙ 𝑢    (9) 

The rotation of the object can be updated to be the relative rotation of the ray, as shown in Equation 10. 

     𝑞′LMNOPQ = 𝑞TR.EC ∙ 𝑞′TR. ∙ 𝑞LMNOPQ               (10) 

In augmented reality environments, the 3D scene, i.e. the positions and rotations of the objects, must be 
detected through image processing, object detection, and object tracking algorithms. The key transformation 
is the transformation from pixel coordinates of the video stream to 3D object coordinates. Since pixel sizes 
and corresponding optical transformations depend on the video camera hardware, the absolute scale cannot be 
determined from the video alone. A clever solution is to measure the real life tracked objects (or markers) and 
devise a transformation of real-world to computer-generated-world units. Another way of doing this is through 
a calibration process. The problem can be described as the inverse of the problem described in Figure 4 and 
Equation 8. An example of determining the camera position from the size of the markers is shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: The relation between marker size and camera position. One of the markers is used to mark the 

origin of the coordinate system. 

A common way of interaction in virtual reality systems is using a 3D joystick instead of a mouse. The joystick 
has a different position than the camera. Equations 9 and 10 have to account for that, as shown in Equations 
11 and 12. 

    𝑝′LMNOPQ = 𝑝NL.VQWPX + 𝑞TR. ∙ 𝑝LMNOPQ − 𝑝NL.VQWPX ∙ 𝑢              (11) 

     𝑞′LMNOPQ = 𝑞TR.EC ∙ 𝑞′TR. ∙ 𝑞LMNOPQ               (12) 
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3.3 Synchronisation of Distributed Multi-Reality Environments 

Synchronising the state of an object across the network is vital in distributed multi-reality environments. 
Several things need to be considered: who is the owner of each of the objects, because multiple owners could 
break the synchronisation of the object’s state; is the object local or global, i.e. is it displayed in all of the 
environments or just the owner’s; and what mechanisms should be applied when interacting with the objects. 
The topic will herein be discussed in a case of a mixed-multi-reality-environment consisting of a desktop, 
augmented reality, and virtual reality ones. 

Since the augmented reality environment is used to detect real-world objects, it should also be the owner of 
their digital counterparts. This means the augmented reality environment should have the authority to spawn 
and to destroy the digital objects. Manipulation of the objects can only be done in the real world. Since the real 
world objects are transformed into the digital by means of augmented reality, desktop and virtual reality 
environments can only work on clones of those objects. Whatever action is performed on the objects, can then 
be reflected by spawning new objects for which the authoritative environment is the spawning one. This does 
not exclude that other environments can interact with these objects, as it can be done using remote procedure 
calls or by providing additional state variables and synchronising them over the network. The authoritative 
environment should also make sure that either the transformation (location, scale, rotation) or the rigid body 
associated with the digital object are synchronised. 

4 Engineering Task Specification 
This section takes into account the aforementioned concepts of multi-reality systems and interactivity in 
computer generated environments and presents a framework for the specification of engineering tasks and 
actions. A task is defined as a graph of actions 𝐴 and predecessor-successor relationships 𝑃 between the 
actions. 

    𝑇 = 𝐴, 𝑃 ;	∀ 𝑎^, 𝑎V ∈ 𝑃: 𝑎^, 𝑎V ⊂ 𝐴              (13) 

Actions are considered to be effects which map the starting state to an end state of an object. The states of the 
objects are described by their position 𝑝, rotation 𝑞, geometry 𝑔, material 𝑚 which denotes the object’s 
physical parameters and appearance, other object-specific information 𝑖, and time of the state 𝑡, as shown in 
Equations 14 and 15. 

     𝑜 𝑡 = 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑔,𝑚, 𝑖 ; 𝑜 ∈ 𝑂               (14) 

     𝑎: 𝑜 𝑡 ↦ 𝑜G 𝑡G ; 𝑡G ≧ 𝑡                (15) 

Table of atomic actions useful in engineering environments is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Definitions of engineering actions of multi-reality interactivity. 

Action Inputs Outputs 
move 𝑜(𝑡) 𝑜 𝑡 + 𝑡SLhO : 𝑝 ↦ 𝑝G; 𝑝 ≠ 𝑝G 
rotate 𝑜(𝑡) 𝑜 𝑡 + 𝑡TLQRQO : 𝑞 ↦ 𝑞G; 𝑞 ≠ 𝑞G 
process 𝑜(𝑡) 𝑜 𝑡 + 𝑡^TLPOVV : 𝑔,𝑚 ↦ {𝑔G, 𝑚G} 
inspect 𝑜(𝑡) 𝑜 𝑡 + 𝑡WlV^OPQ : 𝑖 ↦ 𝑖′ 
store 𝑜(𝑡) 𝑜(𝑡 + 𝑡VQLTO) 
create ∅ 𝑜(𝑡) 
destroy 𝑜(𝑡) ∅ 
assemble 𝑜C(𝑡), 𝑜D(𝑡) 𝑜 𝑡RVVOSMnO : 𝑜 = 𝑜C + 𝑜D 
disassemble 𝑜(𝑡) 𝑜C(𝑡 + 𝑡HWVRVVOSMnO), 𝑜D(𝑡 + 𝑡HWVRVVOSMnO) 

The atomic actions are connected to one another through predecessor-successor relationships, enabling the 
construction of an action graph in which the output object of the predecessor is the input object of the successor 
action. Figure 7 shows an example of an action graph, describing the handling and the processing of object the 
𝑜C, subsequent assembly with another object 𝑜D, and final storage of the assembled object. 
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Figure 7: An example of an action graph describing a task. 

5 Proof of Concept 
The feasibility of the concept is tested. The application is programmed in Unity 5.3.4 game engine, using 
Vuforia library for augmented reality and a wall display with an ART tracking system for virtual reality. 

Figure 8 illustrates the move action implementation in an example scenario of manipulation of cuboid objects. 
The three environments are used by different stakeholders; the augmented reality by the operator performing 
the task, the desktop by the expert giving instructions, and the virtual reality for remote monitoring of task 
execution. Figure 8a shows the real world view. The objects and the origin of the coordinate system are marked 
with QR code markers. Figures 8b shows a screenshot of a mobile application which uses augmented reality 
to detect the objects and superimposes their digital counterparts. These are then synchronised with the virtual 
reality and a desktop control application, shown in Figure 8c and 8d. The move action is specified through the 
control application, which shows the top-down view of the scene (Figure 8e). The action is visualised in both 
virtual reality (Figure 8f) and augmented reality (Figure 8g). Upon completing the action on real objects, the 
visualisation of the move action is deleted as shown in Figure 8h. 

 
Figure 8: Implementation of the move action in multi-reality. 

6 Conclusion 
The paper presents an overview of engineering interaction possibilities in multi-reality environments by 
describing the basics of 3D interaction in computer environments and describing example approaches of its 
implementation on the desktop, in augmented reality, and in virtual reality. A framework defining the atomic 
engineering actions is presented. The proof of concept shows the applicability of the approach in a remote task 
specification, execution, and monitoring scenario, and illustrates its potential for remote operations and 
maintenance support. 

The paper is a step towards a foundational framework for engineering applications in mixed- and multi-reality 
environments. Future work is needed for a full implementation of the concept and demonstrations in real life 
scenarios of remote operations and maintenance support. 
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Abstract 

This paper focuses on the homogeneity of the manufacturing space of the EBM (Electron Beam Melting) 

technology. An Arcam AB A1 machine is used as tool for experimentations, with titanium (Ti-6Al-4V) as 

material. The objective of this study is to show the correlation between workpieces geometrical deformations 

and their position in the manufacturing space. Results show that the position on Z-axis does not affect 

quality, but there is a strong link in the Z-plane: significant defects appear near the manufacturing space 

boundaries. First manufactured layers are deformed in the vicinities of the manufacturing space edges. Up to 

3mm of material loss and 8mm of dimensional deformation are measured. Further analyses point that this 

phenomenon is particularly related to a sintering variation in the powder: there are up to 3% density 

difference from the centre to borders. To avoid the problem, reduction of the manufacturing space and a 

supporting strategy are proposed. Defects can also be removed by implementing thermal insulation on the 

machine or by modifying the beam operation.  

Keywords: Quality Management, Additive Manufacturing, Electron Beam Melting, Manufacturing Space 

Homogeneity. 

1 Introduction 

The additive manufacturing technologies have become essential tools for modern industry [1][2]. Among the 

different additive manufacturing technologies, EBM (Electron Beam Melting) is able to manufacture a wide 

range of metallic parts (massive, topologically optimized, lattice structure) [3] [4]. Compared to SLM 

(Selective Laser Melting), the EBM technology is still poorly studied [5]. However, there is a strong need to 

further master this technology. Aeronautic, spatial and also medical fields are particularly interested in 

mastering the quality provided by this process [6][7][8][9].  

In order to control the quality, without destruction of manufactured parts, test specimens are manufactured 

simultaneously [10]. By testing those specimens, information about the quality of manufactured parts is 

obtained. Most of the time, specimens are arranged in the edges of the manufacturing space. A question 

arises about the homogeneity of the manufacturing space. Indeed, heterogeneity could lead to errors in the 

manufacturing and control processes. This key point that is not addressed in the literature, is the topic of this 

paper.  

The problem is approached by studying the geometrical deformation which is the main defect. Previously, 

several parts showed defects when they were manufactured within certain areas of the manufacturing space. 

Thus, there is a need to characterise this space and its heterogeneity, and the way it impacts on the 

manufactured parts. These characteristics are related to the machine used (described below), but the 

experimental method can be applied to other machines.  

In the next part, the context of the study and the experimentation are exposed. The type of deformation and 

measures are presented. Secondly, the possible sources of this defect are analyzed. We also show the impact 

they may have on manufactured parts. Finally we conclude about the dangers of this phenomenon and the 

prospects for resolution.  

2 Defect identification 

2.1 Context 

The Arcam AB A1 machine [11] [12] uses an electron beam to melt powder (Figure 1). The powder from the 

hoppers is spread over a platform in 50µm thick layers with a rake. The electron beam sinters the whole of 
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the introduced powder. This increases the thermal and electrical conductivity. Then it locally melts the 

powder to manufacture the desired geometry. The platform finally goes down of the thickness of a layer and 

this cycle can be repeated. 

 

Figure 1: Arcam EBM systems, schematic architecture [11] 

In order to qualify the geometric defect, some parameters have to be chosen. Ti-6Al-4V powder from Arcam 

AB is used for the study. Vayre [13] shown that Arcam AB standard parameter set is well balanced for 

printing several kind of geometry (lattice structures, massive workpieces…) at the same time. Thereby, this 

parameter set1 is kept for the whole experimentation. Otherwise, workpieces will be built without any 

supporting strategy. Indeed, EBM technology doesn’t necessarily involve a supporting strategy to build 

workpieces [14]. Based on Vayre [15], there is no need to add support to the experimental workpieces 

(described in the section below) because of the experimented workpieces thinness. Hereafter, evidence that 

supports aren’t necessary to manufacture these workpieces is provided.  

For the experimentation, the largest manufacturing space available with the machine is needed. But the 

manufacturing space is limited by the use of software2 that reduce the initial manufacturing space 

(200*200*180) to 195mm in length, 195 in width and 180 in height. 

2.2 Experimentation 

The first objective of this study is to evaluate the impact of the position in the manufacturing space on the 

final workpiece geometry. Indeed, deformations are observed on several workpieces made by EBM. In order 

to show and identify this phenomenon, the following experimentation is realized.  

The principle is to build one workpiece at different locations in the manufacturing space. Then, differences 

and defects can be observed and correlated to the location. Two kinds of workpieces have been selected for 

the test (Figure 2). The first one is a massive workpiece. The second one is a lattice structure. Thus, those 

workpieces represent the two kinds of geometry cases encountered. 

                                                      
1 Arcam theme melt 50µm for TA6V 
2 Magics (Materialise), Build Assembler (Arcam AB)  
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Figure 2: Experimentation workpieces, massive (left) and lattice structure (right). 

The height and the diameter of the pipes are 30mm. The thickness of the wall for the massive pipe and of the 

beam for the lattice one is 1mm. Inside each pipe, two other pipes with different diameters (Ø20mm and 

Ø10mm) are integrated to the experimentation in order to have different thermal conditions. Indeed, the 

Ø10mm workpiece always has a Ø20mm and a Ø30mm pipes for neighbours while the Ø30mm workpiece 

has a number of neighbours depending on its position. 

The experimentation consists in testing 25 locations of the manufacturing space. Grouped by three, 

workpieces will be repeated on each locations of a unique altitude of the manufacturing space in order to 

avoid scan length problems [16]. By measuring each workpieces, defects are characterized and linked to the 

location.  

Observations show that the defect appears in first layers. Therefore, the lower part of the workpieces is 

analysed and that is the reason why the workpieces are represented upside down later in the document. The 

measurement protocol for the massive workpiece uses a three-dimensional optical control machine3 in order 

to measure deformation on the first manufactured layer. This layer is controlled at 24 points (every 15 

degrees) distributed all along the surface. The result of a measure is the height of the controlled point with a 

2µm precision. From this, we recovered the difference between the nominal height and the measured one 

(Figure 3, left).  

 

Figure 3: Representation of the measurement processes: massive (left) and lattice (right) workpieces 

Measuring the first layer deformation does not provide information on the deformation of the following 

layers. With the lattice structure, the target is to measure the defect spread through several layers. 

Consequently, the measurement protocol has to be adapted. A tool has been created to control the external 

geometry of the lattice pipe (Figure 3, right). This way, we may have information about the defect on the 

pipe: its angular position and altitude.  

                                                      

3 Used machine : Vertex, https://www.microvu.com/ 
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2.3 Results 

Measures are presented in a radar chart in order to represent the size and the angular position of the defect. 

So, in the diagrams, the more a point is far from the middle, the more the defect is important. As shown in 

Figure 4, defect occurs on some workpieces (on both pictures, the left workpiece fits the CAD model and the 

right includes a deviation from the model). The defect is materialized in two forms: material loss and 

geometric deformation. Lattice structures show both failure (Figure 4): between the well-shaped and the 

defective workpiece, deformations are observed in first layers (missing) and in diamond meshes (misshapen). 

    

Figure 4: massive (left) and lattice (right) workpieces placed upside down 

Figure 5 presents the results for the massive workpiece. From these results, occurrences of defects on nearby 

workpieces of borders are observed. Furthermore, the defect is more critical as the point observed on a 

workpiece is close to the boarders. The biggest gap measured between the nominal and the manufactured 

surface is 3mm high. Whereas, for the inner workpieces, measured defects are smaller than 0.8mm. But this 

fact corresponds with the 50µm roughness owned by the material resource [16]. 

    

Figure 5: Example and defect cartography of the massive workpieces (blue: Ø30mm, orange: Ø20mm). 

Figure 6 presents results for the lattice workpieces in numbers of defective cells, for an angular position and 

starting from the bottom of a workpiece. The same conclusion can be drawn as there is no defect in the inner 

workpieces and the external workpieces have an outwardly directed defect. In addition, the highest measured 

defect is 8mm high from the first layer. 
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Figure 6: Example and defect cartography of the lattice workpieces (blue: 30mm, orange: 20mm, grey: 

10mm). 

Another interesting point is that a group of workpieces (located at the bottom right in Figure 6) has 

undergone a 2mm mechanical shifting. The 3 curves are overlapping because workpieces cells are all 

affected in the same way. What is interesting in this point is that it brings other elements to explain and 

understand the sources and consequences of the deformation phenomenon, although this shifting is not 

repeatable. Figure 7 is a photography that shows the encountered problem. This shifting is in the movement 

direction of the rake. 

 

Figure 7: Photography of the 2mm mechanical shifting (Ø30mm on left, Ø20mm on right). 

Finally, observations and measures show that only the workpieces near the boarders of the manufacturing 

space are reached by the defects. In corners, the defect reaches its highest value: the maximal height of the 

defect is 8mm from the first layer. Those defects are significant enough to justify a thorough study with the 

aim to master and avoid this problem. 

3 Phenomenon Analysis  

3.1 Hypothesis 

To explain the phenomenon, several hypotheses have been expressed. First, the electron beam hypothesis has 

been selected. Indeed, to reach boarders, the electron beam has to undergo an important deflection that leads 

to change the shape of the beam from a circle to an ellipse. The energy broadcasted to the powder is lower as 
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the surface of transmission gets bigger. It generates a decrease in the temperature that prevents the melting of 

the powder. This decrease might explain the location of the defect and the defect type also. 

The second hypothesis concerns the workspace in the machine. At the borders of the manufacturing space, 

next to the sintered powder, there are cold powder and the metal enclosure that might absorb the energy of 

the sintered powder and thereby generate a loss of temperature. As TA6V is a bad thermal conductor [8], this 

phenomenon might just take place at the border between the sintered powder and the cold powder. Lowering 

temperature locally leads to the same conclusion as the electron beam hypothesis. 

A third hypothesis arises from the mechanical shifting (Figure 7). As a portion of the workpiece has been 

moved in the rake direction, this hypothesis involves the rake: when the rake spreads the powder out, it can 

move the matter underneath by the thrust applied on the powders. That might cause deformation and matter 

loss in the workpiece. 

The first and the second hypothesis might explain the difference between the workpieces but they don’t solve 

the matter shifting. On its side, the third hypothesis elucidates the shifting but there is no reason for the non-

homogeneity of that phenomenon. 

The hypothesis we kept is a combination of the previous ones: the contact area of the electron beam is 

circular in the powder bed center, but away from the center, it becomes elliptical and provides less energy to 

the powder. In addition, the energy leaks with the proximity to cold powders and metal enclosure. This 

makes the sintering of the powder weaker near the boarders. Then, the rake passage might easily move the 

poorly sintered powder and the molten material suspended in the powder. This might lead to a loss of 

material as well as deformation for the manufactured parts. In addition, the sintering weakness modifies the 

thermal conductivity, the cooling of the manufactured parts is no more homogeneous and it generates 

additional deformation. 

 

3.2 Analysis 

In order to validate the hypothesis, an analysis of the sintered powder is made. This analyse was conducted 

with an X-ray microtomography machine. The machine is able to reconstruct a 3D model of the studied 

sample with voxels. This reconstruction aims to display and measure the size of the necks binding in the 

sintered powder. A difference of necks size between the powders in the centre and in the periphery of the 

manufacturing space would indicate a significant difference of the sintering [19]. 

The samples of powders are one centimetre side cube. This size allows observation of a large number of 

powder grain that limits the impact of defects in the powder. Due to the titanium opacity to X-ray, getting a 

1µm resolution with titanium parts requires more power than supplied by the machine [18]. Resolution has 

been reduced to 5µm in order to provide a clear tomography of the samples. Despite a clear tomography, it 

becomes impossible to measure necks because of the resolution. However, [19] show there is a link between 

density and sintering progress with spherical powders. Thereby, measuring density permits comparison of 

the two samples sintering.   

Table 1: Porosity measured from the tomography reconstruction 

Samples Centre Periphery 

Porosity (%) 37.84 41.29 

Standard Deviation (%) 1.36 1.92 

Table 1 presents the results of the analysis. With more than 3% difference, assumptions about the difference 

of sintering are justified. Indeed, according to OLMOS [19], 3% are significant enough to make a difference 

of sintering. This difference impacts the powder stiffness and its heat conductivity. This generates a harmful 

heterogeneity in the manufacturing space that might have bad effects on manufactured parts [20].  
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4 Conclusion 

The observed defect has an impact on geometry of manufactured parts with EBM technology. According to 

their position, parts may undergo geometric deformation and matter loss. It can be inferred from this study 

that the manufacturing space is heterogeneous.  

In the worst case, the 8 first millimeters are affected by this defect. The closest defect to the center is 86mm 

distant from the center. The more the defect is far from the center, the more important it is. With this 

information, a first strategy can be used to bypass the defect. Indeed, creating supports 8mm (or more) long 

all along the first layer permits to transfer the defect from the part to supports. A manufacturing space 

reduction to an 86mm radius cylinder can also be a solution to avoid the defect apparition. Those 2 strategies 

have been validated with the workpieces.  

As well, modification could be made to change the machine operation and more precisely the electron beam. 

By bringing more energy, the powder sintering would be homogenized. Improve the insulation of the powder 

bath with the machine will also limit the energy loss. 
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Abstract 

Uneven illumination on the working space of a stereolithography based 3D DLP printer results in 

bad printing quality. In this paper a process to reduce the unevenness of illumination is presented. 

The first part presents the method used to capture an image of the DLP projector illumination. The 

presentation of image acquisition is followed by image processing where the procedure of creating a 

mask from the previously acquired image is shown. With the mask applied to the DLP projector 

another image of its illumination was taken and analysed. The results from the tests presented in 

this paper demonstrated that the method used successfully reduced the uneven illumination. 

Keywords: uneven illumination, stereolithography, DLP, mask, 3D printing, additive manufacturing 

1 Introduction 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a formal expression for what used to be called rapid prototyping technology 

(RP). This technology is used in a variety of industries for rapid creation of a prototype or basis model. From 

this further models are produced, which contribute to the development of the final product. Recently, users of 

rapid prototyping technology came to the conclusion that the term "rapid prototyping" is inappropriate, since 

the technology is already used for other purposes, such as the production of final products [1]. 

There are numerous ways to classify AM technologies. A popular approach, which is shown on Error! 

Reference source not found., is to classify the AM technologies into groups, depending on the type of the 

input material [1]. 

 

Figure 1: Classification of AM technologies [2]. 

This article is focused on a liquid-based AM technology, more specifically on stereolithography (SL). 

1.1 Stereolithography 

Stereolithography (SLA) is a liquid-based AM process, from which 3D parts are made by curing a 

photosensitive polymer with an ultraviolet (UV) laser source. The process starts with the creation of a CAD 

model, which is then converted into an STL format and sliced into layers using the appropriate software. The 

UV laser is then used to solidify the resin on specific regions of each layer [2], [3]. 
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Nowadays, various types of light sources can be used to cure photopolymers, including gamma rays, X-rays, 

electron beams, UV and visible light. UV and visible light are the most commonly used [3]. 

The configuration of the SLA machine depends on the light source used. In our case we used a mask 

projection or layer-wise configuration. This kind of configuration uses a large radiation beam that is 

patterned by another device, for example a Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) [3]. A scheme of an SLA 

machine with mask projection configuration is shown on Figure 2Error! Reference source not found..  

  

Figure 2: Schematic of an SL machine [3]. 

1.2 Definition of the problem 

With the constant lowering costs of components used to build a 3D printer, the popularity of homemade SL 

based 3D printers has significantly increased in the last years. The custom built stereolithographic 3D 

printers, made by enthusiasts, usually use a digital light processing (DLP) projector to irradiate entire layers 

at one time. In our case the same configuration was used. 

When we performed the preliminary testing prints on our custom built 3D DLP printer, we noticed, that on 

certain locations of the printing area the test pieces were not entirely printed. Since we didn’t find any 

relevant scientific articles on the topic we looked on the stereolithography enthusiasts community forums if 

anybody else had encountered similar problems. With the help from the community forums we have 

identified a probable cause for the incomplete testing prints. The cause was the lack of uniformity in the DLP 

projector’s illumination [4].  

Uneven illumination results in a narrower printing area and poor printing quality. Our objective was to 

improve the printing area and printing quality by reducing the DLP projector’s uneven illumination. A 

method was mentioned on the community forums [5]. The method, which is described in this article uses a 

mask to improve the DLP projector’s illumination and printing quality. A mask is a layer, which is applied 

on a projecting image. The mask allows us to control the transparency on different areas of the projecting 

image separately.  

 

2 Experimental setup 

2.1 3D DLP printer 

The 3D printing machine that was used in this paper is shown on Figure 3. It consisted of a digital light 

processing (DLP) projector as a light source, capable of projecting entire layers at one time. The 

configuration used was bottom-up, which means that the projector was placed under the vat, illuminating the 

bottom of the vat. 
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Figure 3: Custom built 3D DLP printer used in experiments. 

In this case we used a DLP projector Acer P1500, which had 1920x1080 native resolution and 3000 lumens 

brightness. 

2.2 Image capturing and processing 

A testing site to capture the DLP projector illumination was set up. The site consisted of a computer, 

connected to the DLP projector, a box on which a white image was projected and a camera, used to capture 

the image. The camera was a Canon 30D with 50 mm lens, 1/125 s shutter speed and f/4.5 aperture. The 

testing site is shown on Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Testing site for image capturing 

The captured image had borders that were used to focus the camera as shown on Figure 5. The image was 

modified for a better presentation of areas with lower illumination. 
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Figure 5: Captured image of the DLP projector illumination. 

In the next steps the borders were cropped. The cropped image was then resized to 1920x1080 resolution and 

converted to a greyscale 8-bit png format, which is needed for image processing. 

 

2.3 Creating a mask     

The next step in creating a mask was to invert the image. This means that the value of each pixel was 

subtracted from the brightest value, which is 255. The result was a dark image. Finally a 50% transparency 

was set by changing the alpha channel value of each pixel on the dark image. The result was a grey image 

that was used as a mask. The used mask is shown on Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: A mask produced by a described technique, used to eliminate the uneven illumination. 

The resizing, image conversion, image inversion and transparency setting were performed with a Microsoft 

Visual studio C++ written program. 

3 Image analysis 

An image of the DLP projector illumination with the mask applied was captured and a comparison with the 

image without mask was performed. The results of the comparison are presented with histograms and its 

appropriate images on Figure 7 and Figure 8. The brightness was altered to facilitate the comparison.  
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Figure 7: Image without mask. 

 

Figure 8: Image with mask applied. 

 

The results from Figure 7 and Figure 8 show a reduction in the number of pixels with intensity level lower 

than 255, which means that the applied mask is working, but not as good as expected. An additional 

improvement to the mask was needed in order to additionally reduce the number of pixels with intensity 

level lower than 255. 

4 Mask improvement 

To improve the mask the image of the DLP projector illumination with the mask applied, was subtracted 

from a scalar of 255 (the brightest value). The result was a matrix of pixel intensity variation between the 

image with the mask applied and an ideally white image (each pixel with intensity level 255). The matrix of 

pixel intensity variation was then summed with the existing mask.  

An image of the DLP projector with the improved mask was taken and analysed. If compared with 

histograms on Figure 7 and Figure 8, the histogram of the improved mask on Figure 9 shows a greater 

reduction in the number of pixels with intensity level lower than 255, which means that the uniformity of the 

DLP projector illumination was improved. 
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Figure 9: Image with improved mask. 

5 Printing tests 

In total four printing tests were performed to confirm the improvement in the uniformity of the DLP 

projector illumination. The printing objects were five cubes, placed to cover the entire working space of the 

3D DLP printer. Two printing tests were performed without the mask, while the other two were performed 

with the improved mask (Figure 10).  

 

Figure 10: (a) Printing tests without mask; (b) Printing tests with improved mask. 

6 Results and discussion 

From the image analysis we concluded that the mask wasn’t properly made. In the image acquisition process 

we didn’t isolate the ambient light correctly from our projected image. That influenced the image from which 

the mask was created. In the process of the mask improvement the problem was solved.  

The improvement in DLP projector uniformity can be seen from the images and histograms of the DLP 

projector’s illumination without the mask (Figure 7) and with the improved mask (Figure 9). To additionally 

confirm the improvement we have written a program in Maltab that loads the images and counts the number 

of pixels with the highest intensity level (255) on each image. We came to the conclusion that with the 

improved mask the uniformity of illumination has increased by 87 % (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: Number of pixels with intensity level of 255 for each illumination image. 

The printing tests once more confirmed that the improved mask worked properly. The image on Figure 10(a) 

shows that the test pieces, printed on the area where the illumination intensity was lower are missing some 

layers. The reason for that is an insufficient curing time for such intensity level. The other test pieces, printed 

on the area with higher illumination intensity were printed successfully. In the second printing test without 

the mask the results were similar.  

All the test pieces printed with the improved mask (Figure 10(b)) were printed successfully. The second test 

with the mask applied gave similar results. The results of the printing tests show that the uniformity of the 

DLP projector’s illumination was successfully improved. The test pieces printed with the improved mask had 

sharp edges, while the edges of the test pieces printed without the mask weren’t.   

7 Conclusion 

Uniform illumination allows us to take advantage of the entire printing area, which means that we can print 

more products at the same time and consequently reduce the time of printing. The method shown in the paper 

is a relatively simple method to improve the illumination uniformity of a low cost DLP projector, used for 

3D printing. With this method no intervention to the components of the projector is needed.  

A downside of this method is a higher curing time of the photopolymer. The reason for that is in the 

reduction of intensity on the entire printing area, which is caused by the mask. 

The mask shown on Figure 6 is made only for the DLP projector mentioned in the article and it varies 

between the projectors. 
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Abstract 

In this paper hybrid manufacturing of 3D printing and milling is presented. Fused deposition 

modeling (FDM) was used for creating a product and afterwards outer surface was improved with 

milling. Today’s FDM systems use standard nozzle size with diameter of D = 0.4 mm. In this research 

bigger nozzle size (diameter D = 1.1 mm) was applied in order to achieve shorter time of production. 

Optimization of technological parameters of hybrid manufacturing according to the minimum time 

of production, a minimum final surface roughness and minimal usage of material was carried out.  

Those optimal results were compared for both standard and bigger nozzle size. 

Keywords: hybrid manufacturing, fused deposition modelling, milling, PLA material, design of experiments, 

empirical modeling and optimisation 

1 Introduction 

Fused deposition modeling (FDM) is additive manufacturing process where 3D components are built, using 

hot nozzle to melt polymer and deposit it layer by layer on the build platform. FDM is one of the most used 

additive manufacturing processes because FDM machines production is inexpensive and simple. Accuracy, 

repeatability, surface roughness and manufacturing time of parts manufactured by FDM is very dependent on 

abundant process parameters. In a lot of cases, FDM products do not meet requirements of accuracy and surface 

roughness despite the well-selected process parameters. Characteristics of the 3D printed (FDM, 3D welding 

etc.) parts can be improved by machining [1, 2]. Because of that reason machine for hybrid manufacturing was 

developed on Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Ljubljana, Slovenia. The concept of machine is introduced 

in next chapter. 

Hybrid manufacturing has more meanings and definitions [3]. In our case hybrid manufacturing means that 

one product is done by two or more completely different production technologies. Additive manufacturing and 

subtractive machining were used. FDM technology was used for additive manufacturing and afterwards 3 axis 

CNC milling was applied. Aim of technologies combination is removing drawbacks of specific technology. 

Milling has limitations in the type of geometry can be manufactured because cutting tool cannot reach closed 

surfaces. On the other hand, FDM technology is the complete opposite. FDM and other additive technologies 

almost do not have limitations in product geometry shapes, but lack in surface finish. These drawbacks are 

minimized if both technologies are used [4, 5]. 

In this study, to achieve optimal technological parameters of hybrid manufacturing, i. e. 3D printing and 

milling parameters, response surface methodology was used. 

2 Process principle and experimental setup of 3D printing and milling 

CNC machine for hybrid manufacturing has been developed and is presented in Figure 1. Machine includes 

3D printing system for material adding layer by layer and milling system for removing material with 

machining. 

3D printing system uses FDM technique where plastic filament is led to the heating body and then is deposited 

through the nozzle down on a build platform.  
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Milling part of the system is consisting of motor 800 FME, Kress with nominal rated input power of 800W. 

Number of revolution per minute (spindle speed) can be set between 10.000 and 29.000 min-1. 

In this study specimens i. e. cubes (dimensions 22 x 22 x22 mm) from PLA material were produced with FDM 

and then in order to achieve better outer shell surface roughness milling was used. 

 

Figure 1: Hybrid manufacturing machine which includes 3D printing and milling systems [6]. 

3 Experimental approach and results 

3.1 Technological parameters in the hybrid manufacturing 

Technological parameters of experiments, which were determined on the basis of experience and knowledge 

of hybrid manufacturing were: 

- Spindle speed of milling tool n [min-1], 

- Layer height h [mm], 

- Material compensation flow Φ [%]: the amount of material is multiplied by this value, 

- Printing speed v [mm/s], 

- Feed speed of milling tool vf [mm/min], 

- Milling depth ap [mm].  

For hybrid manufacturing two different nozzle sizes were used; standard (D = 0.4 mm) and nonstandard             

(D = 1.1 mm). The limit values (minimal and maximal values) of the technological parameters were determined 

on the basis of pilot experiments and by using the proposed values of a 3D printing computer program CURA. 

3.2 Design and execution of experiments 

Because technological parameters for nozzle sizes D = 0.4 mm and D = 1.1 mm are different two separate 

experiment plans were created. 

Each technological parameter was examined on three levels. As the level -1 minimum values of parameters 

were considered, and as the level +1 maximum values. Values of a mid-level 0 were get as the average between 

levels -1 and +1. Parameter values at each level for both nozzles are shown in the Tables 1 and 2. 
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Table 1: Values of technological parameters at each level for nozzle size D = 0.4 mm. 

 

 

 

Technological parameters 

n 

[mm-1] 

h 

[mm] 

Φ 

[%] 

v 

[mm/s] 

vf 

[mm/min] 

ap 

[mm] 

Level 1 -1 10000 0.10 55.0 15 200 0.10 

Level 2 0 15500 0.20 67.5 40 400 0.20 

Level 3 +1 21000 0.30 80.0 65 600 0.30 

 

Table 2: Values of technological parameters at each level for nozzle size D = 1.1 mm. 

 

 

Technological parameters 

n 

[min-1] 

h 

[mm] 

Φ 

[%] 

v 

[mm/s] 

vf 

[mm/min] 

ap 

[mm] 

Level 1 1 10000 0.30 60.0 10 200 0.41 

Level 2 0 15500 0.55 70.0 25 400 0.55 

Level 3 +1 21000 0.80 80.0 40 600 0.69 

 

For design of experiments (DOE) with 6 technological parameters on three levels Taguchi orthogonal array          

L27 (313) was applied and two different DOEs for both nozzle sizes were created. DOE for both nozzle sizes 

are presented in the next chapter 3.3- in Tables 4 and 6 (left of the bold line). Output parameters, which are 

listed down in Table 3, represent responses of hybrid manufacturing which were followed and measured. 

 

Table 3: List of output parameters. 

Output 

parameters 

 

Unit 

 

Parameter description 

Rah [μm] artihmetic deviation profile in the direction 

perpendicularly to the loading material 

Ryh [μm] maximal surface roughness in the direction 

perpendicularly to the loading material 

Ral [μm] artihmetic deviation profile in the direction 

of loading material 

Ryl [μm] maximal surface roughness in the direction 

of loading material 

MD [m] material deposition - used material for 

FDM process in meters 

t [s] time for hybrid manufacturing 

 

3.3 Evaluation and analysis of results 

In Tables 4 and 6 DOEs together with resulted measured values of output responses on hybrid manufacturing 

for both nozzle sizes D = 0.4 mm and D = 1.1 mm are given.  

Those results were used for further analysis to study how technological parameters influence on the output 

responses and to obtain mathematical models for their final optimisation. Mathematical models were obtained 

and evaluated using a computer program Design-Expert. Program develops and analyzes regression 

(mathematical) models using analysis of variance (ANOVA).  

Those acquired models have been evaluated (Tables 5 and 7) on the basis of F-value, coefficient of 

determination R2, adjusted R2 (Adj – R2), predicted R2 (Pred – R2) and S/N ratio (signal to noise ratio). 
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Table 4: Design of experiments and results obtained using nozzle size D = 0.4 mm. 

 

n 

[min-1] 

h 

[mm] 

Φ 

[%] 

v 

[mm/s] 

vf 

[mm/min] 

ap 

[mm] 

Rah 

[μm] 

Ryh 

[μm] 

Ral 

[μm] 

Ryl 

[μm] 

MD 

[m] 

t 

[s] 

1 10000 0.10 55.0 15 200 0.10 5.69 47.35 4.97 44.15 1.02 8066 

2 10000 0.10 67.5 40 400 0.20 5.05 42.40 6.57 48.02 1.21 7324 

3 10000 0.10 80.0 65 600 0.30 5.86 45.63 6.62 50.40 1.48 7191 

4 10000 0.20 55.0 40 400 0.30 3.89 45.11 5.85 47.16 1.02 3715 

5 10000 0.20 67.5 65 600 0.10 2.43 22.18 4.19 37.27 1.24 3647 

6 10000 0.20 80.0 15 200 0.20 5.55 40.55 5.71 43.97 1.48 4100 

7 10000 0.30 55.0 65 600 0.20 1.93 25.18 2.39 23.58 1.01 2477 

8 10000 0.30 67.5 15 200 0.30 5.82 41.24 6.28 44.95 1.24 2776 

9 10000 0.30 80.0 40 400 0.10 4.71 50.47 5.50 38.99 1.48 2522 

10 15500 0.10 55.0 40 600 0.20 5.45 48.25 5.68 46.61 1.02 7313 

11 15500 0.10 67.5 65 200 0.30 3.53 27.65 4.05 29.91 1.24 7210 

12 15500 0.10 80.0 15 400 0.10 5.33 45.29 5.80 41.53 1.48 8053 

13 15500 0.20 55.0 65 200 0.10 7.96 82.49 5.62 48.47 1.02 3668 

14 15500 0.20 67.5 15 400 0.20 5.68 45.58 5.47 41.10 1.24 4082 

15 15500 0.20 80.0 40 600 0.30 6.06 46.26 6.69 52.11 1.48 3714 

16 15500 0.30 55.0 15 400 0.30 6.13 50.70 6.62 47.77 1.01 2761 

17 15500 0.30 67.5 40 600 0.10 5.29 42.10 5.54 45.38 1.24 2516 

18 15500 0.30 80.0 65 200 0.20 5.37 41.39 5.30 40.88 1.48 2496 

19 21000 0.10 55.0 65 400 0.30 5.29 42.82 5.71 44.66 1.02 7202 

20 21000 0.10 67.5 15 600 0.10 6.71 48.43 6.33 45.22 1.24 8043 

21 21000 0.10 80.0 40 200 0.20 2.88 26.48 2.67 19.78 148 7337 

22 21000 0.20 55.0 15 600 0.20 6.20 48.38 5.76 45.69 1.02 4079 

23 21000 0.20 67.5 40 200 0.30 5.37 52.67 5.58 47.86 1.24 3736 

24 21000 0.20 80.0 65 400 0.10 5.14 47.09 5.44 43.72 1.48 3657 

25 21000 0.30 55.0 40 200 0.10 6.56 70.75 5.61 49.68 1.01 2540 

26 21000 0.30 67.5 65 400 0.20 6.26 52.78 5.52 48.43 1.23 2482 

27 21000 0.30 80.0 15 600 0.30 6.27 47.76 6.93 53.11 1.48 2759 

 

Table 5: Evaluation of regression models of hybrid manufacturing using nozzle size D = 0.4 mm. 

Output 

parameters 

F- 

value 

p-value Regresor-influential 

parameter 

R2 Adj-

R2 

Pred-

R2 

S/N 

Atypical hierarchical parameter 

Rah 9.03 <0.0001 n, n*vf, h*vf, Φ *vf, n2, h, Φ, vf, 0.801 0.712 0.5379 12.48 

Ryh 5.83 0.0011 * 0.811 0.672 0.164 10.88 

Ral 8.99 <0.0001 ap, n*vf, h*vf, Φ*vf,vf
2, n, h, Φ, 

vf, n*h 

0.849 0.755 0.597 12.28 

Ryl 12.27 <0.0001 n, vf, ap, n*h, n*vf, h*vf, Φ*vf, 

v2, h, Φ, v, ϕ*v, h2 

0.925 0.849 0.668 15.04 

MD 39259.52 <0.0001 Φ 0.999 0.999 0.999 343.19 

t 3121.86 <0.0001 h, v 0.996 0.996 0.995 123.40 

*Note: useless model because Adj-R2 and Pred-R2 differ more than 0.2.  
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Table 6: Design of experiments and results obtained using nozzle size D = 1.1 mm. 

 

n 

[min-1] 

h 

[mm] 

Φ 

[%] 

v 

[mm/s] 

vf 

[mm/min] 

ap 

[mm] 

Rah 

[μm] 

Ryh 

[μm] 

Ral 

[μm] 

Ryl 

[μm] 

MD 

[m] 

t 

[s] 

1 10000 0.30 60.0 10 200 0.41 5.10 47.26 4.91 41.65 2.09 2330 

2 10000 0.30 70.0 25 400 0.55 5.64 47.73 6.92 52.15 2.43 1977 

3 10000 0.30 80.0 40 600 0.69 4.83 45.01 5.82 45.32 2.78 1901 

4 10000 0.55 60.0 25 400 0.69 4.81 49.14 6.26 50.37 2.05 1102 

5 10000 0.55 70.0 40 600 0.41 9.19 114.12 4.33 43.31 2.39 1061 

6 10000 0.55 80.0 10 200 0.55 16.08 162.03 10.90 73.92 2.73 1312 

7 10000 0.80 60.0 40 600 0.55 1.18 8.44 3.75 27.50 2.04 721 

8 10000 0.80 70.0 10 200 0.69 2.24 17.52 3.64 24.02 2.38 900 

9 10000 0.80 80.0 25 400 0.41 2.57 18.40 3.57 21.06 2.72 763 

10 15500 0.30 60.0 25 600 0.55 4.30 33.67 4.43 33.19 2.09 1973 

11 15500 0.30 70.0 40 200 0.69 24.75 198.15 9.61 75.19 2.43 1921 

12 15500 0.30 80.0 10 400 0.41 7.47 61.69 8.65 57.98 2.78 2319 

13 15500 0.55 60.0 40 200 0.41 14.65 171.67 5.64 40.99 2.05 1079 

14 15500 0.55 70.0 10 400 0.55 7.56 55.75 8.94 60.33 2.39 1293 

15 15500 0.55 80.0 25 600 0.69 9.07 120.38 6.09 54.23 2.73 1103 

16 15500 0.80 60.0 10 400 0.69 2.97 26.14 5.25 38.50 2.04 882 

17 15500 0.80 70.0 25 600 0.41 3.64 31.49 4.07 34.31 2.38 752 

18 15500 0.80 80.0 40 200 0.55 8.98 65.07 8.11 60.07 2.72 752 

19 21000 0.30 60.0 40 400 0.69 10.63 158.18 6.20 42.14 2.09 1907 

20 21000 0.30 70.0 10 600 0.41 7.76 56.27 6.78 48.55 2.43 2311 

21 21000 0.30 80.0 25 200 0.55 8.09 55.75 9.48 68.24 2.78 1989 

22 21000 0.55 60.0 10 600 0.55 5.73 42.42 7.87 53.77 2.05 1282 

23 21000 0.55 70.0 25 200 0.69 25.00 154.25 11.12 95.37 2.39 1121 

24 21000 0.55 80.0 40 400 0.41 6.30 54.83 6.22 49.46 2.73 1068 

25 21000 0.80 60.0 25 200 0.41 9.60 98.97 8.04 61.24 2.04 771 

26 21000 0.80 70.0 40 400 0.55 3.40 43.69 7.06 48.81 2.38 730 

27 21000 0.80 80.0 10 600 0.69 6.82 51.13 5.39 42.63 2.72 888 

 

Table 7: Evaluation of regression models of hybrid manufacturing using nozzle size D = 1.1 mm. 

Output 

parameters 

F- 

value 

p-value Regresor-influential 

parameter 

R2 Adj-

R2 

Pred-

R2 

S/N 

Atypical hierarchical 

parameter 

Rah 7.97 0.0002 h, vf, v*vf, h2, v 0.705 0.617 0.427 10.90 

Ryh 5.90 0.0012 * 0.835 0.693 0.344 9.95 

Ral 12.50 <0.0001 n, Φ, vf, v*ap, h2, ap
2, h, v 0.902 0.830 0.669 12.11 

Ryl 14.40 <0.0001 n, Φ, vf, ap, n*h, n*v, Φ*vf, 

v*ap, vf*ap, h2, h, v 

0.935 0.870 0.673 15.68 

MD 246000 <0.0001 h, Φ, h*Φ, h2, Φ2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1190.27 

t 1157.56 <0.0001 h, v 0.990 0.989 0.987 80.32 

*Note: useless model because Adj-R2 and Pred-R2 differ more than 0.2.  
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3.4 Regression models and their interpretation 

In the following chapters regression models for both nozzle sizes are presented. After interpretation of 

equations the effects the technological parameters on output responses are given. 

Regression model for roughness Rah: 

Nozzle size 𝐷 = 0.4 mm →  𝑅𝑎ℎ

= 12.07961 + 3.2641 ∙ 10−4 ∙ 𝑛 + 18.38333 ∙ ℎ − 0.15542 ∙ ϕ − 0.030158 ∙ 𝑣𝑓

+ 8.49242 ∙ 10−7 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝑣𝑓 − 0.042417 ∙ ℎ ∙ 𝑣𝑓 + 3.67 ∙ 10−4 ∙ ϕ ∙ 𝑣𝑓 − 1.83104 ∙ 10−8 ∙ 𝑛2 

Nozzle size 𝐷 = 1.1 mm →  ln(𝑅𝑎ℎ)
= 0.54592 + 8.93868 ∙ ℎ + 0.056732 ∙ 𝑣 − 5.08715 ∙ 10−3 ∙ 𝑣𝑓 − 1.28640 ∙ 10−4 ∙ 𝑣 ∙ 𝑣𝑓

− 9.38239 ∙ ℎ2 + 8.21082 ∙ 10−6 ∙ 𝑣𝑓
2 

Main influence on surface roughness for both nozzle sizes has layer height h. The minimal roughness Rah can 

be achieved with higher layers which allows creating products with more or less thick layers. That leads to less 

passages or gaps in between layers, which might be detected with tip of the stylus of measuring device for 

roughness. From Figures 2 and 3 by highest layer printing, printing speed v has no influence on surface 

roughness while feed speed of milling tool vf is very influential. For minimal roughness maximal feed speed 

is optimal, otherwise in slow feeds milling tool cause material overheating, which leads to material winding 

on the tool. 

 

Figure 2: Influence of printing speed v and feed speed of milling tool vf on surface roughness Rah by 

different layer heights h using nozzle size D = 0.4 mm. 

 

Figure 3: Influence of printing speed v and feed speed of milling tool vf on surface roughness Rah by 

different layer heights h using nozzle size D = 1.1 mm. 

Regression model for roughness Ral: 

Nozzle size 𝐷 =  0.4. mm →  𝑅𝑎𝑙

= 10.85149 − 3.71616 ∙ 10−4 ∙ 𝑛 + 7.16414 ∙ ℎ − 0.082622 ∙ ϕ − 7.27924 ∙ 10−3 ∙ 𝑣𝑓

+ 2.96111 ∙ 𝑎𝑝 + 5.80808 ∙ 10−4 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ ℎ + 6.75758 ∙ 10−7 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝑣𝑓 − 0.038625 ∙ ℎ ∙ 𝑣𝑓

+ 2.33778 ∙ 10−4 ∙ ϕ ∙ 𝑣𝑓 − 1.25556 ∙ 10−5 ∙ 𝑣𝑓
2 
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Nozzle size 𝐷 =  1.1mm →  𝑅𝑎𝑙

= −28.06072 + 3.78833 ∙ 10−4 ∙ 𝑛 + 49.56052 ∙ ℎ + 0.18399 ∙ Φ − 0.26487 ∙ 𝑣
− 7.98704 ∙ 10−3 ∙ 𝑣𝑓 + 58.95257 ∙ 𝑎𝑝 − 7.85634 ∙ 10−6 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝑣 − 0.21452 ∙ ℎ ∙ Φ

+ 0.66534 ∙ 𝑣 ∙ 𝑎𝑝 − 31.67556 ∙ ℎ2 − 66.12812 ∙ 𝑎𝑝
2 

Conclusions obtained by previous regression model can be also applied by the model of surface roughness in 

the direction of loading material Ral. To achieve minimal roughness, value of spindle speed of milling tool n 

must be low as show in Figure 4 for the case of nozzle size D = 1.1 mm. Higher values cause material 

overheating and similar problems with material winding as found by interpretation of feed speed vf by previous 

regression model. By highest value of layer h minimal surface roughness Ral can be achieved using minimal 

material compensation flow Φ (Figures 5 and 6). 

 

Figure 4: Influence of feed speed of milling tool vf and layer height h on surface roughness Ral by different 

spindle speed of milling tool n using nozzle size D = 1.1 mm. 

 

Figure 5: Influence of material compensation flow Φ and printing speed v on surface roughness Ral by 

different layer heights h using nozzle size D = 0.4 mm. 

 

Figure 6: Influence of material compensation flow Φ and printing speed v on surface roughness Ral by 

different layer heights h using nozzle size D = 1.1 mm. 
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Regression model for roughness Ryl: 

Nozzle size 𝐷 =  0.4 mm →  𝑅𝑦𝑙
2.68

= 71475.11377 − 3.97046 ∙ 𝑛 + 86279.98635 ∙ ℎ − 613.28730 ∙ ϕ + 1212.98635 ∙ v
− 158.1637 ∙ 𝑣𝑓 + 22158.41371 ∙ 𝑎𝑝 + 10.87269 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ ℎ + 5.37597 ∙ 10−3 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝑣𝑓

− 295.27319 ∙ ℎ ∙ 𝑣𝑓 − 6.99385 ∙ ϕ ∙ v + 2.15472 ∙ ϕ ∙ v𝑓 − 3.08891 ∙ 10−5 ∙ ℎ2 − 8.9001

∙ 𝑣2 

Nozzle size 𝐷 =  1.1 mm →  𝑅𝑦𝑙

= −129.23439 − 7.37746 ∙ 10−4 ∙ 𝑛 + 265.11886 ∙ ℎ + 2.13655 ∙ Φ − 1.19240 ∙ 𝑣
+ 0.22008 ∙ 𝑣𝑓 − 3.26786 ∙ 𝑎𝑝 + 7.46030 ∙ 10−3 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ ℎ − 8.17239 ∙ 10−5 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝑣

− 1.26044 ∙ ℎ ∙ Φ − 2.44771 ∙ 10−3 ∙ Φ ∙ 𝑣𝑓 + 4.41349 ∙ 𝑣 ∙ 𝑎𝑝 − 0.19900 ∙ 𝑣𝑓 ∙ 𝑎𝑝

− 270.54667 ∙ ℎ2 

Applying previous conclusions and analysing diagrams in Figures 7 and 8 minimal roughness Ryl can be 

achieved using minimal (level -1) to middle (level 0) values of milling depth ap.  

 

Figure 7: Influence of feed speed of milling tool vf and milling depth ap on surface roughness Ryl by different 

spindle speed of milling tool n using nozzle size D = 0.4 mm. 

 

Figure 8: Influence of feed speed of milling tool vf and milling depth ap on surface roughness Ryl by different 

spindle speed of milling tool n using nozzle size D = 1.1 mm. 

Regression model for material deposition MD: 

Nozzle size 𝐷 =  0.4 mm →  √𝑀𝐷 = 0.54968 + 8.32623 ∙ 10−3 ∙ ϕ 

Nozzle size 𝐷 =  1.1mm →  ln(𝑀𝐷)
= −0.53217 − 0.18252 ∙ ℎ + 0.027546 ∙ Φ + 2.39521 ∙ 10−4 ∙ ℎ ∙ Φ + 0.11018 ∙ ℎ2

− 9.53869 ∙ 10−5 ∙ Φ2 

As can be observed from equations above the main influence on material deposition MD has material 

compensation flow Φ. More material flow cause more material consumption. And if the minimal material flow 

is used the layer height h has no big influence on material deposition. That shows graph below in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Influence of layer height h and material compensation flow Φ on material deposition MD using 

nozzle size D = 1.1 mm. 

Regression model for time for hybrid manufacturing t: 

Nozzle size 𝐷 =  0.4 mm →  
1

𝑡
= −1.488 ∙ 10−5 + 1.2647 ∙ 10−3 ∙ ℎ + 5.61659 ∙ 10−7 ∙ 𝑣 

Nozzle size 𝐷 =  1.1 mm →  
1

√𝑡
= 0.011849 + 0.027023 ∙ ℎ + 9.22941 ∙ 10−5 ∙ 𝑣 

Biggest influence on time for hybrid manufacturing t has layer height h. Higher layer means shorter production 

time and at the same time with higher layer minimal surface roughness can be achieved. This statement 

confirms previous conclusions. Printing speed v at maximal layer height has not big influence on time for 

hybrid manufacturing. 

 

Figure 10: Influence of layer height h and printing speed v on time for hybrid manufacturing t using nozzle 

size D = 0.4 mm. 

 

 

Figure 11: Influence of layer height h and printing speed v on time for hybrid manufacturing t using nozzle 

size D = 1.1 mm. 
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3.5 Optimization of parameters in the hybrid manufacturing 

Derived regression models were used for optimization of hybrid manufacturing according to three criteria: the 

minimal surface roughness Ra and Ry (in both directions), minimal material deposition MD and shortest 

production time t. Optimal technological parameters for both nozzle sizes are shown in Table 8. 

Table 8: Optimal technological parameters for both nozzle sizes. 

 Nozzle size 

0.4 mm 1.1 mm 

n [mm-1] 10000 10000 

h [mm] 0.3 0.8 

Φ [%] 55 60 

v [mm/s] 65 40 

vf [mm/min] 600 600 

ap [mm] 0.1 0.46 

Depending on the optimization requirements optimal technological parameters are coincide with the 

conclusions obtained with interpretation of regression models. Nevertheless, obtained optimal parameters were 

checked with the confirmation test (Tables 9 and 10). As shown in tables results of output parameters measured 

after confirmation test matches with optimization predicted values by both nozzle sizes. 

Table 9: Results of confirmation test obtained with nozzle size D = 0.4 mm. 

 With optimization 

predicted values 

After confirmation test 

measured values 

Rah [μm] 1.96 2.05 

Ryh [μm] useless model not measured 

Ral [μm] 2.71 2.74 

Ryl [μm] 18.56 19.24 

MD [m] 1.02 1.01 

t [s] 2494 2496 

Table 10: Results of confirmation test obtained with nozzle size D = 1.1 mm. 

 With optimization 

predicted values 

After confirmation test 

measured values 

Rah [μm] 2.18 2.16 

Ryh [μm] useless model not measured 

Ral [μm] 2.69 2.60 

Ryl [μm] 18.05 18.18 

MD [m] 2.04 2.04 

t [s] 724 723 

 

Comparison of optimal technological parameters obtained with two different nozzle sizes: 

If comparing optimal technological parameters for nozzle sizes D = 0.4 mm and D = 1.1 mm the same 

conclusions can be applied for both of them. To achieve optimization set conditions maximal layer height h, 

maximal printing speed v, minimal material compensation flow Φ, minimal spindle speed of milling tool n, 

maximal feed speed of milling tool vf and milling depth ap from minimal (level -1) to middle (level 0) should 

be selected. 

Measured values of output parameters in confirmation tests do not differ too much from values obtained by 

model predictions for both nozzle sizes. In terms of minimal surface roughness, it is not important what nozzle 

size is used. Difference in material consumption is here not so important because of affordable material. But 

when the time for hybrid manufacturing is important then it is better to use bigger nozzle size D = 1.1 mm 

which allows shortening time for factor 3. 
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4 Conclusions 

A statistical approach has been applied to investigate the influence of the technological parameters on the 

surface roughness, material deposition and time for hybrid manufacturing.  

Based on the analysis of regression models, the optimal spindle speed of the milling tool n, layer height h, 

material compensation flow Φ, printing speed v, feed speed of the milling tool vf and milling depth ap have 

been identified. Conclusions obtained with optimal results by both nozzle sizes can be interpreted in the same 

manner: 

1. Surface roughness after hybrid manufacturing: main influence on roughness has layer height h. By the 

highest layer minimal roughness (Ra and Ry) can be achieved in both measurement directions. At this layer 

height material compensation flow Φ has no influence on roughness. High spindle speed n of the milling tool 

can cause material winding on the milling tool so the optimal value of this parameter is selected as minimal. 

Feed speed of the milling tool vf effects on roughness inversely proportional. Milling depth ap is optimal 

between the values of level -1 and level 0. 

2. Material deposition in the hybrid manufacturing: main influence on material deposition MD has material 

compensation flow Φ which affects proportionally. 

3. Time for hybrid manufacturing: influence on time needed for hybrid manufacturing t have layer     height 

h and printing speed v. The fastest printing and higher layer is applied, the shortest hybrid manufacturing time 

is needed. 

Main conclusion: using a bigger nozzle size (D = 1.1 mm) same final surface roughness as with smaller 

(standard) nozzle size can be achieved but in much shorter (three times shorter) time. 
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Abstract  

The following paper focuses on the field of additive technology, called stereolithography. Specifically it 

focuses on the use of DLP technology in illuminating a medium. The medium is a photopolymer or resin, 

which hardens when exposed to a specific wavelength of light. The technology is used to generate 3D object. 

We used a non-commercial 3D printer to study two methods of illuminating the photopolymer using the DLP 

technology. The first method concentrates on the illumination of the bottom of the vat called constrained-

surface method, the second one is called free-surface method and the illumination takes place on the surface 

of the photopolymer. Both times, photopolymerization takes place on the exposed section. We compared 

both methods of illumination based on the measurements of the test products. We concluded that products 

created by illuminating the bottom of the vat are both dimensionally and visually superior. 

Keywords: stereolithography, DLP technology, constrained-surface method, free-surface method. 

1 Introduction 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a new manufacturing technology that fabricates complex three-dimensional 

objects by adding materials layer upon layer [1]. Stereolithography (SLA) is one of the most important 

additive manufacturing. Stereolithographic processes transform a multifunctional prepolymer into a 

crosslinked polymer through a chain reaction initiated by reactive species (free radicals or ions) generated by 

light exposure [2]. The medium is called resin. The differences between the free-surface and constrained-

surface based techniques are in the build orientation and method of polymer curing. In top-down or free-

surface SLA process a pattern is fabricated by solidifying a thin layer of liquid resin at the free surface of the 

liquid using a computer controlled laser beam or a digital light projector. The layer of resin exposed to light 

is cured to a predetermined pattern and adheres to the platform. After a layer is cured, the platform is moved 

down in small increment and the liquid surface is again exposed to light and the next layer is cured. This 

process is repeated until the entire solid object is fabricated in a layer-by-layer fashion. In the bottom-up or 

constrained-surface SLA process, the light is projected from bottom allowing a thin layer of liquid in the 

small gap between the platform and vat to be cured. The platform along with the solidified layer (which is 

attached to the platform) is then pulled up some distance causing the liquid resin to smoothly flow into the 

gap. The platform with the attached solidified layer then moves down leaving only a thin layer of liquid 

between the solidified layer and the vat underneath. The thin layer of liquid is then cured and the process 

continues until the entire solid object is built [1].  

In this paper, comparison of constrained and free-surface stereolithography process using digital light 

projector (DLP) is presented. 

2 Prototype 3D DLP printer 

For our research we used free-surface prototype 3D DLP printer (Figure 1). The printer was not operational 

entirely.  
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Figure 1: 3D DPL printer. 

We design new components such as vat, printing table and blade for free-surface stereolithography. For 

constrained-surface method, we had to design entire new table for projector, table for vat, vat and printing 

table. Modified printer is presented on Figure 2, with both methods of illuminating the medium. To make a 

good comparison of methods we design a test specimen (Figure 3) and made a physically and visually 

comparison.  

 

Figure 2: a) Free-surface method; b) Constrained-surface method. 

 

Figure 3: Test specimen. 
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3 Resin and printing parameters 

We used resin of Netherlands producer FunToDo, Deep Black. According to producer, resin is suitable for 

both printing methods. With experiments we determined parameters using testing method. In Table 1 

parameters for both methods are presented. In first trial run we used the same parameters at free surface as 

we used in constrain surface method. After that, we determined more appropriate parameters for free surface 

method. For comparison we printed five specimens for each series.  

Table 1: Used parameters for printing. 

Parameters Constrained- 

surface 

Free-surface Free-surface 

Bottom exposure (ms) 3500 3500 5500 

Exposure time (ms) 

Total time(s) 

2500 

2071 

2500 

2071 

5500 

2970 

Z lift distance (mm) 

Layer thickness (µm) 

Lift and sequence time (ms) 

Z retract speed (mm/min) 

6 

50 

4400 

200 

3 

50 

4400 

200 

3 

50 

4400 

200 

4 Results 

Result can be seen on Figure 4, that specimen of series 2 is completely inappropriate, assessed only by 

visually examination. But despite that fact, we made exact evaluation using measuring tools. The results are 

presented with diagrams including average series values with standard deviations. Figure 5 and Figure 6 

present dimensions in x and y direction. From the diagrams it can be said that constrained-surface method 

bring much better results. As the measured average is close to dimensions 3D model, also standard deviation 

is much smaller at mentioned method. We noticed one important characteristic. Features such as valve, 

cupola have undersize dimensions, while hole has oversize dimensions. 

 

Figure 4: First test specimen from all series. 

 

Figure 5: a) Outside dimensions; b) Cupola. 
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Figure 6: a) Hole; b) Valve. 

Dimensions in z direction are presented in Figure 7. Figure 7 presents the height of basic cube. It is clearly 

that constrained-surface method is better also to achieve excellent and accurate results in vertical direction. 

Average measurement of specimens made with constrained-surface method is 0,01 mm smaller than 

dimension of 3D model. Also range of standard deviation is small. Adjustment of printer is easier at 

constrained-surface method.  

 

Figure 7: a) Height of basic cube; b) Height of entire specimens. 

5 Conclusions 

Constrained-surface method is more appropriate. Test specimens made by this method are dimensional more 

accurate. Repeatability using this method is better. Exposure time is smaller comparing to free-surface 

method. Also smaller amount of resin is needed for constrained-surface method. From that perspective is 

economically more suitable choice. Similar opinion was noticed in stated article [1]. 
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